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The first volume of the thesis consists of five
chapters and five appendices* The fi st, biographical,
chapter outlines the evidence of the composer1a life to
be found in contemporary seventeenth century -writings and
in surviving M8S of his music* The second chapter
examines more closely the evidence of the £S soirees
in relation to the chronology of Jenkins* music and
contains a reas .esament of his output in the light of
this evidence* in the third chapter the hundred or so
..JJ are critically examined and classified according to
their merit as authoritative sources of Jenkins* works;
the question of the composer* s autograph and those of a
few of his associates is discussed in some detail with
photographic illustrations. The fourth chapter provides
an illustrated outline of the evidence found in these MSS
of the performing practice and instrumentation in
Jenkins* music with some valuable new material on the
English "graces" for the bass viol. The fifth chapter
provides a survey of Jenkins* use of the forms cur ont in
England during his lifetime, ilia music is related" as
far as possible to that of his predecessors and
contemporaries and attention is paid to those works in
which a division texture is superimposed on fantasia or
dance forms* Jhe five appendices aret a checklist of
all known sources, including modern editions, of Jenkins*
instrumental music; a descriptive catalogue of the MS
sources; a list if his vocal 'forks, by first lines; a
bibliography of contemporary publications of instrumental
and vocal music up to 1^80; and a select general
bibliography.
The second volume contains the transcript ions. The
works in this volume are selected to illustrate the wide
variety of styles of which Jenscins was master, the
choice bein0 at the same time governed by a conslderation
of what other scholars are preparing at the present time.
The volume contains* 2 fantasias, an In Nomine and 2
Tavans for 6 viols; 1 fantasia for 4 viols; 10 fantasias
for J viols; airs for J viols; 14 airs for a consort
of violin, lyra-viol, bass viol and harpsichord; airs
for solo lyra-viol; II "Lessons" for 2 bass viols, and
2 sets of divisions for 2 bass viols} all unpublished.
All sources have been collated and variant readings are
given with the edited text.
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INTRODUCTION
The present study begun some ye rs ago -when,
as part of jay work for the Honours 3.:ius. degree,
I prepared a thematic catalogue of Jenkins' Fantasias
and Fantasia-Suites, I discovered then that Jenkins*
works were virtually unavailable and that no comprehensive
survey of his music had been attempted. After completing
the degree exercise I contacted .Irs, Jill Vlasto in
Cambridge, who kindly passed my letter to Thurston Dart,
who then had the oare of the papers of the late Hiss
uclen Joy deeper - one time research librarian of
nfillesley College in America, who had. been a pioneer
student, of Jenkins* music and had retired to Cambridge
to continue her research shortly before she died in
!)'?)• During the following year he arranged for me
to borrow these p_apers, in accordance with her own
wish that her working materials should be made available
to students of Jenkins' music. Among these papers
WtrA a thematic catalogue, to which only a few items
have had to be added even now, some transcriptions and
an enormous amount of bibliographical material, which
she had collected over some twenty years, Mr, Andrew
Ashbee commenced his study of Jenkins' music for the
degree of Rh.D. at Dondon University at about the same
time but we unfortunately remained in ignorance of one
another*s work until his thesis "The four part works
of John Jenkins" was completed in 1?6y. In the event
my own and Mr, Ashbee's studies are complementary in
their coverage of Jenkins' music. Whereas he selected
one ^roup of works as the subject of a close examination
of his harmonics and melodic style, X elected to range
over a wider field, hoping thereby to make available
for the first time a comprehensive survey of Jenkins'
music which would illustrate the breadth and variety of
his skills as composer, performer an 1 teacher. In the
attempt to relate Jenkins' music to that of his predecess¬
ors an 1 contemporaries I have been frustrated by the lack
of modern editions (the MS ' are nearly all in parts) and,
paradoxically, by the grace and fluency of his own
invention which cannot simply be explained in terms of
external influences, I have, nevertheless, tried to
demonstrate the ways in which Jenkins developed the
traditional forms of English chamber music, the final
selection of examples for Vol. XI was male with a view
to avoidin duplication of the work of other scholars.
Thus particular emphasis is laid on the three part
music, the works for solo lyra-viol and those for bass
viols, all of which have been neglected so far. Unless
otherwise stated the fill examples in Vol, II and the
short examples in Vol. I are taken from the MS sources
listed in Apoendix I. I have endeavoured to keep the
text of Vol. I short and to make available as much new
music as possible in Vol. II, believing with Moger
North that:
And 0rant a man read all the books of musick
that ever were wrote I shall not allow that
musick is or can be understood out of them,
no more than the taste of meats out of
cooxish receipt books.,,.
My thanks are due to Professor Newman and the staff
past and p,reaent of the Meid school of >usic and its
i v
Library, in particular to the late Professor Hans
Re&lich who first set me on the course of studying
Jenkins* music, to the scholars already mentioned, to
the members of the English Consort of \fiols, to
Professor Peter ISvans, to Mr. Christopher ield and to
the 3taf s of the following libraries} The British
Museum, in particular to lias Pamela filletts; the
uowe Library, ting's College, Cambridge; the Library
of the fitswilLiara Husuera; the Pendlebury Library, in
particular to .-.r, Charles Cudworth; the Newberry
Library, Chicago; the Dolmetsch foundation Library;
The Cathedral Chapter Library, Durham; Archbishop
Marsh's Library, Dublin; the Staatsbibliothek, Hamburg;
The (Jreshara College Collection, now in the Cuildhall
Library, London; The Henry ..atson Library, Manchester;
the Barber Institute, Birmingham; the Lew fork Public
Library; the Bodleian Library, and in particular to
liss .iarggret Crura; the Library of Christ Church,
Oxford; the Library of the Conservatoire National,
Paris; the Parry Collection in the Royal College of
Music; the Library of the Bean and Chapter of York
Minster; and the Pilraer Collection in the Music Bchool
of Xaie Jniversity. My thanks are also due to
Idinburgh Jnivorsity for the financial assistance
allowed me in the early stages of my work by the award
of an Andrew rasor Travelling Scholarship, a Post¬
graduate Studentship, and a generous grant from the
Moray Fund to cover photographic expenses.
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Jenkins' tombstone in JCimberley church in Norfolk,
reproduced in Jlorofiold's History of Norfolk,1 bears
the inscription*
Jnder this stone rare Jenkins lye,
The master of the Husic art,
Whom from the earth, the God on high
called up to Him, to bear his part,
aged 36, October 27,
in Anno 73» he went to Heaven,
This rhyme, probably composed by Gir Philip Wodehouse, an
?
old i'cignd of Jenkins in whose house the master died,
has long been acee >ted as evi lence of Jenkins' birth date.
He was ho ever very old when he died and might well have
misreckoned his own age, Hven more likely is that
Jodehouse simply made a guess at his friend's age after
his death, and it is clear that this evidence taken
alone does not establish beyond doubt khat Jenkins was
born in 15?2,
The place of his birth was oertainly in or near
5
Maidstone in Kent, Anthony Wood reports that Dr. Wilson
(Professor of iusic in Oxford and Jenkins' near
contemporary) "...did often use to say for the honour
of his country of Kent that Alfonso Parabosco was
born of Italian parents at Greenwich, and Joh, Jenkins
at il&idatone,, • % Wilson's report is confirmed by
his exact contemporary Alexander Fisher, "senior
fellow of .lerton College and a fatherly acqpiaintance
of A, W,", who "was born at .laidstone in Kent,
1 bondon, 130 II, p.
2 Gee Hlomfield, History of Norfolk, vol.i, p#7^^«
> Fasti Qxonicnses, Oxford, lZ&7 , II, ^4 £d- ftlto,
Vel-H,
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whore hi? father (who was mayor of Maidstone in l6l;?) was
a trader.,," and who, |[ays Wood, "told me that Jenkins
was born at Maidstone"# The record of baptisms at Maid¬
stone parish church of All Saints shows a gap of over
five years from early in 15'33 to ioveraber 15?5* It i0
therefore possible that Jenkins' exact birth date may
never be established.with certainty, The recent researches
of Mr. Andrew Ashbee/ have however brought to light two
wills proved at Canterbury which are of exceptional inter¬
est and provide evidence of the circumstances of Jenkins'
birth. These are*
The will of henry Jenkins.
Memorand That the Twentieth day of December Anno dni.
l6l/,. ,.ienrie Cfenkins of Maydstone in the County of
Kent, Carpenter. Did make a Nuncupative will in forme
following, first hee gave to hts son Henry a Trebble
vialt, to his son John A Pandore and to his son
,/iliiam a Trebble viall and to his daughter Mary he
gave nothing then because hee had given her certeyne
goodes and moovables at her marriage before that
tyrae# And the residue of all his goodes, mooveables,
household stuff®, Plate and r adie money hee gave
unto inne his wife and made her sol® Mxecatrix of his
testament and last will Hee beinge than slcke in body
butt of good and perfect memorie. In the presence of
Walter fisher,* Thomas Neve. (Probate dated Moth
March 1617/8)
The Will of Ann Jenkins.
The laste will and testament nuncupative of Ann
Jenkins wiftowe late of the Towns of iaydstone in
the County of itent and dioces of Canterbury deceaseds
I life and Times of Anthony 'Mood, ed. A# Clark#
Oxford hist. iocM II 13)Z p#2pJ.
2 Ibid. I 13^1, P.2J2
5 "Genealogy and John Jenkins"# ah. 46, July
4 This Walter Mishear is almost certainly identical with
the w. P. who was raajfor of Maidstone in 1619, whose son
told A# 'Wood of the composer's ori in. This identific¬
ation strongly confirms Andrew Ashbee's suggestion that
the wills are those of the composer's family#
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By her uttered and declared in the moneth of July
Anno dni. 1^21 Shee beinge then sick and weake in
body but of good and perfect memory with an intent
and purpose to make her will ana dispose of her
estate in theise words followinge or the like in
effect, vizt.
Pirst she gave unto Henry her eldest sonne one
trebble Violin and ten shillinges in money.
Item to her son John five shillinges in mony.
Item to her sonne William twenty shillings of
lawful English money and one treble violin togeather
with a flockbed. The residue of all and singuler
her goods, Cattele, Chattels and debts whatsoever
she gave absolutely unto Thomas Viny hir sonne in
lawe conditionally that he should pay hir debts
and legacyes. And lastly she made and constituted
the said Thomas Viny full and wholl Executor of
hir said last will and testament. In the presenoe
and heeringe of Thomas Moore and John Howtinge,
(Probate dated 10th. July 1625)
Mr. Ashbee has traced the marriage of Henrie Gynken and
Anne Jordaine which took place on June 28, 1591# and the
baptisms of two of their children: ?eb.8 159^ "Mary d. of
henrie Ginken", and May 4 1595 "Henry so. of henry
ginken". He points out that were it not for the statement
in Ann1s will that Henry was her eldest son one would
assume that John and William were born between 1591 an<l
1595 and that their baptisms were recorded in that part
of the register now lost. The fact, however, that Henry
is named after his father would seem to confirm Ann*s
statement that he was the first son and means that in
accepting this as the family of John Jenkins we must accept
a birth date of 159^ earliest.
Jenkins' childhood is obscure. He does not appear to
have been a chorister and we do not, unfortunately, know
who taught him music. (Coming from the kind of family he
did he would have been instructed in the first place by
his father.) The only known reference to Jenkins as a
child is to oe found in the long first entry of the Diary
4
of Lady Ann Clifford^", -which is headed l6o"3 and serves
as an introduction to the diary proper which begins after
her marriage in 2.6x6. Her family had visited North Hall#
the Kent home of Ambrose Dudley, Earl of Warwick, whose
widow was Lady Anne's aunt, and the young diarist says,
"...during our being there I used to wear my hair coloured
velvet every day and learned to sing and play the bass
viol of Jack Jenkins, my aunt's boy". Lady Anne would
have been about 1} years old at the time but Jenkins, if
he was not born until 15>!?6 would have been only 7» an
impossible abe for a child however talented to instruct
2
another or indeed to handle a bass viol. If he was born
in 1^92 however, the story would be at least plausible
although the boy would be very talented.
This long entry may represent a compression of
several years of her childhood and the year in question
could therefore be later than l6oj, but the queen is
mentioned as being alive in the last paragraph before
the diary Skips to l6l6, which would indicate that the
year was l6op at the latest. There is of course no proof
that the diary in fact refers to the famous John Jenkins
but it seems highly likely that it does. The account fits
with what we knew of Jenkins from other sources} the app¬
roximate a0e of the boy (it is unlikely that Lady Ann
refers to someone older than about 1^), ibe instrument
and the social status all fit with what we know of his
later life, with his association with numerous East Anglian
1 Ed. V# Saokville West, London, 1924, p.l6
2 Mr. Marco Pallis however points out that Rudolph Dolmetach
began to show his father's friends how to play at jh-sfc
such an early age.
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families, and with his almost exclusively instrumental output*
A carpenter* s family in which no fewer than five
musical instruments were to be found, the male members of
which almost certainly played with the local town musicians
or "waits" is also just the sort of origin which one might
expect for a musician who spent most of his adult life and
probably a large part of his childhood in domestic service."''
Slower North tells us how Jenkins in later life composed what
became one of the first "polite" pieces to be played by the
"country fiddlers"?
",,.It is in my memory that a famous sett of Musick
belonging to Thetford'* had few violins, but many wire
instruments that made a jang or jargon to the tune*
And the first polite piece they had was the 3ELLS of ,
Mr.Jenkins, which they had learned to play tollerably.
Elsewhere North says?
"In those days the country fiddlers were not so well
foddered from London as since, and a master that made
new tunes for them was a benefactor; and these BELLS w^s
such supply, as never failed to pass in all companys,"
The chronology of the early part of Lady Ann*s diary
may be confused; the o^rder of the sons listed in the two
wills may not be correct, but in view of the fact that the
Maidstone records for the relevant period are not complete#
and in the absence of further evidence of Jenkins* origins
and early life it seems likely that the apparent inconsist¬
ency of the dates may never be resolved and that the puzzl¬
ing question of his exact date of birth must remain uncertain*
Little is known of Jenkins' youth and early; maturity#
although it can be surmised from the pattern of his later
life that he spent much of it in private service. He
1 Mr.Ashbee points to the significance of the Pandora going
to John.
2 In Norfolk.
5 Roger North on Music, ed.f/ilson, London, 1272n.
* Ibid. J46* I fee.'Sib\ic0TOfh^jjfcppAfcAi* <V..p.IIS^V- Norik
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became a virtuoso on the lute and on the bass viol which
he liked to play "lyra-way". He probably lived in Kent
or in or near London for most of the reign of James I*
Roger North, whose writings are the chief source of inform¬
ation on Jenkins1 life, was Jenkins' pupil, so that while
his writings belong to the first 4<. cade or so of the eight¬
eenth century (i.e. up to thirty years after Jenkins* death)
they may be regarded as fairly reliable with respect to
this musician. He begins one account of his teacheri^
I shall endeavour to give a short account of this
particular master, with whom it was my good chance
to have had an intimate acquaintance and friendship#.
He lived in King James* time, and flourished in
King Charles the firsts. His talents lay in the use
of the lute and base or rather Lyra viol#,.
North makes no mention of Jenkins going abroad but the
possibility that he may have visited the continent in his
youth should not oe overlooked in view of the extraordinary
freshness of his musical style and the fact that he held
2
no regular court appointment until aftei the restoration,
Murray Le^ko.itz points out, however, thats
"The Lord Chamberlaxne' s records often refer to a group
known as "the consort" and sometimes to one known as the
"broken consort". It is not clear whether the former
was synonymous with the musicians in ordinary for the
lutes, viols and voices. At any rate there is a strong
probability that some composers, such as William Lawes,
Dietrich Steffkin and John Jenkins did belong to such a
group even before the year l6j4. This "consort" may well
have been the "symphony" of twelve instrumental musicians
who played in the "Triumph of sace1',^
1 Memoires of Musick.ed. E.F.Rimbault,London,18^6,pp.85-9^»
This version of North's biographical note on J.J, is slightly-
fuller than that given in J.Wilson op, cit,,p,3^3,
2 See: The King's Musick, H.C. De Lafontaine,London,1.09,in which
J.J, does not appear as a musician in the "private music"
until 1660.
3 See: 'The Longleat papers of Bulstrode Whitelock; New Light
on Shirly's "Triumph of Peace" JAMS.XVIII,1963,PP.^2-60.
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This Masque was performed with great splendour at White¬
hall in February l6}4 and again at the Merchant Taylor's
hall before the icing and Queen# At these performances
Jenkins played the treble viol#3.
The lute and the bass viol were the instruments that
Jenkins taught chiefly in later life and many compositions
survive which demonstrate his skill on the latter. (His
use of virtuoso techniques and divisions in compositions
other than those for the solo bass viol will be discussed
in a later chapter.) Unfortunately no compositions for
the lute survive but he seems to have been a fine performer
and North says that he composed "multitudes" of lute
2
lessons. He did not, however, abandon the lute entirely
in later life in favour of the more fashionable lyra-viol.
We can deduce from "Hiss Mary Burwell's Instruction book
for the Lute"'!» probably compiled some time during the
l66os. that Jenkins was still active anyway as a teacher
4
of the lute, during his later years in Bast Anglia.
Jenkins* own tuning for the lute is given in this book.
The composer also had his own systems of tuning for
the lyra-viol and many pieces for this instrument or for a
broken consort in which it is included survive}and Jenkins
appears to have been something of an innovator in his
technique of playing. North's account continues!
1 gee also A.J. Sabol "New Documents on Shirley's Masque
'The Triumph of Peace*" ML vol.47, Jan.1966,
2 A MS catalogued as containing lute lessons, 3M add.59555*
turns out to contain music for lyra-viol with bass viol.
ji Now in Bedford County Record Office.
4 Mary Burwe11, b.1652, lived at Rougham in Suffolk until
her marriage in 1672 to Robert alpole of Houghton, Norfolk, see
jTjjJ, May, l^^S.
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...He was one of the court musitians, and once was
brought to play upon the lyra-violl afore Sing Charles
the first as one that had performed somewhat extra¬
ordinary. And after he had done, the Ki^g sayd he did
wonders on an inconsiderable instrument.
Elsewhere North gives another account of the same occasion:
...He was once carried to play the violl before King
Charles I, which he did in his voluntary way, with
wonderful agility, and odd humours as touching the
great string with his,,thumb, while the rest he emp¬
loyed in another way."
It has not been established just when Jenkins began
his long teaching career and with whom, although he was
associated during this reign with the Derham and L'Estrange
families in Norfolk. This period (c. 1625-45) represents
a most important epoch in Jenkins' life for it is probably
to these years that all of his best compositions belong,
that is to his prime. (The whole question of the dating
of Jenkins' works will be discussed in chapter II, but
North makes it quite clear in his biographical sketch that
most if not all of Jenkins' important works belong to the
period approximately covered by the reign of Charles I, a
fact which is strongly confirmed by the evidence of the MS
sources of his music.) The Chicago part books, discussed
in chapter II, contain a note of pieces made "at the imp-
ortunitie of Mr, Derham" in 1644. Miss Pamela Willetts has
suggested that Jenkins may have moved to the L'Estrange
family after the death of Sir Thomas Derham in 1645.
It was during this period that he must have made
friends with the Lawes brothers, with Matthew Locke and
Christopher Simpson, all of whom were active in London and
all of whom were outlived by Jenkins, It was surely also
1 North ed. Rimbault loc. cit,
2 Hoger North on Music ed. J. Wilson, London, 1959<» p
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during these years that Jenkins1 great reputation as a
composer and teacher was established, a reputation which
was still remembered at the time of Henry Purcell whom
North describes a3 "the Jenkins of his age", a reputation
which led Thomas Mace to write in 1676:
These last ages have produced very many Able, and
most Excellent Masters in Musick; three only (of
which) I will instance in this particular; because
they were so voluminous, and very eminent in their
works, via. Mr. William L&wes, Mr. John Jenkins, and
Mr. Chri3to|3her Simpson.
These three famous Men, although two of them be
laid to sleep, (or as we say, dead) yet by their most
Singular and rare Works, they live; and may be so
easily distinguished the one from the other, and as
exactly known, which is which, as^if they were present
in person and should speak Y>rords.
William Lawes' untimely death in the service of the
loyalist army at the siege of Chester in 1645 was the
occasion of the composition of one of Jenkins' few vocal
works. His elegy "Why in this Shade of Night" is t e
longest and most elaborate of a number of pieces for voices
written by different composers on the death of William
Lawes which appear together in the 1&43 edition of Henry
Lakes' "Choice Psalms".
Jenkins' introductory letter to Christopher Simpson's
2
"Compendium of Practical Mustek" and his verse at the beg-
3
inning of Simpson's "Division Violist" , together with
Simpson's own recommendation in the sane work that:
...If you desire Written Coppies of Devisions, made
for Two, or Three parts,... none hath done more in
that kind then the ever famous and most excellent
Composer in all sorts of Modern usick, Mr. John Jenkins.




all sear ?,ritness to a friendship and collaboration which
lasted from thi3 London period until Simpson's death in
1669.
At the onset of the "troubles" in the early l640s
the court musicians seem to have had little difficulty
in finding employment and Jenkins, whose whereabouts at
this time are uncertain, probably continued his career as
a teacher, a3 did his colleagues, Simon Ives, Charles
Coleman, Christopher Simpson and John Wilson,
When the Court was disbanded in l64j Jenkins left
the town and began his long retirement with various East
Anglian families who employed him in the capacity of
Music Master, This last period of his life, thanks chiefly
to Anthony Wood and Roger Worth, is well documented. Wood
tells as that:
John Jenkins^lived much in the families of L'Estrange
and Seerham,
2
The Derhams appear to have been the first of Jenkins'
Norfolk patrons and as we have seen he went straight from
this family to the household of Sir Hamon L»Estrange at
Hunstanton where he probably lived until 1654 as instructor
to young Soger L'Estrange, whose name became familiar later
as the licenser of many of Playford's publications. There
is,however, no documentary evidence to this effect apart
from a first class collection of MSS of his music, almost
certainly in the composer's hand or compiled under his
supervision (which will be discussed in chapter II) which
rather suggest a closer connection with Soger's elder
brother Nicholas who died in 1655* A reference to "Fak-
enham music" in one of his groups, ROM, MS ?21, indicates
A, Wood, ed, Clark op.cit. Voll p»535
2 Confused in Groves Dictionary and elsewhere with the
Kent family Dering,
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a connecti ng probably only social, with the Calthorps of
East 3arsham, near Fakenham in Norfolk, who were related
to the L*Estrange family.
It is not cer-tain where Jenkins resided between 1&54
and l66o when he went to the North family at Kirtling,
Wood mentions a pupil of Jenkins called Proctor, a talented
youth who would have been twelve or thirteen years old in
1654, and it is possible that Jenkins lived with his family
during the years immediately preceding the Restoration,
According to Wood Proctor wasj
A rare musician, especially for the Lyra-violl and
also for the Division Viollj bred up under Mr, J,
Jenkins, the mirror and wonder of this our age. He
was very good for treble violl and also for the violin.
And all these comprehended in a man of three or four
and twenty years of age.,.. He was much admired at
the meetings, and exceedingly pittied by all the
faculty for hi3 loss,"
Jenkins associated with the North family in the 1650s
and Lord Dudley North held hira in esteem long before he app¬
ointed him to his household, as is seen by his letter to Henry
Looseaoore, dated 1653,In 1660 Jenkins began his seven years
residence at Airtling, the home of Sir Dudley Worth, where
his Gharge was to teach music to old Lord North1s younger
grandsons Roger and iontague. Lord North kept a large house¬
hold and encouraged mueh music making which is remembered
with pride and evident gratitude by Roger in his autobiography*
1 See P,Willetts, "Sir Nicholas L'Estrange and John
Jenkins" ML Jan.1561,
2 A,Wood, ed,Clark op.cit. Vol,I, p,108-5* This passage is
quoted by Himbault in a fo tnote to North* s Memoires as
if it referred to Jenkins himself,
5 See R,North on Music ed,J,Wilson, op.cit, p.4.
4 Including Henry Loosemoore,organist,composer and organ
builder,
5 Autobiography of the Honourable Roger North, ed,A,Jessop,
London, 13-37 j CK TIt ,0k tbtfic o^d. its ,v gAwmJv'flA.
>
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...And the servants of parade, as gentlemen ushers
and the steward, and the clerk of the kitchen also
played, which with the young ladies, my sisters,
singing made a society of music such as was well
esteemed in those times. 4nd the course of the family
was to have solemn music } days in the week and often
every day.
For his appointment at Kirtling Jenkins was paid (according
to Soger) £1 per quarter. In Soger left school to be
prepared by his father for the University and in the foll¬
owing year he matriculated and went to live at Jesus Coll¬
ege, Cambridge, under the protection of his brother John.
Jenkins' appointment, apparently his last as a family music
master, now came to an end. This period of Jenkins' life
coincides with a late flowering of domestic music in the
larger English country houses, relatively undisturbed by
the continental fashion encouraged by the new Xing and his
court in Condon, which was soon to cause the native amateur
to lay aside his viol for ever in the face of the superior¬
ity of the professional violinist from France or Italy.
The map shows the close proximity in the area of a large
number of musical households which provided an ideal situat¬
ion for frequent and elaborate music making. Time and again
in his writings .Soger North laments the passing of the true
amateur domestic music.
In the early days everybody played, well as may, or
best they could, but with perfection came the day of
the masters on^y, and playing in homes by family became
less frequent.
To this marvellous period in East Anglia, and to the time
of the "public music meetings" in Oxford belong many of the
2
handwritten part books of Jenkins' music that we have today.
1 Autobiography lOjS. cit.
2 A few survive in the collections also of musical antiquar¬
ians made at the end of the century, notable that of Dean
Aldrich, in Christ Church, Oxford.
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In his old age Jenkins was clearly a familiar and
well loved figure both in the county in which he lived and
in London. Anthony Wood, prompted by a false rumour that
Jenkins had died in Norfolk in lay 1665, wrote of himi
Though a little man yet he had a great soul.
Soger North relates that:
In most of his friends houses there was a chamber
called by his name, for besides his musical excell¬
ences he was an accomplisht ingenious person, and
so well behaved as never to give offence, and where-
ever he went he was allwais welcome and courted to stay.
Jenkins' social position on these occasions does not appear
to have been that of a musician employed but rather of a
gentleman in his own right, for Roger North tells us:
I never heard that he articled with any gentleman ,
where he resided, but accepted what they gave him,^
Right up to the time of his death in the house of Sir
4
Philip Wodehouse, at Kimberley, in Norfolk, Jenkins fre¬
quented the homes of his friends and possibly had no home
of his own, although when he died he was:
Not poor, but capable to leave)^, as he di£L, hand¬
some remembrances to some of his friends.^
from the time of the Restoration and consequent re-establish¬
ment of the Royal household in London in l66o, Jenkins held
a regular court appointment as Musician in Ordinary for
6
the King's private music. It seems clear from North's
1 Life and Times... op.cit. Vol.1, 475
2 R. North ed. Rimbault loc.cit,
5 Ibid.
4 dart., Burgess of Thetford and an M.P. at the Restoration
5 R. North ed. Rimbault loc.cit.
6 See H.C. De Lafont&ine, The King's Musiok p.114.
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account, however, that in his later years he only played
occasionally at court, although his fellow musicians
looked after his financial interests for him.
And he kept his place at court, as I understand to
the time of his death, and then he for many years was
uncapable to attend; the court musitians had so much
value for him that advantage was not taken; but he
received his salary as they were paid,'
Jenkins seems to have become, even during his own
lifetime, a grand old man of music and his fame does not
appear to have been confined to England, Soger North
continues the above passage;
2
A Spanish don sent some papers to Sir Peter Lely,
containing one part of a consort of four, of a
sprightly moving kind* such as were called fancys,
desiring that he would procure and send him the
other parts costa che oosta, Lely gave me these
papers, as being the likeliest person to get them
supplied; I showed them to Jenkins, who sayd he
knew the consort to be his, but when, or where made
he knew not, and,could not recollect anything more
concerning them,'
North does not tell us the date of this incident, but
it presumably occurred when he was in London, by which
time Jenkins was in his eighties.
North's concluding remarks on his famous tutor show
that Jenkins® music was set aside in favour of more fash¬
ionable music during his own lifetime, Further, North
1 North ed, Nirabault loc.cit.
2 The portrait painter (d.l^SO). A fine portrait by him
of Soger North is reproduced in lloger North on Music
frontispiece.
2 One MS containing music by Jenkins survives in the college
of the Paris Conservatoire, another was destroyed in the
war in the St^atsbibliothek, Hamburg. A suspicion noted in
Miss Sleeper's papers, that there may be a US of Jenkins'
music in Portugal, remains unverified.
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remarks that Matthew Locke, who though younger than
Jenkins, died before him in 1&77* wa>s a- considerable
master of music after Jenkins "fell off". This sequence
suggests that Jenkins' creative energy was largely spent
in his middle years and has clear implications as to the
dating of his work, which will be discussed in Chapter II,
And now to conclude as to Mr, Jenkins, he was
certainly a very happy person, for he had an uninter¬
rupted health and was of an easy temper, superior inhis profession, well accepted by all, knew no want,
saw himself outrun by the world, and having lived
a good christian, dyed in peace,3*
■J. Wy A- RuwbAu(t*4 Uc . at.
Suornary of the chronology proposed in Chapter II
Fantasias.. . ..,1620-50, not after
a5t$8tk viols with organ 1656
Fantasias. ......loJO-S, not after
a5 viols with 1 without organ 1641
lost airs.........................3.625-40, not after





4 viols & organ
.lost Fantasia-suites. ••••••...»••• 1625-40
Soae Fantasta-snitea, po a sibly
as late as...................... 1650
lyres for "broken consort. ....••...1625-54)?
Lyra-viol solos. l6$5-^5?
divisions. 1644-55 or later,
for 2 b.vs but probably not
after 1667
Lessons. c.1654 on. 1
for 2 or J b.vs (with continu )
bono 'Fantasias ................ • ax t or 1607
with division texture for 2 b.vs
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CHAPTER II
A CHRONOLOGY OF JENKINS* WORKS: THE EVIDENCE
OF THU MANUSCRIPT SOURCES
It is not possible to give an account of his
composition they were so many that he himself
outlived the knowledge of them.
So begins Roger North's account1 of his master's music,
and indeed, even with the resources made available by
present day MS collections, one hesitates to give a
complete account of his enormous output, as further
works may turn up at any time.
The present estimate of surviving works, cata¬
logued in *1, is: 105 true polyphonic Fantasias
(for 5 to 6 viols mostly with organ), with two small
groups of works (J for 2 bass viols and 7 ^or - trebles
or violins and a bass with organ) given the titles
"Fantasia" and "Fancies-Divisions"; 63 Fantasia-
Suites for various instrumental combinations (Suites
in which a Fantasia movement is followed by one or
more, commonly two, dances, e.g# Fantasia-llmaine-
Galliard); c. 34 airs and dances for 4 viols (in
groups of up to eight in one key forming dance suites,
but with no standard order of dances; c. 142 airs
and dances for 5 viols and almost a3 many for 2; 4^
airs and dances, and one or two more extended pieces
(i.e. "The Lady Catherine Audley's Bells", and "The
Six Bell Consort") for a broken consort of viols with
1 R« North ed. Rimbault, loc.cit.
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harpsichord, lyra-viol, violin anil bass viol: c. 50
lyra-viol solos (many published in the various editions
of playford1 s "Musiek' a Recreation on the Lyra-Viol";)
& few fine sets of divisions and some "Lessons" for 2
bass viols (some with, some without continuo); a
collection of sacred songs for 5 voices to poems by
George Herbert" and an unidentified contemporary
poet; an elegy on the death of .Villiam Lawes for
voices with continuo and several dialogues and catches
(published in such collections as "Catch that Catch
Can!,/).
3y any standards this is an impressive output,
but it appears even more so in the light of the fact
that only a minute proportion of it is in printed books,
the rest being found in handwritten copies that have
by good fortune survived the last three hundred years,
and that it is likely that Jenkins wrote more music
4
which has not survived.
North continues the above account:
It Is supposed that when he first began to compose
he followed in the track of the most celebrated
masters of whom I have named some'; and his style
was as theirs, solemn and grave, I have seen/an
In Nomine of his of six part3, most elaborate";
1 lst.ed#, London,l(>52.
2 The Herbert settings are discussed oy Vincent Duckies
in "John Jenkins' settings of Lyrics by George
Herbert", M£,XLVIII,1?62.
5 lst.ea, , London,l652»
4 e.g. lute lessons of whicjy North says he wrote i, . >krttnj
"multitudes",***^ ConSotK Uj»^ \A'd.s (L'SOd lUA- C gumlni U* ""J)
5 At this da„e (i.e. l6lp on), Tomkins, O.Gibbons,
Lupo, Perrabcsco (Sen,).
6 Possibly one of the surviving two, see Vol,II, ex.331
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but his lute and lyra-viol wrought so much upon
his fancy# that he diverted to a more lively ayre
and was not on^ly an innovator but became a ref¬
ormer of music . His Panoys were full of ayery
points, graves, triplas and his lesser pieces
imitated the dulcor of lute lessons of which he
composed multitudes; and all that he did until his
declyning age, was lively and decided, and (if I
may be credited) cappriccioso. And of this kind
there were h<$seloads of his works v?hich were dis¬
persed about, and very few came together in the
same hands; but the private musick in England was#
in great measure supplyed by him;
Worth says elsewhere that he had a "monopoly"of the
chamber music in England, More Fantasias survive by
Jenkins than by any other composed of the period and
he wrote more music for the bass viol than any of his
contemporaries^, It is certain that the part books of
all the musical families in Norfolk and the surround¬
ing counties contained mostly music by Jenkins,
And they were courted because his style was new
and (for the time) difficult# for he could hardly
forbear divisions, and some of his consorts were
too full of them. And if that, as modern caprice
will have it, be a recommendation, his composit¬
ions want it not; but this is further to be sayd
of him, that being an accomplisht master of the
viol# all his movements lay fair for the hand and
were not as hard as seemed.
1 This remark will be discussed in the chapter on
Jenkins' Fantasias, Oh,V but it is significant
with regard to the dating of some of his more
original works.
2 Passages in brisk triple time,
> See: J.M.Richards, "A study of ;usic for 3ass Viol
written in England in the l"/th Century", unpublished
3,Litt, Thesis# Somerville College#0xford#l)6o-1.
4 See Vol.11 exx.TTT
1?
This passage raises the whole question, of the dating of
Jenkins* works* If we are to arrive at a clear assess¬
ment of Jenkins1 quality and stature as an individual
and of his place in the main stream of English music*
it is necessary to discover not only what he achieved#
but, at least approximately when he did it. In another
account of Jenkins1, North writess
His early compositions done in his full strength
and being likely to pass among his own faculty,
were his best.
And again2j
He was an inovator in the day of Alphonso, Lupo,
Coperario, L&wes etc.... who were musicians of
fame under Charles I.
These remarks are clearly incompatible with E.H.Meyer's
statement that "the real importance of this master lies
3
in the output of his last fifteen years"', a mistake
into which he is led by accepting too readily the dates
on the MS copies as the dates of composition, Meyer
appears unaware that by placing the main corpus of
Jenkins' instrumental works late in his long life# he
makes of him not an "inovator" but an adherent of old
forms and fashions, a backward looking figure whose oWg'mal
contribution to the new instrumental style is negligible.
In fact the available evidence strongly supports
North's account. The earliest pieces that can be dated
with certainty are the four part Fantasias and some
three part airs. Two numbers of the set for four viols
and organ are included in 3M Ad&.MSC 17792-6# and these
1 R.North, ed. J. Vilson, op.cit. p. 2^6, __
2 Autobiography» ed. Jessop, op, citj Ed-Msou, p.Id
> English Chamber .aslc, London, 1946, p. 137*
Us r4vre-*al«la \w (to. ^etWUn { h«.ipz hi „ W
Kjit-eKci- if tontppd/ tvivJjL CL> to- f<trtiti byusix 3 m.
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part books and Bpdleian MS Mus.Seh»4»245 are mostly in
the hand of John Merro whose name appears on the back
flyleaf of the Oxford book and whose initials " I.M."
I
appear on the covers of the BM set of books. Merro
was a singing man of Gloucester Cathedral who died in
loj£ . As the custom was to write Fantasias in sets
according to key, in which form they survive in the
north collection of MS3 in the Bodleian, it is reason¬
able to suppose that the four part Fantasias were all
composed by lb, b. 'fake into account that these pieces
are fairly traditional in 3tyle and could be said to
"follow in the traokuof the most celebrated masters",
and the composers among whose music these Fantasias
are found in the 3M books and in other sources, (i.e.
Tomkins, Wilkes (sic), hupo, peering etc. - composers
generally regarded as belonging to the "Jacobean"
generation), and it appears that they belong to the
time described by North above as "when he first began
to compose". Jenkins was 42 by 16^6 and I would haaard
a guess that they were in fact composed a good decade
or more before the d.eath of their copyist (i.e. 1625
or before). North's remark above about the six part
In Nomine as it were epitomising Jenkins' conservative
style suggests tha t the six part Fantasias to which
set the In homines oelong also date from this period.
On. stylistic grounds I am inclined to place the set
of five part fantasias and ravanes in this group of
1 See: P.J.Willetts» "Music from the circle of Anthony
Wood at Oxford", BM Quarterly, Vol.24,1^6l.
2 A fact established by Andre?/ Ashbee following the
suggestion of Miss Willet s that .'"erro may have
come from Gloucester.
Jenkins' early and more conservative works1-. A refer¬
ence to books belonging to Sir Robert Jolles in BM Arid.
MS. J0487 ( a copy of the five part Fantasias annotated
with reference to other MSS of the same pieces some of
which do not survive) suggests that the latest possible
date for the five part set is 1665. year of Sir
Robert's death.
"This Fancy is in Sir Robert Bowles his hooks
where it is prikt for ffist (sic) in gamut my key".
The Bolles family lived at Scampton in Lincolnshire and
were patrons of Jenkins' friend Christopher Simpson,
who lived with them until his death in 1669 . Simpson
was charged with the musical education of Sir Robert's
son, John, and his young frinnd Sir John St, Barbe, and
together they would have needed only one player, perhaps
the visiting master Jenkins, to make up a consort of
five for the performance of the fantasias. It seems
that Sir Robert's books do not survive and, while
Jenkins could not on this evidence have composed the
pieces any later than the Kirtling period, they are
probably contemporary with the four part Fantasias_
being copied out for gentlemen's collections in Norfolk
and Lincolnshire. The same is true of the six part
works. 3oth the six and five part fantasias were
copied out for the North collection, now in the 3odleian,
and these copies probably belong to the period from
l66o to 1667 wh n Jsnkin3 was resident at Xirtling.
deyer points to the elaborate divi3ion-like bass viol
1 Mr. Ashbee points out that Jenkins' nearest con¬
temporary from Kent, Thomas Simpson, who is now known
to have been born in 1$8 2 (see C.Coxon art. T.Simpson,
.iGa) published his first works in 1&1Q and so, by
analogy, J. could be expected to have been producing
his first works around 1615-20.
2 See: C. Coxon, art. C. Simpson, KGG.
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parts of these 'works as evidence of a later date,
but it must be remembered that when Simpson published
his Division Violist with Jenkins* encouragement in
he was simply setting out the rules of an art
that they had both practised in London during the
reign of Charles I,
More surprising than the confirmation that the
BM Add. MSS \"]'Jr)2-G give to an early dating for the
full polyphonic Fantasias, is the evidence of the
Bodleian 'is Jus. Sch.d, 24^ that at least some of the
threepart dances are among Jenkins* earlier works, for
the rhythmic flexibility and melodic inventiveness
of these attraotive pieces might suggest that they
should be placed in a later period. If however, as
this MS shows, they belong to the reign of James I
(or to the early years of Charles I at latest), then
we can begin to understand North's notion of Jenkins
as **inovator".
The next important dated set of part books is the
Bodleian MS Mus.Cch. c.^4-5, which is inscribed "George
Stratford 1641" and contains one of the set of 21
fantasias for 2 treble viols and bass viol with no
continue, three of the set of 28 Fantasias for treble
viol and two bass viols to the organ, and four of the
set for four viols and organ discussed above. Again
on the assumption that they were originally composed
in complete sets, we caa suppose that the two sets
for three viols (the 21 and the 28) were all composed
by this date, that is before or during the reign of
Charles 1. The set of 21 fantasias for two trebles and
25
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a bass are in many ways the finest and most original
of Jenkins' works and, if one is to judge by the number
of surviving copies of the complete set, were among his
most popular. They combine within the formal framework
of the old Fantasia, features of dance music in brisk
triple time sections, a very free and often adventurous
2
scheme of modulation , and an "airy" and unmistakably
instrumental texture overall. This set represents
the mos^t obvious example of Jenkins' development and
near transformation of the old Fantasia. The set of
28 fantasias for treble viol and two bass viols to
the organ, though possibly less superficially attract¬
ive to the modern ear than its companion set of 21,
contains much fine music and a free treatment of the
organ which, in the absence of the evidence of George
Stratford/s books, might have marked it as a later set,
Jenkins probably wrote most of hi3 Fantasia-Suites
long before he retired into East Anglia. A music book
in the Bodleian, Mus.Sch.e.451, containing this type
of composition (suites of Fancy-Ayre-Courant and Fancy-
Almaine-Courante) and including some works also in the
set of part books Bodleian MS Mus,Sch.d.241-4, was
bought by a Mr. William David, price 3d. on May 23th.
1636, The pieces were possibly "prikt out" shortly
after the purchase of the bookj music paper was very
1 Of which the seven unpublished fantasias are included
in Vol.11 ex*. 7x to XV .
2 A feature also found among the four part fantasias.
Sees R.A.Warner, "John Jenkins* four part Fancy in
C minor - an enharmonic modulation around the key
circle" MR, Feb.
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expensive and it is not very likely that anyone would
have kept such a hook without using it for very long.
At the back of the hook is a piece, not attributed to
Jenkins, inscribed "A piece for Mr. Godfreys Oct.5th,
l641", rather suggesting that hy this date the hook was
completely used up. Jenkins1 Fantasia-Suites are
rather various in the demands they make on the technic¬
al capaaity of the string players. These parts range
from the brilliant division like texture of the nine
Suites for violin (or tr. viol), two bass viols and
organ in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch.d.241-4 (see above) and
the seven pairs of Fancy-Ayre, for two violins and a
bass viol to the organ found in the same part books ,
to the much plainer style of the suites of Fancy-Ayre-
Coranto for two violins, two bass viols and organ in
BM Add. MBS 27550-4. The more elaborate works in this
group of Fantasia-Suites are technically very difficult
both in the violin and in the bass viol parts and would
seem to be in what North described as being in Jenkins*
"high flying vein", and "done in his full strength and
2
likely to pass among his own faculty". If it is right,
as the part books suggest, to place these works within
the reign of Charles I at latest then "his own faculty"
would have included such friends as Christopher Simpson,
Simon Ives, Charles Coleman, the Lawes brothers and in
the early 40s such gifted amateurs as Nicholas L'Estrange.
1 Recently published, ed. R.A.Earner, Wellesley Ed.
no.10,1966.
2 R. North ed. Rimbault, loc.cit.
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It seems unlikely that he would have found players
capable of more than a fair performance of such music
in his later years in East Anglia. (Although the North
household included John Lilley and the Loosemore bro¬
thers and Nicholas L'Estrange did not die until 1&55*)
Thus with Jenkins' zausic one has to avoid the common
assumption that a more advanced style indicates a
later date of composition* for with his music the opp¬
osite is the case. His finest and most elaborate musio
clearly belongs to the period when he was "in his full
strength" while, as we shall see, his simpler and in
many ways less original works possibly belong to the
later period when he had to tailor his music to suit
the technical capacity of his amateur pupils. For
this reason it seems that, if any of the Fantasia-
Suites belong to a period later than the early l640s,
the set of eight suites of Fancy-Ayre-Coranto (in BM
Add.MSS 27550-4) mentioned above could1", whereas the
more elaborate sets can be said with some certainty
to belong at latest to the reign of Charles I.
The use Jenkins makes of his continuo instrument
in the Fantasia-Suites, and the way in which the link¬
ing of movements foreshadows the Italian sonata style,
maXcs this a group of special interest to music hist¬
orians. So, no doubt, would be the mysterious "12
Sonatas" which Jenkins is supposed to have published
1 A view shared by Mr. Christopher Field, who has
paid particular attention to this category of
Jenkins' music.
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in l66o. Hawkins''" seems to be the first to mention
this unknown publications
In compliance therefore with this general pre-
poss&S&oh in favour of the Italian style, Jenkins
composed twelve sonatas for two violins and a
bass with a thorough bass for the organ, printed
at London about the year l66o and at Amsterdam in
1664, and these were the first compositions of the
kind by an Englishman.
The mystery of what has become of these sonatas and
what the origin of Hawkins' statement may be has not
yet been solved*. The most likely answer seems to be
that if the work was written it was never in fact
published in London; Hawkins is vague about the
exact date. The 1664 "reprint" is probably identical
with an anthology of English works published in Amster¬
dam in that year under the title;
J.Jenkins, angels Speel Thresoor van CC de
nieuwste Aliem&nden, Gouranten, Sarabanden,
Ayres etc..., gesteld door elf kostighste
violisten deser tydt in England voor Bass en
viool, en ander Speel gereetschap, mede LXYII
spelstuken als Allemanden, Couranten, etc., voor
twee violes en Bass^ als mede een Jassus Con-
tinuus ad Placi&um.
Ho copy of thin book has yet been located and suggest¬
ions about its contents or about the possibility of the
"Sonatas" masquerading under some other title among
the surviving IS3, belong to the realm of conjecture.
(The most likely candidates for the title of "sonata"
are the seven fine sets of Fancy-Ayre discussed above;
undoubtedly music for violins.) While much of Jenkins*
1 History of the Science and Practice of lusic,
London,1771, vol.IV,p.62.
2 A. Ooovaertsj "Ilistoire et Bibliographic de la
Typographic hnsicale dans les Pays has". Antwerp,
1830, rp.4o"6,no.8.12,
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music shows a real liberation of instrumental music
from the old quasi-vocal style, and displays a
clearly harmonic rather than contrapuntal direction,
nothing of his survives which is either in a fully de¬
veloped Italian style or is in any way comparable to
Parcel!'s deliberately Italianate trio sonatas.
Of Jenkins' instrumental airs for 2 and J viols
a fine set of part books, possibly partly in the com¬
poser's hand1", survives in the Newberry Library in
Chicago, A comparison of these books with a score in
2
the same hand in Christ Church, Oxford, (MS Mus.lQO^)#
shows that the score contains the same music as the part
books, although in a different order. References to
page numbers "in the score" in the index of the treble
book of the Newberry books show that parts and score
belong together and are one set. In this index the
page references for the "score" and the "sing" (Jsingle
parts) are carefully noted in parallel columns, together
with the titles of the pieces (ayre, saraband, etc.),
Further, there is a note at the beginning of the book
to the effect that "All of Mr. Jenkins his new composing
in l644 and 4^ etc, have a prike of Redde Inke set against
them in the catalogue". Thus we have the rare chance to
3
date some of Jenkins' music with precision • A further
1 The hand identified as hand "D" in P,J, Willetts "Sir
Nicholas L'Estrange and John Jenkins", ML:Jan,19^1»
2 Miss Sleeper noted that the Newberry part books were
partly in this hand,
5 Sxamples from this group of pieces are marked 1644-5.
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note states that "After my3" score Booke was bound Mr.
Jenks at the importunitie of Mr. Derhara, made these
new ones following. In Gr.7«B:8 and 3B: in C PA UT.48.
C:48.D:48.E: And afterwards for 2T.23 &: But reduced
into I 3a:2 Tr: these aires following in D and the 14:
l43:14C:in B mi: the 6916918:690." The pieces referred
to were therefore definitely written after l644 (and
probably some time before the death of Thomas Derham
in 1649# if it is he and not another member of his
family that pressed Jenkins to make the new pieces),
and we can say that the rest of the collection had already
been composed before this year.
Another of Jenkins "airs" that belongs to the mid
i6iQs is the elaborate battle piece, "The Newark Siege"
which probably commemorates the Parliamentary victory
at Newark on Trent in 1646. The sudden change to the
minor mode at the end of the j>iece, ari4 the mournful
falling intervals at this point, vividly depict the
downfall of the Royalists, with whom Jenkins was in sym¬
pathy.
A bass part book, Bodleian MS Mus.Sch.d.220, marked
"Bassas 1654" and including many airs by Jenkins found in
the above M3S and a hand full of others "now methodic¬
ally digested into their proper and distinct keys"-,
might suggest that those few pieces not appearing in the
earlier collection could be given a later date than
the mid l64os, but they show similar stylistic features
to the latter and there are no real grounds for assigning
1 ? Sir Nicholas !»' Estrange.
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them to a later date, Meyer*s remark* therefore,
that of this group "the greater part seem to have
X
been written after the Restoration" , cannot be sub¬
stantiated,
Jenkins* famous "Bell Consort", or to give it its
full title "The Lady Catherine Audley* s Bells"'*, which
survives in versions for several instrumental combin¬
ations, and part of whioh is quoted by Charles Burney
3
in "A General history of Music" , probably dates from
this period (i»e, late l640s to early 1650s), The title
probably refers to the wife of Henry 3arker of Monkwich
4
y#rho signed herself by her maiden name, "Katerin Audley" ,
and like Mary Burwell may have been one of Jenkin's
many pupils, Roger North writes of this consorti
But of all his conceipts, none flew about with
his name so universally as the small piece called
his Bells, In those days, the country fidlers
were not so well foddered from London, as since,
and a master that made new tunes for them was a
benefactor; and these 3ells was such supply as
never failed to pass in all companys. It was a
happy thought and well executed, and for the variety,
might be styled a sonnataj onely the 3ound of bells
being among the vulgarities, tho* naturally elegant
enough, like common sweetmeats, grows fulsome, and
will not be endured longer,than the humour of
affecting a novelty lasts,"'
1 E.H«Meyer op,cit.p.220,
2 Not to be confused with "The Bell Pavan" a 6, with
organ, or with"The Sixe Sells", violin, l.yra and b,
viols and Harpsichord, See 7ol.II, ex*V£ and ^CXHI
) London, 177^» Vol,IV p.411, Burney's text agrees with
that of BM Add.MS3l4-i-7 and may therefore have been
taken from this source,
4 See; Ashbee thesis, op.cit. Vol,I, p.l6,
5 North ed, Rimbault, loc.cit.
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The consort, sometimes called the "Five Bells", has
several contrasted sections with programmatic titles as
"the Singers", "the Mourners" etc., hence North*s remark
that it might be "styled a sonnata". Burney quotes,
from the version published in Playford* s*Courtly Masquing
Ayres" (London 1662), only the section based on the
ringing of changes on five bells. While it is in many
ways one of Jenkins* less inspired inventions, this
gay piece is symptomatic of the trend towards an extro¬
vert, purely instrumental type of music which emerged
in England in the middle of the century. The use of the
device of "changes" to extend the composition in place
of the more complex and much more demanding procedure
of the Fantasia, symbolises a weakening of genuine
musical invention^, which explains in part why the music
of the Italians was to hold such sway in London after
the Restoration.
Of Jenkins* airs for "broken consort" of violin,
ba3s viol, lyra-viol and harpsichord, the only dated
copies are those made for the use of the Music School
in Oxford by Edward Lowe"and others, in the early 1670s,
although tv.ro sets of airs survive in the North coll¬
ection of MSS which as we saw probably belong to the
early l66os^. This alone would seem to indicate not
that they are late works but that it was this type of
composition of the older masters which maintained its
1 The "Bell Pavan" 6 viols witn organ, an early work,
does not use this device of changes, Vol.% CfiTSL
2 Professor of Music in the late l66os and early 1670s.
5 cf. p.i'2- e*d
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popularity longest in the century. The only feature of
these ayres which could be taicen as a guide to their date
is the comparative simplicity of the instrumental parts.
The lyra-viol part, for instance, in the two sets of airs
in the Bodleian MSS Mus.Sch.c.34 and c.35* is so simple
and contains so few chords that except at cadence points
it hardly requires to be played with a lyra tuning. The
difference in technical difficulty between these parts
and the pieces for solo lyra-viol in the Manchester lyra-
2
viol book", is immediately apparent, and it seems that
they must have been arranged for someone who was not
very skilled on the instrument, perhaps a pupil. Of all
the groups examined so far, with the exception of
"Newark siege" and "The Bells", these pieces are the most
likely to have been composed later than the mid l640s.
But it must be 3aid that Jenkins was probably already a
teacher with pupils to provide for as early as the beg¬
inning of Charles Ist's reign in l62^« He was also play-
5
ing the viol "lyra way" as early as that time.
For the reasons outlined already I would be inclined
to place the lyra-viol solos rather early than late, say in
the l620s and JQs, but this is conjecture, and I know of
no reason to suppose that Jenkins' own skill on the instr-
4
umeat was in any way diminished in his later ^years.
1 Sees Vol.II, exX^OOTfito 14
2 In the Henry Watson Library. Sees Vol.11, ex x.vx2Fito36
5 cf. p.9
4 The MS is very much an anthology which contains some
obviously Jacobean pieces and some pieces which are
certainly later, e.g. those by Simon Ives Junior, an
undergraduate at Cambridge in 1^44. Those by Jenkins
show a variation of style which seems to indicate that
they belong to different periods of his life. See Ch.V,
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What then are the compositions of Jenkins* old age?
They seem to fall into two groupsj sets of divisions and
other pieces using division technique of a fairly elab¬
orate nature for one or two bass viols with continuo on
the one hand# and on the other airs or "lessons" making
relatively little demand on the players for one, two or
even three bass viols.
Of the first type of elaborate divisions there are
examples in Bodleian MSS Mus,Sch,c,59-^0# two bass part
books, some pages of which bear the initials J.B. A
possible owner is John Bolles# a pupil of Christopher
Simpson. Consequently a possible date of composition
could fall during the time that Simpson was resident at
Scampton# Lines., with the Bolles family (i.e. between
c.1655 1669). On the other hand these sets could
date from an. earlier time when Jenkins and Simpson would
have played together in London, and could have been
copied out for Simpson* s use when his pupil had achieved
sufficient technical ability to take an equal part with
his skilled master. The survival of one part of some
of the same sets in the R.C.M. MS 921# which probably
dates from Jenkins* association with the L*Estrange
family in the early 1640s1# lends weight to the second
theory and an earlier dating. Some of Jenkins' divisions
2
do date from his later years, however# for North says*
1 Nicholas L*Estrange was a gifted player and his brother
Roger is recalled by North as "an expert violist",
R.North# ed.Wilson, op,cit.p.555*
2 North, ed.Rimbau.lt, loc.cit.
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He was a great master of divisions and encouraged
Sympson, the Division Violist, by a oopy of verses
at the beginning and some exemplars of divisions
at the latter end of his book .
The printed editions of Simpson's viol tutor do not in
fact contain any sets of divisions by Jenkins, but
Bodleian MS Mus, Sch. c. 7V &nd a in Drexel collection
in the New York Public Library, both copies of the 1667
2
edition of the book , have manuscript divisions by
Jenkins and others bound in at the end of the volumes.
The likelihood is that while the cost of engraving music
5
was prohibitive , handwritten copies of supplementary
examples were regularly circulated with the printed
books for interested buyers. Evidence that the two
composers maintained a close contact is to be found in
the number of MSS containing works only by them, includ¬
ing a recently purchased MS set of airs for three viols
at the Royal College of Music, London,
Of the second group of Jenkins' later works, the
"lessons" and airs for two or three bass viols, examples
survive in Durham 2.13 D.2, of which the second viol part
is inscribed "Sir John St.Barbe" (also a pupil of Simp-
4
son ) and the bass part is inscribed "Mr,Steffkins",
(probably "old Steffkins", i.e. Theodore or Dietrich
Steffkins, a friend of Jenkins, a fine bass player and
-*• The Division /iolist, lst.ed,, London, 1&59*
2 And ROM JI F 10 (£)copy of the Ist.ed,
) A fact complained of by Simpson in his preface,
4 °ee above, p. 21
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and a composer whose works are also to he found in
the Durham collection^.) This set of books contains
airs for two bass viols with a third acting as continuo
bass. The music is simple and repetitive, with the
instruments following each other, often in close canon,
in thirds and sixths. This is undoubtedly the kind of
2
music referred io by North in the following passage t
But as to Mr. Jenkins in particular, there is
somewhat more to be said; his style is thought
to be slow heavy, moving from concord to concord,
and consequently dull, and I grant that he was
obnoxious to an excess the English were, and I
believe yet are, and that is perpetually moving
up and down, without much saltation and battering
as the Xt&llians use. 3ut els as to activity of
movement and true musicall ayre in his passages,
none had more than Mr. Jenkins; but the unhappiness
is that all his earliest and most lively compositions
are sunk and lost, and none remains but those of
his latter time, when he lived in country familys,
and could compose no other wise than to the cap¬
acity of his performers, who could not deal with
his high flying vein. It is no wonder that few
or none but those of the latter sort are to be met
with; and so the whole force of the man is measured
according to a member that is lamed. But in his
old age he made some essays of his art which not
being useful where he resided, I had the honour to
carry as a present from him to good Mr, Stephkins,
who was much esteemed by him; whither they are
extant or not I know not.
The elaborate "Fantasias" for,two bass viols and continuo
2
to be found in Durham MS Jus.p could be the kind of music
referred to in the above passage.
1 See; 0. Coxon, art. "Stephkins", MG-G-.
2 2.North, e&. 2iahatt.lt, loc.cit.
5 Sees 7ol.il ex. XXV
>5
The general chronology of Jenkins' music has been
discussed in the light of the evidence of the surviving
MS.^ of his music and of Koger North's account of his
tutor. And we are fortunate indeed that, unlike North,
we do not have to measure .Jenkins' achievement "accord¬
ing to a member that is lamed".
>6
CiUFg'i* III
.Che iaan»seript sources and, some of their scribes
In this chapter an attempt will be made to classify
the manuscript sources of Jenkins* instrumental music#
It is hoped thereby to provide a basis for the selection
of the most valid reading of the music in cases where
several versions survive#
The MSS will be examined in four mauw classes*
1#••••••••••••••«••KSS believed to be in the composer*s
hand#
2# •••*#*•*•• #MS$ believed to have been prepared
under the direct influence of the
composer! that is MSs originating
with his pupils and friends#
J#•••#••.#••...*••#Early MSS (before iSpp) not known
to have any direct association
with the composer#
4###«####*#########Late MSS (after 1&59) not known
to have any direct association
with the composer#
Nearly all Jenkins' works survive in at least one good
source (i#e# in Mas belonging to groups !•$)#
The MS in the first class are* 3 ' Add#'.-IS 2}2JQ
(in part)# Ad&«MSS J1429 and 25779 (the last containing
music by Coperari©)| Ch#Ch# MS Mus#10C5i 8 CM MS )2\
(in part)! and the Chicago Newberry MS YM#I#A#13#J#52.c#
(in part)#
1 A descriptive catalogue of ali known extant sources
is given in Appendix XI#
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The first ir> to be considered and the only book
which contains music which can be said with certainty
to in the composer's autograph is the organ book
in the dritish luseurai Ad# !S 2J2JO* It contains the
or^an part for Fantasias for $ &n 6 viols with organ*
four part airs (including "Mewark Siege") and t ree
suites of Fantasia-Alraaine-Air (the last written at
the sack of the book upside-down)« all by .Jenkins and#
(also at the back) the organ parts for some suites by
iiilani Lawea# This remarkaole book is known to have
come from the iiorth family and indeed it provides a
duplies t® organ part for the $?. airs a 4 which also
survive in a complete set of parts in the lolleian AS
liua#3oh#c#?3a & b (one of the large collections of MS 8
from that family now in the bodletan discussed below)#
The book la written in several handsj the one which can
be identified with that of the composer is to be seen
ia nos# l-l? of the air® a 4# When I first saw this
organ book a suspicion as to the identity of the scribe
of this group of pieces was awakened by the monogram of
the composer's name which appears in the double bars
at the end of some of them# (Plate I) At the same time
I was struck by the inscription at the head
of some of the pieces* which seemed to indicate a
possible connection between this H3 and the score of
the Fantasias a J (Add#US 21423)# which Pamela Willetts
had 3ugwe3ted as a possible autograph#1 The confirmation
I air Jicholas £** list range an-i John Jenkins# Jan# 19^0 •
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of the hand in the airs a 4 in the organ book as that
of the composer was made eventually by diss Willet^s^"
who compared the signature over somt of the pieces in
this book with the composer* s signature as seen in the
3ulstrode Whitelock papers and published by hurray
Le-fkpwits.
The group of pieces following those in the composer's
hand in the organ book and some o the six part
.'.fantasias are in the hand of George Loosemore1 the organ
builder employed in the North household. The presence
of pieces in Looseaore's hand would seem to indicate
that the book was com pi. I ed some time during the late
1650s or early l66os, that is during Loosemore* 3 and
just before Jenkins* official association with the
family. This means that the book was compiled a long
time after the composition of the pieces it contains,
of which the set of airs a 4, including "Newark Siege"
(composed in 1646 or soon after), must be one of the
latest,'
The rest of the MSS to be aonsidered in the first
class arc, with the exception of the Chicago MS, those
which lias Nillet s suggested as possible autograph
sources in 1761 in her important article "Sir Nicholas
4
L'Estrange and John Jenkins" , Her more recent discovery
1 Autograph Music by John Jenkins, ML 1567,
2 Papers of Bulstrode Whitelock J1 IS 1^6' , xviii,p«5?
Piat e I»
5 Another hand in the book nay be that of John Lilly, a
musician in the North household who, like J.J,,
jo .ned the King's lusic in 1660.
4 ML I760
3?
of autoraph pieces in 31 Add. MS 2525Q, does not,
as she herself has pointed out, necessarily contradict
her original suggestion that the scribe of 8H Add. MSS
2y]]<) and J1423, RCM MS ?2l ana Ch.Ch. MS Mus. 1005 ®ay
be the composer. It must be emphasised, however, that
the evidence in support of this view is circumstantial;
1.
and a comparison, of the hands in Plates I and II (the
latter a page from 3M Add, MS 51428) will show that
apart from the inscription "JO*JEMS" already mentioned,
the two cannot easily be equated. The second hand is
however a "fair copy" hand whicn could never be equated
with anyone's normal hand.
The following remarks may serve to suppleraent what
Miss Willetts has published on this group of MS3.
The group must now include the Newberry MS in
Chicago^, a set of part books partly in the same hand
as Miss Willetts' group and partly in other hands which
are identifiable with the subsidiary hands in RCM MS
J21. Among Helen Sleeper's papers was a note that the
Newberry books were copied partly in the same hand as
the score Ch.Ch, ius.l005» A close examination of the
Newberry part books shows that they belong with the
Christ Church score, the numbers after airs in the score
referring to their place in the part books.
I ,S — Vli. I. A. 13 . J , 52» C•
% PiaHs [X - vi \* .
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A feature of the MSS in the '•fair copy" hand to
which dliss Willetts drew attention was the absence of
the honorific "Mr" in the titles in MSB BM Add, J1423
and RCM ^21 in which the pieces are headed "JOsJENK" or
simply "1,1", This cannot be said to strengthen the
case for the hand being that of the composer, for the
pieces in MS BM Add, 2577? in "the same hand but by
Coperario are headed merely "GIOjCOPER".
With the exception of this last MS all those in
the "fair copy" hand contain workis by Jenkins alone and
without any marks of revision or reference to other
sources. Only those parts of RCM MS not in the
hand in uestion have such annotations and these, in
Nicholas L'Estrange's hand, state that the copy has
been examined "p, origin" or "p. Mr, Derhara's Blew Bo,",
as if some authority was attached to those pieces in
the first, unannotated hand which could not be
claimed for the others. If the "fair copy" hand is
indeed that of the composer, the MS RCM ?21 is of ex¬
ceptional interest in that it shows not only one of
the few known applications of ornamentation applied
to English bass viol music, but the ornamentation and
some of the fingering used by the composer himself.^"
The annotations in the Newberry MS are also in the
hand of Nicholas L'Estrange but relate to the "humoring""
of the music and not to other sources of the same music.
1 urther discussed in Ch, IV,
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As was seen in the previous chapter a number of the
airs in the Newberry and Ch, Ch. set were composed in
the mid l&40s at the time of copying the set of books
and there is enough evidence to justify the view that
the bass viol music in the ROM ltd was copied at roughly
the same time, that is during Jenkins' association
with the Derham family.
There is therefore at least twenty years between
the "fair copy" and the North family organ book and
despite the superficial difference in style between
the two pages illustrated they oould be the work of
one man, the composer.
Mention must be made of a small MS part book in
the Bodleian Library which I examined in 1^6l. A slight
book written in distinctly childish hand, it neverthe¬
less had one feature of special interest. The double
bars were elaborately decorated after the manner of
the scribe of Ch.Ch, MS Mus. 1005« This small detail
may be yet another pointer to the identification of
the"fair copy" hana with that of the composer. It
would be gratifying to think that this little book
was the work of one of Jenkins1 young pupils in the
North family imitating the calligraphic style of their
master. It will be seen that this is not the only
MS purporting to come from the North family which has
features in com ion with the Oh.Ch. and BM MSB discussed
above . Unfortunately the book, which had come with
a collection of papers from the North family, was
uncatalogued at the time of my examining it and has
since been mislaid.
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The second class of IISS to bo discussed is th t of
the ,183 believed to have been compiled by Jenkins*
pup .Is and friends at a time when they could reasonably
be supposed to have been in close contact with the
composer. The main group of MSS in this class is the
large collection of uniform books in the dodleian
Library, .■•138 ius.Sch. c.31-33, 73-83 and e.4o6-?« The
books are .ritten in at least two dif erent hands of
which the chief one is characterised by extrav agant
flourishes of the pen on the title pages and on the
composer*s name at the end of each piece (Plates III and
iV). Nearly all the volumes are bound in old title deeds
an i other parchments relating to the North family and
their estates in East An.lia. Those that are easily
read date from the early years of the 17th century,
but were probably not pressed into service as bindings
until tne Commonwealth when paper was very scarce and
expensive and the documents so used were more than a
gene at ion out of date. The books comprise the l argest
collection of Jenkins* music to be found anywhere,
containing as they do j 17 fantasia-suites for tr. b. and
organs 10 "antasia-suites for 2, tr,, b. and organs all
the fantasias a 5; all the fantasias for 2 tr. and b.j
2 sets of airs for violin bv» Lyra-viol and harpsichord
(the only source for these pieces)j 7 suites of
Fantasia-air for 2 tr, (probably violins) and b.j J2
airs for 2 tr., 2 b. and organ (the pieces referred to
aoove for which the organ book 3h Add. IS 2)2^0 provides
a duplicate organ part, nos. 1-17 in the composer*s
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hand)} all the Fantasias a 4 and all the Fantasias for
tr., 2 b. and organ. Thus the only major group of
compositions not included in the collection is the set
of 17 Fantasias a 5, The question who copied these MSS
and when is a tantalising one. ?hey clearly cannot be
related to Soger Forth1 s re -larkt " I planned to write
over all the works of Mr. Jenkins, and did execute my
purpose upon a good number.,,They were already
in the iodician in the IbSOs having been bought for
the music school collections at sale of Anthony
O
Wood's books in lofS » It seems unliicely that Soger
Horth copied much music while be was under Jenkins'
direct tuition in the early looOs, He would have been
too young at that time to have develop d the flowing
if erratic hand in which the main body of these MSS
is written. Once he went to Cambridge he would not
have the time or the opportunity for such a task.
Furthermore his remark leads us to expect that the
copies to which he refers would be entirely in his hand
whereas the Bodleian books are the work of at least
two scribes. It also seems incredible that having made
such a collection of his master's music he should have
let it go to a collector while himself still in his
twenties. The final proof that these books cannot be
1 John Jilson. deger Forth 0:1 nolo, p. VI
2 M. Crura j" SjMrta fairs «(; Hoc' OX^crJ MaSic ScHool Ccile-diWj
7.
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the work of Roger North is to be found on the covers
of the set of parts iius.Soh. e.4o6-5, which are
inscribed "A4 3.6^4*» that is the year after Roger
was born. Andre?/ Ashbee' s thesis therefore that these
I
books are Roger north's work is untenable.
If the books are not in Roger's hand to whom can
we attribute them? All attempts to identify the
flowery hand seen in Plate III have so far failed.
2
It has been described as a "legalistic" hand , but
I suggest that it is a rather feminine hand and that
to examine the possibility of its being the hand of
one of the female members of the orth family might
prove fruitful. The appearance of the hand at its
neatest in Plate IV, particularly with respect to the
layout of the page in regular bars, the use of a dotted
line to indicate a tie and the elaborate penwork at
the final double bar, is strongly reminiscent of the
T/ark of the scribe of Ch.Gh.1005 e,c. discussed above,
who as we have seen may be the composer himself. This
is not to say that the scribe of the Bodleian books is
to be identified with the composer, but it strongly
supports the view that the books were prepared by a
1 Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis: London, 1?^7«
2 by Pamela Willets ',n o«rv.w<Lf^atioK,.
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friend or pupil, possibly under his supervision. It
will be noticed in this context that many of the pieces
in the collection bear the inscription "exam." - "1,1,*
or "JJ," (see e.g. MS Mus.Sch. c.37). A more angular
subsidiary hand appears in Mus.Sch# c.37# which also
appears in BM Add.MSS 27550-4, a -S connected with
John hilley, a musician who was also employed in the
North household.
The musical text3 in these books are, I think,
more reliable than Professor Warner's remarks in his
introduction to his recently published edition of the
Fantasia-Air suites for 2 tr.^b. and organ might sug est.^"
It may be significant that they seem more reliable with
respect to the &irs and Fantasia-Suites than they do
with respect to the polyphonic Fantasias in 4 and 6
Oiitetfvh'eiA
parts. This feature requires to/detail which is out¬
side the scope of the present study, but if it proves
that first impressions are justified, more weight will
be added to the thesis put forward in Ch. II that the
true polyphonic fantasias are early works, the copies
of whieh might be expected to show some variations over
a period of up to 25 years after the original composition.
The only works in this collection also surviving in the
composer's autograph in BM Add. MS 252^0 are the first
15 of the 52 Airs a 4 in Mus.Sch. c.53, a -5: b. The
1 Wellesley Ed. No.10, 1966.
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pieces which were composed in the mid l640s (they include
"Newark Siege") show such slight variation between the
autograph organ part and the Bodleian organ part as to
suggest that the Bodleian set represents an authorit¬
ative reading at any rate of these works. The only
works which survive in the "fair copy" hand, discussed
above as a possible autograph, and in the Bodleian
books are the 21 Fantasias for 2 tr, 3s b. (in score
in BM Add, MS ?1423 and in parts in 3odl, MS Hus.Sch,
c,37), Again the measure of concordance between the
two sources, except for points of modulation where
the "spelling" varies (e.g. F for S"fr or C for 3 ^) is
high and this also lends authority to the lodleian
books.
The stery as to how these books, probably pre¬
pared during the interregnum by a member of the North
family with time on his or her ha ds, ever came to
Oxford at a .oh an early date has yet to be solved.
Did Jenkins' pupil Proctor of whom we know little save
that he was musically gifted and died at the age of
24, bring a collection of his master's music to Oxford
with hira? Wood knew him and played with him'*' and might
well have taken the opportunity presented by his untimely
a.
death to acquire his musical books. Did one of Roger
North's older sisters marry someone in the Oxford area?
Wood though an avid collector had a reputation for being
1 See above Ch,I p.11.
k, Ctiuf FrgtU- uwu clu'-tt ft* UK ^cii«jL.ne6 ^.
ivuu^ c miLl H r i'^rrr- hf W°bc>Ksf.
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a recluse and is not likely to have acquired the books
far from Oxford.
The next MSS to be considered in the second class
are those in the hand of John Lilley. Lilley was a
contemporary and friend of Jenkins who lived in Gam-
bridge and London and was friendly with Lord Dudley
North, Soger's grandfather. His relationship with
Jenkins seems to have been close for it was he who was
given authority in l664 as Jenkins' "lawful attorney"
1
to collect his salary for him in London • Thanks to a
2
note by Edward Lowe we are able to identify Lilley's
musical hand (Plate V) which appears in several MSS
containing works by Jenkins, A set of part books in
the Bodleian, MS Mus.Sch. c.54-7» containing Christ¬
opher Simpson's "Months and Seasons", is inscribed
by Lowes "Thes 4 Bookes were priekt by Mr, John Lillye,
who had of me 5£ prickin .e them and Bindings,
3
Ed. Lowe". MSS identified by Pamela Willetts as being
partly or entirely in Lilley's hand ares BM Add. MSS
4
27550-4 , containing Fantasia-Suites aj and a4 of which
the first fourteen pages of the treble part are in
1 II.C. de Lafontaine, The Kings iusick.
2 Profes or at the public school of music in Oxford
from 1662.
5 P.J.Willet.s, John Lilley, Musician and Music copyist,
Bodleian Library Record, vol. VII, 110.6, Feb. 1567.
4 Another hand found in these books also appears in the
North MSS discussed above - Mus.Seh, 0.87«
A3
hilley's hand and which has been dated In a contemp¬
orary hand Ch.Ch. IS Mus,40;-9» an anthology
containing seven Fantasias and a Pavan a5 by Jenkins;
Ch.Ch. MS... Mus. y)~j~kQQ, an anthology containing four
Fantasias a 4 by Jenkins; and Ch.Cli# MS Mus.6l2-J
containing airs for 2 b.va. by Young an 1 Jenkins for
which the corresponding keyboard part, in a hand often
associated with Lilley's in these MSS, is to be found
in Ch.Ch. MS Mus.4?2. Another Ch.Ch, MS probably
alsb in Lilloy1s hand is MS Mus,117% a keyboard anth¬
ology containing an arrangement of "Mr. Juokings his
Belles".
Other MSS which must fall into the second class
are those in the Christ Church collection associated
with the above MSS in Lilley1s hand. MS Mus.4^6
contains the organ part for the pieces in MSS 597-^00
and 40J-8, discussed above. Although not in Lilley*s
hand this book clearly belongs with those that are.
It is the hand of a professional musician or copyist,
very neat and clear (Plate VI). MS Mus.4;,2, in the
same hand, is the corresponding keyboard part to the
music in Mua,6l2-J, A third MS in this hand is the
organ score MS lus.2, which contains a large anthology
of Fantasias by all the chief composers of the mid
17th century. These books belonged to Dean Aldrich
(d. 1710) and many pieces are headed by titles in his
hand. A tradition that the music was copied out by
Aldrich himself has no foundations the musical script
in these books bears no resemblance to that in other
US3 established to be Aldrich's work (e.g. MS Mus. )
A single part book of airs nearly all by Jenkins,
Bodleian MS North e.57# illustrated in John Wilson's
"Roger North on luaic" , plate I, must be placed in
the second class because of its association with the
North family,' It is not in the same hand as the Mus#
Sch, MSB associated with the Norths discussed above.
A last group of MBS in the second class comprises
those associated with the friends, other than the North
family, of Jenkins' old a, e# They includes R.C.M# MS
II45S the second section of Bodleian .IS lus.Sch, c«5?~
60# some pages of which are headed "J.B#" (7 John
2
Bodies)"} Durham Cathedral MS Jus, 0,2,, of which
the flyleaf of viol 2 is inscribed: "Honourable Sir
John St# Barbe Bart,.#" and the flyleaf of the bass:
"In the Jorry belo the church att as barbus Mr.
Steffkins" (sic); and 3.M, Add. MS 50487 which is
annotated with reference to books belonging to the
"Bowles" (Bo,lies) family.
The third class to be considered is that of the
MSB known to be early (i.e. before 1645) but not known
1 Discussed in P.J.Willetta. Sir Nicholas L'Estrange and
John Jenkins, Mb l?6o#
2 This MS later belonged to the Oxford circle of the
l66os and is discussed again in the 4th class.
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to have any direct connection with the composer. Also
included in this are a number of undated MS8 which by
virtue of their style and contents are taken to be the
work of early copyists.
First in this class and possibly earliest are the
MS8 associated with John Merro, a singing man at
Gloucester who died in 16561, These are 3M Add, MSS
17752-6, five of a set originally of six part-books
(the Sextus missing) containing Fantasias for J-6
viols by various composers, and Bodleian MS Mus.Sch,
d.245# containing airs for tr, and b, viol by Jenkins,
and inscribed on the back flyleaf "John Merro his book".
It is not known is Merro knew the composer but the
inscription "Cor, J,J,W on several of the airs in the
latter MS may indicate that it was inspected by the
composer and that the MSS in Merro's hand have a claim
to be authoritative. The date of their scribe's death
places them among the earliest extant copies of
Jenkins' music, although the annotations in the BM
books in a later hand and comparison with other sources
of the Sc„ae works show this set to be very inaccurate,
3oth books belonged later to members of the Oxford music
circle of the l66os, the BM MSS being annotated in the
2
hand of Dr. Matthew Mutton and the Bodleian book
1 See above p.20,
2 Rector of Aynhoe from 1677? see P,J,Wl.lletts in
BM Quarterly, 1562,
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belonging to William Isles' set of books discussed
below in the 4th class of MSS, and bound with music
cop^iod several decades after Merro's death.
Two sets of part-books in Christ Church, USS
Uus,567-70 ~n& 575-31# ik® first containing airs a 4,
the second airs a p, which the scribe has not yet
been identified, must rank as good early copies of
Jenkins' music. The book3, in a fine professional
hand ornamented with elaborate double bars in red ink.
are reliable sources not only for the airs by Jenkins
but, particularly the second set, for a number of other
pre-Commonwealth composers.
Two MSS dated before 1645 and therefore placed in
the second class are 3odleian MS3 Mus.Sch. c.64-^,
containing fantasia^s a } and a 4 by Jenkins and insc¬
ribed "George Stratford 1641", and Mus.Soh. 0.45I#
a continue book containing Fantasia-Suites by Jenkins
which was purchased as an empty music book in 1656 and
apparently used up ,y 1641"*".
Two Lyra-Viol books in the British Museum, Add.
MS 5^555# und Add.MS 55555# & tracing of the IIengrave
"Lute book", should probably be placed in the third
class of MSS.
Sets of part books containing Fantasias and Airs
entirely by composers of the pre-Commonwealth generat¬
ion, which should probably also be included in this
1 See above pp. 2^-4,
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class arei BM Add, MSS 13^40-4, Oh.Ch. MSS "us. 425-3,
463-72, 475-3, 517-20 and 777-5* THo score Ch.Ch. MS
Mus. 1004 can be classed with these as can the part
books in the New York Public Library, Drexel MSS 41-Q-
5, those in Archbishop Marshes Library, Dublin, MSS
a.5•4.(1-12)\ and those in the Howe Library, Cambridge,
MSS 112-5. Of these Ci.Ch. MSS Mus. 475-3 have been
singled out by 2.A. Warner in his recent study of a
four part fantasia of Jenkins, as being reliable early
part books2.
Before discussing the MSS belonging to the fourth
class mention must be made of the Lyra-Viol book in
the Henry Watson library, Manchester. This MS was
appax'cntly copied in the middle of the century, prob¬
ably during the troubles or during the interregnum.
It contains many pieces by the pre-Commonwealth gener¬
ation of Lawes and Perrabosco as well as pieces by
later composers such as Simon Ives junior and William
Young, and it is difficult to tell whether it should
be placed before or after 1645, that is in the third
or fourth class. Another MS which may belong to either
class is BM Add. MS 10445, which comprises three sets
of part books bound together, the first two of which
1 A large anthology of pre-Cora lonwealth works l iter
used by the Oxford circle of the 1<S6qs of which Nar¬
cissus Marsh, later Archbishop of Dublin, was a member.
2 MB, Feb. 1^67.
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1
should probably be dated in the raid l640s.
The fourth class comprises a large number of MSS
including those which belonged to and were partly or
wholly copied by members of the Oxford circle of mus¬
icians who met regularly for music at the house of
William Kllis in the l66oss those which are bound into
copies of the second edition of Christopher Simpson*s
"Division Violist" (1667); and those "1SS of unknown
provenance which appear to have been copied after 1645
or in which the music of Jenkins appears with that of
the po3t-Commonwealth generation of lounge, Poole,
Norcombe and others.
Of the MSS connected with the Oxford music meetings
p
in the 1660s Pamela Wiiletts has discussed "1 BM Add,
MSS 17792-6, in the hand of John erro and later annot¬
ated by Matthew Hutton, a prominent member of the
meetings! Bodleian MS Mus,3oh# d,241-4, in the hand of
MuttonJ .'us, Soh, d, 245-7# in the hand of lorro and 1 ter
presented by William Isles to the public music school
in Oxford in 1&75# ius,Sch, f.575# another of Isles*
presentation books and BM Ad 3• MSG 50433-90, again
copied by Hutton, To these must be added the MSS now
in Archbishop Marsh's library in Dublin, MSS a.5,4.
(1-12), probably early books but later owned by
1 a later owner of this MS was Charleys Burney from
whose sale it was purchased by the BM,




Narcissus Mars, and probably used at Ellis's meetings j
York Minster parts of Fantasias by several
composers in Mutton's hand; York inster M.20.S, a
score of the 21 three part Fantasias in Mutton's hand
inscribed* "ll»OQtos 1&73-* This score I bori^owed of
Matthew lutton of Braaenose who bidd raee keepe it 'till
hee called for it. Ed, Lowe," (this score probably
belongs with the parts in BM Add, HSS 50483-50 i^
Mutton's hand discussed by Miss "illetts); and Bodleian
MS Mus.Sch. c.containing music for 2 b, viols.
That these books were connected with some member of the
Oxford circle is indicated by the inscription on p, 27g
in c.6oj "given to me by my loving friend Br. Pentry",
p
and again on p. 54 in c,6o: "Ex. by *r. Mutton's book"."
Another book to be added to those discussed by Miss
Willetts is Mus.Sch, containing six different
IS.3 bound together, toe fifth of which provides the
keyboard part to the nine suites of Fantasia-Altnaine-
Galliard by Jenkins copied by Mutton in Mus.Sch.
d.241-4, and the sixth of whioh provides the same for
the seven 3ets of Fantasia-Ayre also in lus.Sch. d.
241-4 and is inscribed? "Organ parts to Er. Jenkins
fancies divisions for three parts prlckt in the books
with vellum covers and given to mee (?) by Mr. Collins
Qrgani3t of Exeter...",
1 See above p. So
2 A possible connection of this MS with the Bolles
family is discussed above, p.
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Other MS8 containing works by Jenkins which came
into the Bodleian at the end of the century and. may
have been used at Ellis's music meetings arei Mus.Sch.
d«2J^-6j e.4jl-6; e,427-9* e.440-2; e.447-91 f.5^4-7?
f.275; and f.568-9.
Manuscript copies of Jenkins* Divisions are found
bound into the back of copies of the second edition of
Christopher Simpson*s "Division Violist". The Bodleian
copy, MS Mus.Sch. e»71 is inscribed "Will. Noble
1671". Many of the sets in this book bear dates,
presumably of copying, mostly in 1672-5, the latest
being 1678, The Jenkins Divisions are dated 1672.
.another such volume is in the New York Public Library,
Drexel MS Jp5I^* Other late copies of Jenkins Divisions
aret .Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.6l, inscribed "Divitions
for ye bass viol 1687, May 5"S 3o ileian MS Hus.Sch. c.
77a & b, a fine reliable copy of eight sets of Divisions
for two viols by Jenkins and Simpson} and Durham Cath¬
edral MSS lius. d»4 and D. 5* In all these books Jenkins'
pieces appear with works by post-Commonwealth composers
such as Poole, Xounge, Butler, Noroombe and steffkins and
with some works by foreign composers such as Schmeltaer.
,'e know, however, from the much earlier P. CM MS J21 dis¬
cussed above in the first class that many of the Jenkins
works in these books were composed much earlier than the
preponderance of late copies might suggest. What these
1 See above, p.55# on the binding of MS music with
Simpson1a book.
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copies do show that Jenkins" music for two "bass
viols was highly regarded by his younger contemporaries
and that long after his Fantasias were, as North says,
"sunk and lost", his Divisions were being copied and
played.
Another piece of Jenkins" which retained its
popularity long after its composition and appears in
several late MSS is "The Lady Catherine Audley*s Bells".
Books which include "The Bells" are* Bodleian MS Mus.
Sch. c.95s Fitawilliam MS, purchased in 195^» Hew Xork
Public Library, Drexel MS 5849s and Yale Music School
Pilmer MS Al6 a-c.
MSS containing other airs for 2, J and 4 viols
by Jenkins, many of them in incomplete sets of parts,
which should probably be placed after l64p arc* BM
K.7.C.2; Ch.Ch. MSS Mus. 599, 1006-9, 1011, 1022 and
1057s BM Add. MSS 51427, 51459 and 51451, the last
owned by Sir Gabriel Roberts in l^SOg the National
Library of Scotland, Panmure MSS 2 and 5? an& Bodleian
MS Mus.Sch, d.220, a bass part book of 220 "Pavans,
galliar&s, ayres, almaines, corantos, sarabandes,
moriscas, masks and country dances, composed occas¬
ionally by excellent modern music masters and now
methodically digested into their proper and distinct
keys for the bass and treble viols", "Bassus 1^54
The newly purchased set of part books containing airs
a 5 by Jenkins and Simpson in the ROM London and of
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unknown provenance must be added to this group. The
style of Jenkins' airs in. this set suggests a later
date of composition than the airs in Ch.Oh. MS Mus.
100p of which most of the above group are copies, but
this cannot be established with any certainty,
A group of MSS in the 3M catalogued as being in
the composer's hand, an attribution apparently orig¬
inating with Charles Burney, have now been discredited.
They are too late in style a.n>1 some contain works too
late to have been copied by Jenkins, liss Willetts
had suggested that the chief hand in these books might
be that of Francis Worth'5", but has informed me that
this cannot be the case . The MSS of this group
containing works by Jenkins are Add. MSS 5142?, J1426
and 51450. They are late copies of works mostly by
composers who flourished in the post-Commonwealth
period and their chief interest lies in the fact that
Jenkins' music is to be found alongside that of such
men as bully. Further copies of Jenkins' bass viol
music appearing in these books and in the Durham MSS
are in the Dolmetsch Foundation Library, TIaslemere
and in DM Add. MS 2956? (a single part book).
Lyra-viol books which are probably late are
that in Marsh's Library, Dublin, LIS a,5.5#l?» which
belonged to Narcissus Marsh in l££(> and a book of
1 Autograph music of John Jenkins, L, 19^/
2 In conversation.
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dances for the viol by Jenkins and T.G. (?Thomas
Gregorie) in the Bodleian, MS Mus.Sch. d,221, of
which the scribe of the second half shows charact¬
eristics not unlike those of the scribe of 31 Add#
MS 5-142J discussed above.
A manuscript set of part books now in the Guild¬
hall Library, Greohan College MS 71.4-5# contains what
is probably a late copy of the popular set of 21
fantasias a 5 with works by Locke, lounge and Sieterioh
Beokron.
The bass part of 14 "catches?1 attributed to Jenkins
in ROM MS 1141 is mysterious, A later owner has
written above no.12 "Had she not care enough" -
"copied by Purcell from J. Jenkins," "Had she not
care enough" is in fact the title of a catch by Jeremy
Savile which vas not as far as anyone knows ever
"copied by Purcell". It is not clear why these basses
arc attributed to Jenkins. They could be has es
which he used for divisions.
Of the 100 or si extant MS of Jenkins' music
many can be considered authoritative in that they can
be traced back to the composer or to his many friends
and pupils. Of his chief instrumental works only
those for two bass viola do not survive complete in
such MS3 of the first or second class. Comparison
with the single bass part in ROM .13 ?21, a first class
5?
as, possibly partly autograph, shows that some sur¬
viving later copies of this music, particularly Bodleian
idS Mus.sch, 0*77 a & *># are quite reliable. We are




Xnstraasnts and Conditions of Performances
The evidence of the oontemporary MSS>
In this chapter the instruraents to be used in
the performance of Jenkins* music and the manner and
conditions of performance in his day will be discussed
in the light of the evidence of some contemporary
accounts and of the best manuscript sources of his
works.
The first matter to be considered in this context
is the problematic role of the treble violin in the
consorts of the first half of the seventeenth century.
This is a question about which little can be said th t
is conclusive, although some indication can be given
as to which works of Jenkins should be played with
viols only, which Specifically call for the treble
violin, and which sound well with viols or violins
playing the treble parts.
In the first category of works for viols only are
the polyphonic fantasias in 6, 5 and 4 parts and those
for treble viol and 2 basses, all with organ. The
popular 21 fantasias for 2 trebles and bass without
organ also belong to this group. Because of the absence
of the organ and the very lively and unvocal line of
(a
tho instrumental parts in those fantasias, they hive
been considered separately from the main body of Jenkins*
polyphonic Fantasias^ and some of them have been pub-
2 5
liahed as for violins with bass viol.^ I have hoard
three of them performed in this instrumentation and
the result is unsatisfactory, tho two violins over¬
powering the bass viol, and the essentially polyphonic
character of the music being lost, Helen sleeper
thought that these Fantasias were for violins and
5
cited the constant use of 0' in the pieces as being
4
beyond the frets of the top string on the treble viol,
This argument is unconvincing in the light of tho
music of Jenkins, Simpson, Norcombc and other virtuosi
for the bass viol, all of whom freely use notes abre
5
the highest fret on the first string » flarco Pallia,
however, when shown a score of these Fantasias said
"this is for viols, surely". Of course it is all a
question of achieving a true balance between equal
1 by d.u. keyJMT, so p,l? above. This is one of the
sets of works Meyer places in the last fifteen years
of the composer's life,
2 Ed, Nathalie Qolraetsch, in "llortua lusious",
:j The eicjWfc unpublished Fantasias of this set are in
/ol.il, OXX. J[ to Wl ♦
4 "John Jenkins and the English Fantasia-Suite for
string ensemble". PA.IS. l)$3m
-) Many examples of this oan be seen in tho byva-Viol
pieces and the Division in Vol*XX* exx58D7lto3d •
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voices and the best, some would say the only, instruments
for this are the viols1". There are more than 100 truly
polyphonic Fantasias by Jenkins and they constitute the
largest group by any one composer in a classic form
representative of the greatest age of English instrumental
music.
The second category of pieces specifically scored for
treble violin consists only of the 14 "Ayres for the
Harpsicon, Lyra Vyole, Bass Vyole and Vyolin" in Sodleian
MS Mus.Sch. c.34, the only known MS to specify the violin.
The set appears in volume II of this study (exx, XXIII.1
to 14.) and a glance at the score will make plain the
difficulty inherent in any attempt to state whether pieces
should be played on viols or violins, for the style and
tessitura of this part do not differ significantly from
those of the parts in many other works which are simply
designated "treble". Indeed the treble part in this set
does not differ significantly from that of the other two
sets of airs for broken consort in Bodleian MSS Mus.Sch.
c.3p and 33 which are scored for viol, the first being
inscribed;"Mr, Jenkins his Ayres for a treble Vyole, bass
Vyole, and Lyra Vyole to the Harpsichord",
Violins were used at court in the reign of Charles I
and there are records of Italian violins being imported
2
in his reign. They had been known and. played widely
1 Nevertheless while modern s rings are too loud and
round in tone for the close textured 5 an& & part
Fantasias, those in J and 4 parts sound well on modern
instruments, and it is quite contrary to seventeenth
century practice not to play this beautiful music on
whatever instruments are available.
2 Lees G. Pulver's "The Viols in England"; F.:A, 1^20.
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much earlier than this in country bands and Jenkins'
family possessions included two treble violins which
v/ent to his brothers Henry and William on his mother's
death in l62J1. This association with the "vulgar"
music of the country stuck to the violin long after
instruments of high quality were being imported and
made in this country and the best continental players
2
had shown what could be done on the instrument , and
such reactionaries as Mace would have none of it, except
5
"for any Extraordinary Jolly or Jocund occasion",'
Mace's view has however little to do with the practice
of his day and it is clear from Wood's writings that
although, on the one hand conservatives were clinging
co the viol as late as the l660s^, many played the
5
violin. Pulver suggests thati
"probably all the tuition enjoyed by the students
of the violin before 1640 was obtained personally
1 See: pp, 2-5 above.
2 As for instance Baltzar "the Swede" who stayed for
two years near Banbury and was heard by the Oxford
Amateurs. Seei J.A. Westrup, "Domestic Music under
the Stuarts", PMA, 1542.
P "Musick's Monument", Cambridge, 1656, p. 246.
4 Among conservatives in this respect the North family
can be counted.
5 Hawkins remarks that "Notwithstanding that Jenkins was
so excellent a master and so skilful a composer for the
Viol, he seems to have contributed in some degree to the
banishment of that instrument from concerts, and to the
introduction of music for the violin in its stead."




from older artists" ,
and his view is supported by Wood*s account of Jenkins*
pupil Proctor who was "...very good for the treble
viole and also for the violin".'"
It has been suggested that the terms viol and
violin were interchangeable. Pulver maintained that
the word "violin" occurring in l6th century records
referred only to the small size viol and, in support of
this thesis, pointed to the low cost of the instruments
as opposed to the high cost of the instruments imported
for Court use in the late l6;?0s^, The opposite is
suggested by Guy Oldham who, in discussing -he terminology
of the customs collector, writes;
"viol would possibly include violins, as the
violoncello was still known as the bass-viol
in church gallery bands...also Jacob Rayman and
Christopher Wise were making violins in England
at this time, (l66o) based on Italian models.
The two words are clearly not Interchangeable,
however, in any of the documents quoted above, in
Jenkins* mother's will of l62J, in the North family
copies of airs for broken consort, or in Wood's account
of the young Proctor's accomplishments.
What is certain is that much of the music composed
towards t e middle of the century by such men as Coperario,
1 G. Pulver, "Violin Tutors of the Seventeenth Century"
2 A. Wood, ed. Clark, op. cit., Vol.1, p. 108-^.
} G. Pulver, "The Viols in England", PiiA. 1?20.
4 Guy P. Oldham, "Import and Export Duties on lusical
instruments in l66©", GSJ,IX, 1956,
(>3
Locke* Lawes and Jenkins was appropriate for viols or
violins, much as the music of a previous generation had
been "apt" for voices or viols, and Matthew Locke pub¬
lished in 1656 "Little consort of three parts for
viols or violins".
Thus it is on the style of the music, on the
advice of experienced players and above all on the
judgement of the ear that a solution must be arrived
at as to whioh of the many Jenkins pieces for "trebles'1
are appropriate to the violin and which to the viol.
Judged by these criteria many will sound well
on either, but in general experience has shown this
listener that whereas the viols sound well arranged
in vocal order of C.A.T.B. the violins, preferably
unaltered violins played with short bows and little
or no vibrato3", sound particularly well where the
music is scored for two equal treble voices. The
airs for two trebles and two bassos with organ, including
"Newark Siege" and the Fantasia-Suites for the same
instrumentation 6ouad particularly well with violins
on the treble parts. But the airs for treble, alto,
tenor and bass with organ are better on a consort of
viols. Of the three part airs most would sound equally
well with viols or violins playing the two equal treble
parts. These include the "Little Consorts" and an
1 As played by Kenneth and Roderick Skeaping, whose
style of playing must surely be nearer to the gentle¬
manly "sweetness" of Davis Mell, than to the devilish
"alacrity" of Baltaar. (See A. Wood op.cit.)
a
arrangement of the "Lady Catherine Audley* s Bells'*
which would certainly have been played on violins by
the country musicians for whom North says it was com¬
posed^. It is interesting to note that in one mid-
century MS# 3M Add. $1427, "Mr. Jenkins his little
consorts in three parts", the parts are inscribed "1st.
Trebles"; "2nd Trebles"; and "Basses". This is the
only copy I know of music by Jenkins which suggests
more than one instrument to a part, and the notion
of a string band which it implies points strongly to
the use of violins for these airs. Other three part
vTorks suitable for viols or violins are the Fantasia-
Suites for 2 trebles, bass and organ. Of these the
seven sets of Fantasia-Ayre in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch.
2
d.241-4 are elaborate works in which the trebles
share in the division texture equally with the bass,
and violins are here to be preferred, A possible
exception to the idea that the violins should be used
in pairs is the set of Fantasia-Suites for a treble
and two basses with organ also in the above MS. Here
a solo violin provides a better balance with the two
bass instruments and organ.
1 See; p.^ above.
2 Now published, ed. S.A.Warner, Wellesley 3d., no.10,
1^66.
6?
The bass instrument to be used in the full
polyphonic Fantasias in four, five and six parts is the
large size consort bass of which the lowest string is
normally tuned to D, In a number of the Fantasias,
however, it will be noticed that the bass parts extend
downwards to C» as for instance in both the first and
second bass parts of the first 2 fantasias a6 in C
minor in Jodleian MS Hua*Sohc c,3J, -This could mean
one of two things, either that Jenkins and his pupils
used the seven string bass, with the extra bottom
string tuned to C, or that they tuned their lowest
string down to G in pieces which required it. Of
these alternatives the latter seems the most likely,
players of the day being quite accustomed to varying
1
their tuning, particularly on the bass viol , and the
seven string bass apparently being developed in France
2
later in the century ,
Another piece which uses a low C in both parts
3
is the fine set of Divisions for 2 viols in C major .
Here the note is certainly achieved by tuning down the
sixth string, for the appropriate instrument for these
1 Seet Gerald Hayes, "Musical Instruments and their
Musici Vol,Hi The viols and other bowed instruments",
o up, l?30, pp.9-19♦
2 Ibid., p,3,
2 Vol, II ex. *xxVT-2
&3
Divisions is not the large consort bass but the smaller
Division-bass which never had seven strings^". The
2
'♦Lessons* for 2 bass viols are also for the smaller
bass which is much lighter to handle and therefore
more appropriate to these Division like pieces.
This same saall bass instrument# between the siaes
of the full consort-bass and the "true-tenor" becomes
the "Lyra-viol" for which the 56 airs^ in the Man¬
chester Lyra-viol book are written# when it is played
from tabl&ture with variable tunings. North states
that Jenkins played the viol "Lyra-way" and that "his
4
lute and "Lyra-viol wrought much upon his fancy" # It
seems appropriate therefore to give here the various
tunings that are used in Jenkins1 surviving music for
the instrument. These are*
(1) The usual "Harp-way-sharp" and "Harp-way-flat"
(2) used in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.3% a3 the eleventh
and twelfth tunings in the Manchester Lyra-viol
book, in various editions of Playford's "Mustek's
Recreation on the Lyra-Viol", and in Bodleian MS
Mus.Sch. d.221#
1 A rare example of a small Tenor or Alto viol with
seven strings can be seen In the Reid School of Music
Edinburgh. A Ttnov d'At^ori. oa.te K-Ske^pb^.
2 Vol.11 exx.'SBSltoH
p Vol.11 exx.T?iciF-ito3g
4 "Roger North on Music/# ed. John Wilson# London,195?*
6?
(5) The usual "High-Harp-way-sharp" and "High-Harp-
(4) way-flat" used as the thirteenth and fourteenth
tunings in the Manchester Lyra-viol book* and in
various editions of Playford1s "Mustek* s Recreation
on the Lyra-Viol"#
(5) The "French Sette" used as the tenth tuning in
the Manchester Lyra-viol book# and in Jodleian
(6) The seventeenth tuning in the Manchester Lyra-
viol book# also used in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch#d#221,
(7) The eighteenth tuning in the Manchester Lyra-
viol book.
1 Following the recommendation of the editors of
"Jacobean Consort Music"# Mus.Brit, vol.IX^1 have
selected the p&tch for the lowest string that results
in the most appropriate key and layout for the pieces
in each tuning.
?o





(9) The tuning for the 14 ayres in lo&leian MS Mus,




"Tune {Jamaut string to Gamaut upon the Harpsicall,"
Thus we have pieces by Jenkins in no less than
nine different tunings and it is reasonable to suppose
that he made use of several of the others that have
survived. There are for instance twenty-two tunings
in the Manchester book alone.
The use of tablature and the resultant freedom
which it allowed in the matter of tuning led to a
great vogue for playing "Lyra-way" which is witnessed
by the many editions of Playford*s "Musick1s Recreation
on the Lyra-Viol", The possibilities of playing chords
afforded by the system quickly led to the development
1 Vol, II exx.Xsmijbolf,
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of the viol as a sole instrument played with no key-
hoard or supporting bass, Playford remarks in his
Introduction to the l66l edition of MRLY that:
"..♦this way of playing on the viol is but a late
invention, in imitation of the old English Lute
or Bandora.••, The first Authors I have met with
of inventing and setting lessons this way to the
viol wa s Mr, Daniel Farunt, Mr, Alphonoo Ferst-
bosco and Mr. John Coperario."
The development of the Lyra-viol technique was
not quite as recent as Playford would seem to sug est,
however, for Hume, Ford and Ferabosco had all published
works expressly for the Lyra-viol in the first decade
of the oenturyc.
Rousseau attributes the growth of the viol as a
solo instrument, which ?>ras to develop so magnificently
in France in the works of such later masters as St,
Golombe, Forqueray and Marin Marais, to:
"...(1 es) Anglais qui ont commence les premiers
a composer <5b a jouer des pieces d'harmonie sur
la viole, <?« qui en ont,,porte la connaissance dans
les autres Royaumes,"
The French did not take on the variable tunings of
the English Lyra-viol and they developed their school
of playing on larger instruments than the English
Division-Viol, sometimes with a seventh string. The
1 See: Charles W» Hughes, "The Music for Unaccompanied
Sass-Viol", ML,l?44j and R.T,Dart, "A Handlist of
English Instrumental Music printed before
SSJ. 1)55,
2 "Traite de la Viole", p. 13,
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use of variable tunings was however taken up by soao
visiting continental violinists, notable Thomas Baltaar
(c. I65O-I665)''". John Evelyn1 s description of an
unidentified German violinist in 1679 gives some idea
of the impression made by a solo string instrument
tuned in such a way as to be in sympathy with the
tonality of the music.
"...but above all for its sweetness & novelty
the Viol d* Amore of wyre strings, played on
with a bow, being but an ordinary violin, played
on Lyra way by a German, than which I nevgr heard
a sweeter instrument or more suprising."
A younger German violinist, Biber, possibly the visitor
heard by Evelyn, who was probably influenced by
developments in English viol music, made extensive
use of scordatura in his compositions for violin.
While it will be seen from the transcriptions
of the Lyra-viol pieces in Vol.II that many do not
make a very full use of the chordal possibilities
of the various tunings, and could therefore be played
from a staff notation with the usual bass viol tuning,
it seems likely that until a player of the finest
quality learns to play from the tablature with the
appropriate tunings, we shall not hear the resonance
of many of the solo airs as the composer intended it.
On the other hand it must be recognised that in such
1 Charles W. Hughes op.cit.
2 "The Diary of John Evelyn" ed. E.S. de Beer, OUP,
W9.P.675-
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oases as the consort pieces in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch.
e# ;4!'# where the Lyra-viol part simply provides a
second# alto voice, with a minimum of chords mostly
at caddnce points# and does not exploit fully the
resonant possibilities of the tuning# a little judicious
arrangement could make it acceptable for a tenor or
second bass viol# thus avoiding the necessity of a
playdr having to cope ?/ith the tablature. Such simple
parts as these were probably written in tablature for
some player who found it easier to read than staff
notation# and they are not representative of the true
Lyra-viol music. Among the many careful notes at the
beginning of the first part of the Newberry set in
2
Chicago is the remarkt
"The Lyra pt, for those P&gt l6,13,17,24,25# 26#
27 is forced# and was only made for filling the
lusicke of a private Meetings - for they were
originally composed for Is 3a; 2sTit and are
complete without the Lyra part#"
This is not only illuminating with regard to the
role of the Lyra-viol in consort (it becomes simply
another voice in the consorts# its harmonic possibilities
rendered unnecessary by the nature of the ensemble)
but it serves as a reminder that not all MS sources,
even the best# necessarily provide a true reading of
1 Vol. IX exx.ra.1t014.
2 Corresponding to the score of 2 and 5 part Airs in
Ch.Gh. Mus,1005* The Lyra-viol part mentioned does
not survive.
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the composer's original intentions, For students of
viol technique the Lyra-viol music of such renowned
players as Jenkins* should prove a fruitful field of
research# for the tablature shows clearly what string
and often, by implication# what fingering is to be
employed#
The table of "graces" for the viol appearing at
the beginning of the Manchester Lyra-viol book is
given here in full and it will be seen from the bowing
marks given# and their application in the music1# that
much guidance on the playing technique of the early
part of the century# is to be found in this rich source.
Graces on the Violl
(1) A beate -il



























(11) A hold for the
finger
(12) A thumpe with
ye forefinger
(15) a thumpe with ye
middle finger
(14) A thuape with ye
ringe finger
_U_L
(lS) So many letters are bound
in with these marks must
be 3.1urde in one bow.
00 A slutsre with iobbinge or
ints at everie^letter so
inclosed. (sic~)
1 ? A slur with .jabbing or intervals at every letter
so enclosed* i,e, staccato, but all in one bow.
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The only one of these graces rendered meaningless
in transcrif>tion is no. 11, the "hold for the finger",
for only in the tablature is it clear that the finger
is held over on one fret, or sometimes the same finger
over two strings on one fret, until the melody returns
to that note. As a sample of the application of these
graces, the transcription of exx.xxTv^and 10 are rep¬
eated at the end of the se£ of Lyra-viol airs in Vol.II,
1
with the graces written out in full.
The table of graces in Simpson's Division-Violiot
attributed to Charles Coleman, but used by Playford
in his "Brief Introduction to the skill of Jusick"
without acknowledgment has hitherto been of rather
academic interest as little evidence of their application
by English composers was known, Nathalie Bolmetsoh says,
"The signs themselves are of little use as he
(Simpson) and other English writers practically
never use them." 2
The remarkable MS RCM, 921, which as we have seen
may be partly in the composer's autograph, does use
some of these signs and is a valuable document in the
history of English music for this reason, quite apart
from providing an authoritative source for some of
Jenkins' finest bass viol mu ic. Some fingering also
appears in this MS and as both fingering and graces
are probably those selected by the composer, they
deserve close attention.
1 Bxx.Xxt/l (b) and 10 (b)
2 N. Dolmetsch, "The Viola Da Garaba"# Hinrichsfin, 1)62,
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In ROM 921 In'The Division Violist'
(1)
r
















The above are the ornaments appearing in RCM J21,
with their titles and realisation as shown in Simpson's
table.
Ornaments appearing in RCM 921* but not in
Simpson's table are nos. 5 an<3- 6 above. No.7 appears
as the elevation in Simpson's table but in a different
context and probably with a different meaning than it
does in this MS. No. 6 is possibly Jenkins' sign for
the elevation and is treated as such by me in the trans¬
cription in Vol.11 exA( b) where the musical context
is appropriat e.1 No. 5 by its use seems to be some kind
of a turn or what Simpson's table calls a "cadent shaked",
and is treated as such in the transcription. There are
one or two places in the Q major Divisions in ROM J2.1
where the long stroke under several notes certainly
indicates "a hold for the finger" as in the Manchester Lyra-
Viol books what the French players called the "tenue",
The fingering shown in the transcription (Vol.11 ex,XXVI
c5b) ) is that in ROM 921, and it is hoped that this sample
may serve to show how sophisticated English bass viol
music had become by the aid-century, and that it may serve
as a model for those players who wish to improvise their
own graces in the performance of English pieces.
To conclude this outline of the inglish graces for
the bass viol used in Jenkins' day, a transcription is
given here of some remarks which appear in a manuscript
of Divisions bound into the back of the first edition of
2
Simpson's "Division-Violist" • This particular volume
contains no music by Jenkins, but there are sets of
highly elaborate Divisions by many of his contemporaries.
At the foot of a particularly difficult page of a set of
Divisions by Daniel Norcombe the scribe has written
"now go on" to which is added in the hand of some poor
player "if you can"! The rules in this MS are as followsj
1 The sign is used for an elevation in the Manchester
Lyra-Viol book.
2 London, In. the :CM London. U F ' 0 CO
5 Another MS source of these 'Rules', entitled 'Rules for
gracing on the flute' has been discussed by R.T.Dart,
boJ, XII, June 1^59, pp.95-4. The meaning of such
terms as 'swe ten' and •divide...in two* remain obscure.
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Rules for Gracing
Never shako the first Note Nor last of any thing
Never shake nor beate two Notes in the same place
All ascending notes are shaked All sharpes are shaked
either rising or falling Never shake a quaver or
semiq
Take breath after all long Notes : Prepare all long
shakes*
Raise all long scales After swe ten them i if you
meet
with J Crotchetis descending beate the first shake
the 2d
St play the last plain* The Note before a Close is to be
shaked* Double Relish all Shakes if the Note afterwards
ascends but not if it descends. Where you meet
with a prickt Crotchett quaver and Crotchett play long
upon
the prickt Crotchett if there be 5 Crotchetts ascending
divide the first in two t Double relish the 2d and play
the last plaine if two Jds descending shake one
and slur the other. If but one either shake or slur it
Shake not any ascending flatts ail descending are
to be shaked. Naturall sharps when they are made
flatt must be raised when they are beate,
All Shakes are takan from the note above
after a Shake keepe the finger downe
All Beates are taken from the Note below
After a beate keepe the finger up
Ailwayes P and G in alt is beat with the
fore finger 1
1 See aisos R*T. Dart, "Ornament Signs in Jacobean
Music for Lute and Viol", GSJ, XIV, March 1961.
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Unfortunately no music by Jenkins for the lute
has come to light but his method of tuning is found in
"Miss Mary '3utrwell* s Instruction book for the lute11 ,
probably compiled so ie time during the l6£os. (Mary
JuTwell b.1652# lived at Roughara in Suffolk until hor
marriage in 1672 to Robert Walpole of Houghton, Jorfolk.
Among her children was Sir Robert alpole, 1st Earl of
Orford.) The passage describing Jenkins* tuning of
the lute is given here in full as the only surviving
evidence of his interest in the instrument.
Mr Jenkins alters all the basses after a way
of his own, because he uses & string more than
the French (which is the twelfth). Ho tuneth
the twelfth agreeable to our eleventh, the eleventh
like our tenth, and so the rest, to the sixth--
which is tuned like the ordinary trumpet tuning,
for a better and plainer exposition of 'r. Jenkins*
tuning! when you have your lute upon the ordinary
tuning (which is the Tench 3 flat) you shall
alter the strings as follows:
The A of the fifth tuneth the eleventh.
The 3 of the fifth tuneth the tenth.
The D of the fifth tuneth the ninth.
The P of the fifth tuneth the eighth.
The D of the fifth tuneth the fourth.
The g of the fourth tuneth the seventh.
The P of the fourth tuneth the third.
The third tuneth the sixth open
The fifth open tuneth the second
The fourth tuneth the treble.




f«. 11/b //*. to. a
I Id. ii.T. Dart, hSJ.XX, I ?58. p. 21.
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No survey of Jenkins' instrumentation would be
complete without some discussion of the role of the
organ in his Fantasias and other consorts, With the
exception of the broken consorts discussed above for
violin, bass viol and Lyra-viol, which are scored for
harpsich:rd, all Jenkins' works with keyboard parts
use the organ.
The organ was the generally accepted instrument
for the accompaniment of polyphonic music in the
early part of the century"*", and Roger North sums up
its use with the remark*
"In consorts the chest of violes, with an organ
were the chief suppellectile, and seldome wanted
in a musieall family. But I must observe that
the masters never trusted the organist with his
thro-base but composed his part,"'"
The chief masters of the pre-Commonwealth period,
such a3 Coperario and Lawes wrote out or "composed"
their organ parts and Jenkins was no exception. They
represent in no sense, however, a fundamental bass
and harmony texture in relation to the strings and
North, writing at the end of the century, is misleading
in his use of the term "thro-base". There are points
where the real bass is not even present in the key¬
board part. The organ parts for the polyphonic
Fantasias and Pavans seem at first sight to be simple
1 See* The writings of aorley, dace, Evelyn, North etc,
2 "Roger North on usic", ea. John Wilson, p.^OO,
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redactions of the string parts . There are certain
characteristics which occur consistently enough to
be attributable to the composer1 s own choice but which
cannot be simply explained as convenient to the key¬
board player reducing five or six parts to suit two
hands of limited stretch*
The characteristics described in the following
pages do not* however# appear in the first sat of six
part Fantasias, nos, 1 to of which two appear in
volume IX, exx. I and XI* In this set the organ parts
do represent a reduction of the string parts for two
hands and it may be that for this reason these pieces,
while they show the composer in his finest inventive
form, may be regarded as earlier works than the rest
of those in six parts.
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PAVAN A& in P major. Bodleian MS Mus.Sch* 0.8J
bar 64
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One constant feature is a predilection for a
thick texture in the left hand and a lighter texture
in the right as in the third strdin of the PAVAN A&
in P major. These low thirds are usually a direct
consequence of the composer placing one of the string
parts in a lower octave in the keyboard part, as in
the above example# Jenkins* organ parts do not only
place high voices in a lower octave but frequently
place low voices in a higher octave, as for instance
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"TUB BBLh ffAVIN" \(> in A minor, Bodleian Mus.Sch.c.BJ
Bar 2
j <jj un | jgg
St BM Add, 29290
Bar S3
^
p. 1 jfft 3*3:N3Ss:
Viols I & II
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in "The Bell Pavan", where at bars 2-6, 5 J, 25 & 4 and
70 the organ doubles the inner bass, the alto* or the
tenor viol at the upper octave. The layout of the
organ parts is quite consistent in these features*
although not always identical in detail, in the North
family music books, in the Bodleian and in the Organ
book in the BM Add, 292901, The low thirds in the left
hand and parts doubled in a different octave in the
organ are seen in the composer* s autograph in the latter
MS* as for instance in the "Newark Siege", bar 1 and 14,
1 With the exception of the In Moraines a 6 in which
the organ parts in Add, 29290 incorporate the cantus
•firwws while those in Mus.Sch, c.3p do not. See? Vol,
II, ex,III,
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"THE BELL PAVIN" "THE NEWARK SIEGE"
Bar 20 Bar 20
of the household". This very consistency confirms
Roger North's statement that the organ parts were not
left to the taste of the individual player but were
"composed".
There are occasional momentary clashes between the
organ and string parts, where a suspension andits res¬
olution are sounded simultaneously, and these moments
add colour to the ensemble. Examples of this are seen
in the "Bell Pavan" and in the "Newark Siege" shown
above.
1 For a description of this organ book see p.57 above.
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FANTASIA in G minor. Tr. 2b. and organ. )odleian 7Ius.
fY 72_ T L.^O. Sch. e.4o£-?
1 m^m
Tr. V.
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In the second bar of the second example above
(p. 36) it will be seen that the organ begins to move
independently from the string parts. In the type
of lively air of the Newark giege this is quite
common. It is not common in the purely polyphonic
fantasias but it does happen occasionalLy. In the
above example from a Fantasia for a treble, 2 basses
and organ, the organ has a beautiful, to the ear
independent, entry towards the ena of the piece. In
fact it is yet another example of the bass part
being doubled at the upper octave, the crotchet rest
at the beginning of bar 75 giving the aural effect of
a treble entry in the organ answering the bass entry
SB
half a bar earlier. Such effects as this, also seen
where the organ, once again doubling a bass part an
octave higher, gives the impression of a new treble
voice, are aurally telling. Other passages in the
same piece have, in the organ part, a voice additional
to those of the strings which fills out the harmony.
For this reason and for the reasons outlined above
the composer's organ parts should never be omitted
in performance as they frequently are today, even in
the purely polyphonic pieces. Without the organ an
essential element not only of the sonority, but of
the discourse is missing.
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The above example from "The Newark Siege",
with the composer's autograph organ part taken from
BM Add.MS 29290,. shows the organ playing an indep¬
endent part in the battle, on equal terms with the
strings, and it is clear that in such consorts as
this the keyboard part is essential.
The part played by the organ in the Fantasia-
Suites is equal to that played by the strings and
the organ frequently opens the Fantasia movements
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with one or more entries of the first "point", the
strings then entering one by one until all the
instruments, are playing. In the second suite of
Fancy-Almaine-Air ? ( Vol. 11 ex'. ) of which the first
seven bars, are shown above, the piece opens with five
fugal entries, the first two in stretto on the organ
and the fifth entry, on the b.ass viol, coming in the
twelfth bar. This passage is typical of the pro¬
cedure at the opening of the solidly polyphonic first
movement of these suites.
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The fifth suite of Fancy-Almaine-Air: Bodleian MS
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The second suite of Fancy-Almaine-Air: Bodleian MS
47 ^ Mus.Sch. c.82m I ggg f
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Many of the suites open with a few bars'
preluding on the organ, the first "point" being
announced at the entry of the first string part, as
in the above example from the ^th Suite of Fancy-
Almaine-Air (Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c. 82 ) I Vet -Xi.. Ex.XVW ^
Frequently the organ has a solo interlude between
the closing of one paragraph and the entry of a new
"point", as in the second example above from the
2nd Suite of Fancy-Almaine-Air in the same MS. A
more extended solo organ passage with the bass viol
accompanying the last 5 bars can be seen from bar £5
of the same piece,(Vol,II ex. }.
?2
First Suite of Fantasia-Almaine-Air: Bodleian MS
Mus.Sch. c.82
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In the succeeding movements of the Fantasia-
Suites the organ sometimes takes a lively part in the
imitative texture, as in the above examples from the
first and second suites of the same set. The organ
also, by the addition of an extra part, frequently
fills out and sometimes serves to clarify the harmony.
1 JW . ftt. p't* *
The question arises as to how much if anything
the editor or player should add to what the composer
has written on these organ parts and the answer to this
is that very little needs to be added, particularly
in the case of open imitative passages such as those
in the above examples, A little judicious filling
is sometimes desirable, however, especially when
playing with violins and there 13 no need to consider
these parts as sacrosanct. Indeed there are places
in some copies of the full Fantasias in four, five
and six voices where a direct (A indicates that if
the player can stretch to continue a part which
breaks off, this should be done.
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The only works of Jenkins which have a thorough¬
bass part, in the real sense of the term, are the
lessons for 2 bass viols. The Durham source for these
gives the occasional figure, as in the above example,
and these need: to be realised in the ordinary way. The
ROM MS. 921 indicates that the Divisions for 2 bass viols
(Vol. II exx. XXVI 1 to 5) are to be played with organ,
although no part survives, and it would not be out of
place for a third bass viol player to act as a continuo
bass both in the Divisions and in the Lessons. This
procedure is recommended by Marin Marais, for Divisions,
in the introduction to his first collection of "Pieces
de Violes" (1686). Of a set of Divisions, the piece
in the collection, he says ,,ce mesme sujet se joue
toujours pendant que la seconde viole varie les couplets."
One of the Durham MSSt, Mus.D.4, is inscribed "Fantasias
for three viols".
SW ; Cii^de. U. "Tb&vv* ppon ^ ''Mahy^ jvUutLS ?i£ces dz. Violas: Oct-, t'-) 60
The instrumentation used by Jenkins has been
examined in some detail, in the light of the evidence
of the MS sources of his music, and I will conclude
this chapter with a few brief remarks on the Dynamics
and "Humouring* to be found in some fSS,
Of the application of "Humouring" to the airs
of Jenkins, valuable information is to be found in
the Newberry part books in Chicago, which correspond
to the score in Ch,Ch. MS Mus.lOOp* inch of the
information in these books has now been published
an J it is unnecessary to repeat it here'L, The
instructions for "Humouring" do not relate to graces
to be applied, but to variations in the rhythm and
dynamics. The most interesting instruction relating
to rhythmic variation 1st
"Whatsoever cast note is Prickt a crotchet in
Time and in the Humouring playde a Quaver; as
Pag* the 14& c j is exprest with this character
J- . And where aj£ here a small «£ sett under it
as Pags 19,"
This rhythmic sharpening of the note of anacrusis
(seen in Vol, II ex. is a "humour" familiar
to students of later music. It is not used indis¬
criminately in the airs, the places where it is to
be applied being marked according to the above
instruction,
1 "How to Hun; ur Jenkins three part Airs", JIMS,19^7^
~JrtxjL, iC-cj Ooh^Scw .
) 6
There are indications in other MS.5 that the dotting
of rhythms^here the melody follows a scalewise motion,
was by no means consistent in practice and there are
many cases, particularly in the "Lessons" for 2 ba3s
viols, where different MS otherwise showing a high
measure of concordance, do not agree in this one
feature. Again this inconsistency points to a familiar
feature of the m sic both English and Continental of
the latter part of the century, the "notes inegalftS",
A summary of the use of Dynamics in the Newberry
and Oh.Ch. set of books in now available in print"*"
and some examples of echo effects are seen in the
Airs in Vol. II. .Another MS in which Dynamic inst¬
ructions are to be found is the Manchester Lyra-Viol
book. Dynamic markings can be seen on p. 1')? of this
MS. where alternate bars of a "Chicona" by Cr, Simon
Ives are marked "loud" and "soft".
\nother direction occuring twice in the Manchester
Lyra-Viol book, indicates that the performer should
repeat the whole or sections of a piece.as many times
as he pleases. In the Jrd set of airs a Pavane by
Gervise Gerarde with curiously only two strains ends
with a separate conclusion of 6 bars and this direction:
1 "How to Humour Jenkins three part Airs", JAMS, 1^7}
lr£ <-l JoWvvto A. .
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"When you have play&e this Paven as often as
you please you may conclude as followeth."
In the 10th set of airs a "Sarabande" by Jenkins
has a similar conclusion of four bars and the
directionsi
"playe this to conclude the Sarabande when
you have played it as often as you will."
Roger North's account of a good evening's
music making with the organ playing short voluntaries
between the Fantasias and other consorts to maintain
the listener's interest, indicates that whole sots
of works were played in succession, and this is
confirmed by the odd note in the MSS, as for instance
that in Bodleian IS lus.Soh. e.44lt
"Play the loth Fantasia then the ninth."
A typical evening's music making in the North house¬
hold, with five musicians present, might consist of
some or all of the 17 four part Fantasias in
Bodleian IS Jus.Sch. c. followed by the 2 pavanes
and the p2 airs and dances for four viols in MS
Mus.Sch. c. J'S and 3M Add.IIS 2)2J0, "the organ Evenly,
2
softly and sweetly Acohording to all."
1 R. Nortn on nasic, ad. J. Wilson, pp. If J-"Hon.
2 ...iace, „iu sack's Nonurgent, p. 2J4
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CHAPTER '/
A J.UTiJAu J'JRYKX OF IN o IRU a IS H T AI> HUSIC
1
The "horseloads" of surviving instrumental music
by Jenkins, of which a summary account is given and for
which a chronology is proposed in Chapter II, will be
discussed in this chapter by genre. fantasias,
fantasia-Suites, Airs, character pieces and Divisions
will be examined in turn with particular reference to
Jenkins' use of the forms current during his creative
life and his contribution to the development of those
forms.
The fantasias
Jenkins composed more than a hundred works in the
pure Fantasia form, in which he explored to the full the
variety of procedure possible within its framework and
the wide range of sonorities available on a consort of
viols. He extended the quasi-vocal polyphony inherited
from Btjrd and Tomkins until/enriched and fun&amentally
instrumental style emerged which kept the string fantasia
alive until late in the century. It is arguable indeed,
that without the unique contribution of Jenkins to this
literature, Purcell might never have been inspired to




2 Although none of Jenkins* Fantasias were published,
their wide circulation, evidenced by the number of
surviving copies, suggests that Purcell could well have
aeen familiar with them. His acquaintance with the North
brothers supports this supposition, bee Ro ,er forth on
Husic ed. J. .Vilson, p.4 / .
))
The fantasias in six parts for viols with organ are
numbered in the best source in two sets, the first
nine forming one set, while two In fOmines, two Fantasias
and two favancs form the second. ><ith the exception
of the twenty-one fantasias for two trebles and bass
witnout organ, all Jenkins* sets of fantasias include
one or more Pavanes, A single six part Fantasia,
2
appearing in a Curist Church anthology only, is of
sufficient quality for there to be little doubt about
the attribution, and it se ms licely that it is the sole
survivor of yet a third set of six part fantasias.
The nine Fantasias of the first set, of which two
3
appear in Vol,II , are splendid works in the best trad¬
ition of the English Fantasia, which, while they show
the composer at his most melodious and sonorous, do not
exceed the limit3 of the form as interpreted by the
composers of the previous generation. In regarding
them one is reminded of Roger Perth* s remark that:
It is supposed that when he first began to
compose he followed in the track of the most
celebrated masters...and his style was as
theirs, solemn and grave. I have seen an ^
In Nomine of his of six parts, most elaborate.
Just such a work, perhaps the very same one, is the
5
In Jomine from the second six part set in Vol. II,
This piece, with its long passages of rather uninter¬
esting Divisions, illustrates clearly the 3tylistic
1 Bodleian JS idus.Sch. c.3J
2 i£S hus.1004
J Exx. I and II




weakness which is apparent in the .'aatasias of the
second set. An eiaoorate texture replaces the melodic
invention and harmonic tension of the Fantasias of the
first set. Ahe opening and closing sections of the
Fantasias in the second set are worthy of Jenkins at his
best but the pieces as a whole lack cohesion. The
mystifying question to be resolved here is whether the
apparent imbalance and lack of breadth in this set are
signs of the composer at an immature stage of his
development, or whether, conversely, the inclusion of
Division passages indicate the composer at a late stage
in his career whon, according to North, he "fell off".
I incline to the for mer view, Some of the consorts of
the previous generation of the older Ferrabosco, Gibbons
(only 5 years older than Jenkins) and Coperario fall
into this "vain and fiddling" manner, and by this token
the presence of Divisions in the writing need not in
itself be taken as evidence of a late date of composition.
Seventeen Fantasias and one Pavan for five viols
1
with organ all belong to one set , two further Pavans
2
surviving only in a Christ Church anthology. These are
all works of the highest quality, perfect examples both
of Jenkins1 own style and of the pure Fantasia form at
its best.
The seventeen Fantasias and two Pavans for four
4
viols with organ also belong to one set. These equally
1 BM Add. dS J0487
2 uIS iius.425-3
5 These are shortly to be published, ed. Hichard Nicholson
4 Bodleian AS Mus.Sch, c.?9 a & b.
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fine examples of the Fantasia form are less grand in
scale than the best of the sets in six and five parts,
but include some interesting modulating passages. One
Fantasia, in C minor, modulates through a complete key
i £
cycle. Another, included in Vol. II# and discussed in
detail below, uses modulation as a means of achieving
x
variety within a Fantasia on a single point,'
Twenty-seven Fantasias and one Pavan for treble
4
viol, two bass viols and organ, all appear in one set,
5
from which two fine, contrasted examples appear in Vol,II.
A lyrical strain, of which the opening melody of the G
minor Fantasia in Vol. II is typical, persists throughout
the whole set. Jenkins seems to have been the first
to use this instrumentation in Fantasias, he also used
it for a set of nine Fantasia-Suites, although Thomas
Lupo had favoured two low pitched viols against one
treble, ; In this set one or other of the bass viols is
frequently placed high in the tenor register and the
texture is generally open, although, as has already been
noted in Chapter IT, Jenkins tends to weight his organ
part in the left hand rather than in the treble. In
this set too, there are signs of an in dependence in the
organ part which is only fully developed in the Fantasia-
Suites discussed below.
1 R. A. Warner, "John Jenkins' Four Part Fancy in C Minor -
An Enharmonic modulation around the key circle". !R
Feb. 1^7.
2 Ex, YI
J A few Fantasias from this set will appear in AS
Vol.XXVI ed. A. Ashbee,
4 Bodleian MS Mus.Sch, e.4o6-?.
5 Bxx.VII & VIII
6 E.g. MB Vol.IX, Jacobean Consort Music, Mo.II,
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the last set of fantasias to be considered is the
set of twenty-one, of which one is cast as an Air, for
two trebles and a bass# Sight of those beautiful
compositions are included in Vol. 11^" and they demonstrate
clearly the variety and eloquence Jenkins achieved within
the formal outline of the polyphonic fantasia, There is
no evidence in any of the many sources of these works
of an organ part. In the absence of a continuo part
and in the light of the evidence put forward in Chapter
IV about the use of viols in this set, there are
insufficient grounds to support Ashbee's remark that
they area
"...almost certainly intended for the*trio- 0
^onata' combination of two violins and a bass."4"
They seem to me to preserve the essence of the poly¬
phonic ideal with an instrumental texture which points
straight to -'urea 11* s essays in the fantasia form, and
is in no way related to the Italianate 3tyle of his
1635 trios.
A few xiisces entitled fantasia occur in miscellaneous
collections of airs. Those among the Thirty-Two airs
3
for four viols with organ' are of the s uae type as the
first movements of the Jantasia-SuLies, with passages
on solo or^an linking the sections of the fantasia. Those
works a ong the " jcs. ons" for two basa viols entitled!
fantasia are followed by Airs in the same key and are
considered with the antasia-Suites.
1 .3.1 Add,-hi J1423. ..hex. IX to XVI (including the Air)
2 Jnpubiished fh.D, Thesis, London 15^7*
5 3odleian ..Ib Mus. ioh. c.?8 b.
1<>5
A glance at the fantasias included in Vol,II (3xx# I -
XVI) will show that the outline of Jenkins* Fantasia is
exactly that descr-ibed by Simpson in his Compendium Of
Practical Muaick in the section on " usick designed for
instruments"*
Of this kind, the cheif and most excellent for
art and contrivance are Fancies of and
5 pg,arts intended commonly for Viols# In this
sort of Muaick the composer (being not limited
to words) doth imploy all his art and invention
solely about the bringing in and carrying on
of .Fugues according to the order and method
formerly showed# '/hen he has tryed all the
several ways which he thinks fit to be used
therein, he takes some other point and docs
the like with it; or else for variety introduces
some chromatids notes with bindings and inter¬
mixtures of discordsj or falls into some light
hornour like a Madrigal or what else his own
fancy shall lead him to* but still concluding
with something that hath art and excellency
in it,
A Fantasia of three, four, five or even more sections,
of which the first is the most substantial, is, with the
exception of those few exam .-lea based on one point only,
the general outline used by all the English composers
from iyrd to Purcell, The later sections of the
Fantasia are those with the more lively points and these
together with the introduction of sections in triple time
are more developed in the works of the generation of
Lawes, Jenkins and Locke, than, in those of the earlier
generations.
The points used by Jenkins in his openln. sections,
the sections where the most essentially polyphonic and
often real fugal development is to be found, are of
1 London, Play ford, 1>>(>5
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(a) Fantasia a 6 2nd.set no,5 (b) Fantasia a 5 no.14
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ssveral types, Some eaho the familiar rhythm of the
instrumental Canaoaa (a# above), some have a really
vocal outline (b. above) and others are built on the
notes of the major or minor triad (c, aoove). Some
are very simple (d. above) and some are longer, more
tunes than points of imitation (e. above).
All of these types are found in the Fantasias of
1 ^£3 Vol# IX no. 54 and no. 77
2 Reprinted ed. Rimbault by the lusical Antiquarian
Society, 134?,
5 MB Vol. IX no. 41.
4 J|3 Vol. IX no. 3
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Jenkins' immediate predecessors; the characteristic
chordal shape of the Canzona subject is seen in
Coperario* s points (f. back), while a more vocal
strain is apparent in those of Orlando Gibbons (g.
oack) • .Ve have to look, however, to the fantasias
of Thomas Lupo and Christopher Gib dons* for anything
like the flexible rhythm of Jenkins' melody (h, and i.
back). The few surviving Fantasias of Richard
Deering (b, c.lj?30) have a variety and simplicity
in their imitative points comparable to the variety
1 A generation younger than Jenkins
lo 6
Peering (a) Vocal
pi f p "i
(b) Instrumental (c) Canaona
§»"iiyo
(4) Peering fantasias a 5f no3, .2, 3 ana 4
'11^ Jggf 11 f'im 3¥
(e) Jenkins Fantasias a 3, noa, 17 jind 18
m w w
(f) Jenkins fantasia a 3 no- *5
■■<■"' '»» "ii i.; n-Tg-.-y ■ f.
»
b~ |\—Xt' :h i ; i
y ■ * , •
J■ai'flr
nmbi'
Ranj- 0 1 ij i i
Ch) Jjlliara Iiawes .■antaaia iro« -onsort fuito no, I a 5^
j. j'lfid in Jenkins' works (a#, b« 1 o. above)# Peering
repeats almost the same melodic patterns in successive
fantasias in a set when, they are in the same key, a
tendency observed also in Jenkins' sets (d»& o. above).
Of the more melodious of Jenkins' points, many featur¬
ing & rihing minor or major 6-th, have no obvious model in
the music of his immediate predecessors or near contemp¬
oraries, and seem to point to the same type in the
fantasias of Purcell (f, & g, above), .illiam Lawes'
occasionally idiosyncratic, angular manner (h. above)
.i.3 entirely absent from Jenkins* music, which even at
its most intense is always smooth in outline,
1 Thematic catalogue in layer Pie Mehrstimmige SpielMusik...
op,cit, ~ ~
2 Ed, Jarlock- angeot, Curwen 1?2/,
3 J3 Vol,XXI no,1,
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(a) fantasia a 4 no,lb
wm(b) Fantasia.a 6.2nd, set no
Jtl M il. J3. J ij J ,ti i j I
\ p "!VS-til tl
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(c) Fantasia a 5 no,11
4§i
t?id
vet) By ret Fantasia a 4 Tff
h * 4 i lr ® t n
T — £
<3
(e) For aboaco II Faat asJia a 4
i i \kil. 4* i,*4l ih/ liv, .
— — —V
*
(f) hupo Fantasia a 4'
£
In the opening sections? of his Fantasias Jenkins
emp_,loys a range of fug&l devices in the development of
hxs points. The usual canonic imitation is often
replaced by a true fugue which may feature a tonal answer
in ias exposition (a. & b« above). It is worth noting
in this context that the interval and to a lesser
■xtent the rhythm of the imitative point are often
altered xn the course of a section, but never so that
they become unrecognisable to the ear.
uouncersubjeels often appear accompanying each entry
of the point, a device sometimes used in precisely the
same way in the Fantasias of other masters (c.. d.» e.
and f. aoove),
1 Transposed. Ed, S.H. Fellowes, Byrd coll. Eel.",* Vol.'
vii. Plainer St Bell. London l')h ;.
2 v°l* IX Jacobean Qonsort lusie. no, 22
5 " * * " ■ no. 24
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(a) Fantasia a 3 no. 1
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(b) Fantasia a,5 no. 15 . ,
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Jenkins realises more keenly than the other Fantasia
composers is augmentation. In the first example (a,
above) the first point of the Fantasia is stated on one
treole with a second statement in augmentation on the
bass. A dramatic use of the same device is observed
in the five part Fantasia in G minor (b, above) which
is built entirely on one point. Three statements of the
point in augmentation crown the central climax of this
magnificent piece. "
The instances of stretto in Jenkins* Fantasias
are numerous, and close, sometimes very close, canon
between the treble instruments so pervades the texture
of hie music that the attribution of any pleee with
two trebles in which such canon does not play a part is
immediately suspect.
1 Complete 2d. J.J.Sleeper in Tellecloy 3d, no.1, l)J0,
10?
All the fugal devices outlined above figure to some
degree in the worvks of other Fantasia composers, but none
realised their structural and emotional possibilities
more fully than Jenkins, A prime example of the
dramatic application of th polyphonic principle is the
opening of the A minor Fantasia, no, 10 of the set of
twenty-one in three parts (Vol, II, bx«XI)*^ Entries
of the deceptively simple point, contrasted with an
episode on a falling sequence of carabiata figures, grow
in an arc of sound to the climax, so that the first
section of this Fantasia is not a series of selfconscious
contrapuntal manoeuvres, but a paragraph with an overall
shape of great beauty, Ouch moments are not uncommon
in Jenkins1 Fantasias, and although it is established
p
that even this most original set was composed by l640,"
it is not until i'urcell1 s Fantasias of X''>30 that a similar
understanding of the overall shape of the musical
3
paragraph in a polyphonic work emerges. Passages like
the opening of this A minor Fantasia fully justify
Worth's remark that Jenkins "had an unaccountable felicity
in his Fugues",
In the second and subsequent sections of a Fantasia
the composer introduces new and contracting points
usually of a more lively kind than that of the opening
section. In these sections Jenkins often abandons a
1 The tempo best rather slow
2 See Ch.II, p.22.
? 3ee the opening section of Purcell's G minor Fantasia
a ?, t e subject quoted above, p, 1Q6,
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real polyphony# especially in the three part Fantasias.
Uis un&erstanding of the essential interdependence of
melody and harmony, an understanding which he perhaps
developed to a greater degree than any of his contemporaries,
comes to the fare in the later sections of the three part
Fantasias. It seems licely that in this he was making
a quite deliberate attempt to introduce a new spirit into
a traditionally serious chamber music form. A letter
from Lord Dudley North, Roger*s grandfather, to Henry
Loosemore says of Jenkins:
At his being with me lately, we had some speech
of Fantasias which he expressej capable enough
to carry air in their current,
Roger North, clearly with such works as the three part
Fantasias in mind, writes of his master:
lie was a great reformer of ausick in his own
time, for he got the better of the dullness
of the old F&ncys, and introduced a pleasing
air in everything he composed, interspersing
frequent devisions ^nd triplas, in his Fancys
as well as lessons,*"
North's implication that the introduction of Division
passages and sections in triple time in Jenkins*
Fantasias is a novelty is only partly true. Sections
in triple time appear in the Fantasias of many other
composers, always placed, as in Jenkins' Fantasias,
owards the end of the piece, and mostly not very extended.
On the whole the introduction of sections in triple
time is reserved for Fantasias of a light texture,
RQwcr north on .^usic op.cit. p. 4
2 " " " " " « p.2)C
Ill
although they do appear in Byrd's Fantasias for five
viols. " Some three part Fantasias of Orlando Gibbons
and Thomas Lupo and four part Fantasias of Lupo, hard
2 Ko**-opho*A.ic-
and White, have sections in triple time, " The ;'vmo ri i c-
dance-like character of these sections in Jenkins' works
is, however, quite fresh. With their direct harmony
and sequential melody they strike a note of simplicity
and gaiety alien to the spirit of Byrd and
Gibbons, The insertion of a section in triple time
into the "Bell Favin", the section from which the piece
probably derives its title, relates it to Jenkins'
Fantasia form and marks it clearly as a piece of chamber
music and not a dance.
In the introduction of "points of Division" Jenkins
does appear to be more of an innovator. Division is
not an unknown element in the livelier sections of the
Fantasias of hi3 predecessors, but such passages are
rare. Jenkins' Fantasias are full of Division passages
and these are not confined generally to the bass viol
but permeate the whole texture. In this context,
however, it is worth noting the breaking bass in the G
minor Fantasia in three parts ( Ex. XIII, Vol.11). The
passage from bar 2p on is propelled by this bass which
is not imitated in the accompanying treole voices.
As already noted the divisions in the elaborate In Nomine
for six viols (Vol,II, Ex,III) are rather monotonous}
the./ swamp Die texture and take up too much of the total
1 Ed, B.ii. eHowes, op.cit.
2 Examples in dD, Vol. IX, op.cit.
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(a) FA, ITA31A A j No. 2. Bar 4 J,
uime of the Fantasia, Not so the Division passages in
the three part Fantasias, where this original feature
is most successfully assimilated! here the Divisions
are short and lively, never overdone, and they contribute
substantially to the variety of texture which
distinguishes the whole set* doth the Division which
ornaments the melody and the Division which ornaments
the harmony appear, and out of the Division principle
many lively points of imitation emerge which are quite
original and unlike anything in the Fantasias of the
preceding generation (a. above).
A third, significant, means of achieving variety
in the late sections of a Fantasia is that of modulation.
Where variety in the thematic material is limited, as
in t>he case of & Fantasia on one point, variety of
tonality may be substituted. Jenkins often modulates
widely in the course of a Fantasia and in this he is
U5
both more accomplished and more adventurous than his
predecessors. In the Fantasia in i minor (Vol.11,
Sx.XlX) in three parts, in the third section beginning
in £ major at oar 54, Jenkins' fluency within the
diatonic system is clear__ly demonstrated. 1 move into
the relative minor, clearly established by bar 42, is
followed by three oars Oh its dominant, G He- major, and
the return through G •#=• minor to & major is completed
in the smoothest manner by bar $0. Only the "spelling"
has baffled the copyist of the dodleian id (iius.Gch, c.37)
who writes bar kl) enharmonically in flats. erhaps the
setter understanding of the harmony shown by the copyist
of J3a4 JiE Add. 51428, for whom only the F double sharp
presents a difficulty, might be taken as another point
in favour of the proposition that this is the composer's
"I —»
autograph fair copy. "InEx.VJ the excursions into foreign
keys provide variety in a Fantasia built entirely on
o.ie point. The point itself has a Dorian flavour,
with its falling perfect fourth from the mediant to
the flat seventh, which colours the harmony of the
whole piece. Entries in G minor and B b major occur
early in the work, more extended modulation being
reserved for the second half of the fantasia. Taking
the A minor entry in bar 75 as a starting point, we observe
moves through A major, B minor, j? #• minor, (the E
here escaping all copyists and appearing in all sources
as Ft? ) and J minor, leading to the final three
statements of the point in the home key. The first, in
the bass at bar 105» is followed by an entry in stretto
on the dominant in bar 104, and a dominant pedal through
1 See pp. 53ff. above.
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the next three bars supports the final entry in the
treble at bat 107. The Fantasia closes with typical
drawn out cadence. Throughout the passage the molulatdons
are carefully prepared and smoothly executed# the only
unprepared dissonance being the diminished triad, used
in first inversion, proper to the second degree of a minor
scale (as in bars 7% and 75 A minor).
It will oe observed that in general Jenkins' harmonic
style is mar.ced by an assurance v/.-.tnin the diatonic
system which is more sophisticated than that of his
predeceo ors and contemporaries. In his modulation he
movers a stage further than the younger Ferrabosco in
his "Hexachord Fantasia".*- Jenkins is perfectly at home
within the diatonic system; he can bend it to suit the
requirements of his structural scheme. Ferrabosco
does not seem so at ease; he compromises his invention
to suit a contrived scheme of modulation. The mere facts
that Jenkins* copyists have difficulty in following his
modulation, and that there is not yet an established
sign for a double sharp, are proofs of the extent to
which his works, in this respect, are original.
On the other hand an almost total lack of dissonance
is a notable feature in the music of a nember of the
2
generation of Locxe and Lawes, for whom dissonance oecame
an important expressive tool. Neither the ardour nor
the eccentricities of William Lawes* n&rmonic language
are to be found in Jenkins* music. This is not to say
1 Jd Vol,IX Kos.25 &
2 Ten years younger than Jenkins.
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that Jenkins never employed chromaticism or dissonance,
but his use of chromaticism is sparing and his
dissonances generally take the form of prepared sus¬
pensions, A beautiful example of Jenkins* rare use of
"chroraatick notes, with bindings and intermixtures of
2
discords,. . " is to be found at the beginning of the
second strain of one of the five part Pavans (above),
h'orth admirably suma^the characteristic features of
Jenkins* harmonic language when he says:
1 lib CU.- lk<;. Kui If'IZ-&
2 Simpson's description of Fantasia, quoted in full
above p, 102.
xi6
And it may ;e alleged also as a defect, that
Jenkens did not dash upon harsh notes, as the
Itallians doe , which makes their consorts more
saporite than the musick was when the parts C£,di
did but hunt one and other, from concord^ As
to that, it is allowd the English rules of
composition did not permit such freedoms, but
Jenkens used his discords always properly ana
with sincop^ation, according to lawjyet in that
(respect) he dared more and rather outwent
than came short of his contemporarys ^
A practical observation which emerges from the study
of the "varieties" introduced by Jenkins in his Fantasias,
is that in the performance of these works the tempo is
not always constant. A flexible treatment of the
crotchet pulse of the opening section is required more
in the three part Fantasias than in the fuller five and
six part Fantasias. Thus the crotchet pulse of the
Fantasia for six viols in D minor (Vol,IX, Ex.II, a good
countersubject in this exposition) can remain constant
with perhaps some broadening of the time from bar 57
bar 75 in the closing section from bar 101 to the
end. The same principle applied to the Fantasia in three
parts in G minor (Vol.11, Ex.XIV) would however result
in a very dry reading. The opening scalewise point needs
to flow in an easy alia breve time closing into a faster,
but still flowing triple time, with the traditional
proportion of three beats to two of the preceding section.
The following orxef modulating interlude needs a somewhat
1 Earth writes here towards the end of his life, c. 1726,
but earlier writings contain similar remarks about Jenkins*
harmonic style.
2 -doger ..forth on Lusic, op.cit. p. 277,
;> The harmonic language of Jenkins* works in four parts is
the subject of close scrutiny in A. Ashbee's unpublished
Ph.D. thesis, London , Professor Earner's paper on the
cyclic modulation in one four part Fantasia, see above p.100
note interest in this context.
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broader tempo than the opening and leads to a lively C
major section on a "point of Division" in which the
tempo needs to be decidedly brisker than that of the
opening# A rather broader tempo than that of the first
sect ion seems to be called for in the last page of the
Fantasia, perhaps matching that of the brief interlude
preceding the Division passa .e, Only such a slower tempo
allows the beautiful falling intervals of the closing
section (from bar 87) their full weight.
rioger north discusses tempo in relation to the
practice of barring in The Musical Grammarian!^
The manner is, at every thesin of the time,
a3 the singers used, to stride a barr cross
all the lines, whereby each barr contained
the up and downs equally thro-out the whole
piece..,.and doubtless the manner was an
improvement because it gave the performers a
Qu to xcnow when they were in and when out.
And this would make one wonder that in our
prolix consorts of old it was not used, where
one would think it was most needfull. The
only account I can give of it is this. The
muoick seldom past on without the 3ound of
crotchets, than their common measure or
guide of time.....
He goes 011 to list Jenkins among the older masters who
used a constant crotchet time, pointing out that the
Italians had great reason to bar their music "because
their standard of time often changed.' Jut it is of
interest that the MSJ of the group suggested to be in
2
Jenkins• autograph , including the three part Fantasias,
one of which is the above C minor piece for which I have
sug0ested a variable tempo, have the regular barring whioh
1 Op.cit. id. H. Andrews.
2 See above pp. JBff,
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North sees a3 a later development. This feature in these
MSS did in fact lead to some discussion of the possibility
o
of their being late copies."
One of the most characteristic elements in Jenkins'
treatment of the fantasia form is his fine full Close,
Jorth calls it an "envoye", His customary manner is to
lead the music towards a cadence and then to let the
'Si»yoyef grow unexpectedly out of this cadence when the
Fantasia seems to be concluded (above), frequently in
these final phrases there is a modulation towards the
flat side of the home key and a plagal cadence sometimes
1 Vol.11 Ex. XIV
2 Fapers oi the late H.J.Sleeper, now in the FendleburyLibrary, Cambridge,
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leaves a feeling of an imperfect cadence in the
subdominant key, Jenkins* Close often features
leisurely scales in the higher parts* and his under¬
standing of the proper preparation of his final cadence
and the use of pedal notes in the bass, have just r,hat
"art and excellency" which Simpson describes in his
outline of the fantasia form,^ lore than once the
Close echoes the opening point of the Fantasia, as
in that in A minor in three parts (Vol,II, Cx.XI),
The composer's apparent reluctance to bring his music
to an end, his dwelling on the final cadence, must
have oeen relished by his friend John Lilly, whose
playing is thus described in a rhyme by his pupil
2
Srancis North;
I've heard you pawse, and dwell upon an aire
Then mak't i' th* end as loth to part it were
Languish and melt away so leasurely
As if ' twere pity that its iiccho diej
The fantasia-Suites
Jenkins composed nearly seventy Fantasia-Jultes,
works in which a Fantasia is followed by one or more
Airs or Dances, r,he Fantasia ieing much the most
substantial movement and the final section or Close of
that movement appearing only after the airs at the end
of the Suite. This form seems a sort of hybrid to
the unfamiliar student; not a pure Fantasia, not a
1 Above, p,101,
2 koger , ortii on gusic op.cit. p.JS. Liliey was a member
of the >orth household, a fine copyist (see Chapter III)
and was appointed Jenkins' attorney.
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Suite in the accepted sense of a sequence of dance or
character movements all of more or less the same relative
importance to the whole, certainly not a Sonata in the
later sense of the term, although some commentators have
seen in it a national tendency towards the Sonata of the
northern Italians. A 3tudy of Jenkins' fantasia-Suites
related to the rest of his output suggests a rather
different development. The Fantasia-Suite emerges as a
natural outcome of an inclination towards more variety
within the Fantasia itself, an inclination already noted
in the preceding study of Jenkins' three part Fantasias.
The monodic, dance-like sections here expand to form
whole movements which nevertheless remain subsidiary
to the scheme of the Fantasia, Jenkins did not invent
the form; it is used by Coperario} whose Suites show
all the same formal characteristics a3 those of Jenkins,
but are smaller proportioned, altogether slighter works.
The device of the Close, or as it were final section of
the Fantasia_j being placed af ter the Airs seems the
deciding point in favour of seeing this type of Suite
as an enlarged Fantasia rather than an embryonic Sonata.
3y this ;eans the composer seems to enclose, to include
the Airs in the framework of the Fantasia. Coperario's
Close amounts only to a few bars of cadencing where
2Jenkins and his contemporary William Laves" use a fine
1 .xamples in -i.i, vol. XX, Jacobean Consort U3ic.
2 " n n t» XXI, 'illlam Lawes Consort 'usic.
Some of Lawes' suites are entitled "Sonata", but they
yield to continental taste only la their titles.
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full Close of substance and significance in relation to
the rest of the Suite, This type of Suite appears then
to bft. am indigenous growth, while the hybrid is the
Italianate trio of Purcell in which a strongly native
language is grafted on to a new, foreign, form, North
describes the layout of the Fantasia-Suite and styles it
the "English Sonata", bringing out the point that
consistency of tonality gives a unity to the whole which
is comparable to the unity of a bonata.
During this flourishing time, it became
usuall to compose for instruments in settd
that is After a Fantasia, an aiery lesson
of two 3traines, and a tripla by way of
Calliard, which was stately; courant or
otherwise not uzisuitable too, or rather
imitatory of the Dance, Instead of the
Fantasias they often used a very grave kind
of Ayre which they called a Padoana or
Pavan,.., These setts altogether very much
resembled ye design of our bonnata m^s^c
being ail consistent in ye same key.
There are no surviving Suites by Jenkins which commence
with a Pavan, but there are Suites of this type by
William Lawes, It is a survival of the dance sequence
of Pavan and oaiLiard, but no more intended for dancing
than the Suite which opens with a Fantasia,
Jenkins' Fantasia-auites, mostly written in sets,
include works of widely differing styles, ranging from
the simple but elegant style of the seventeen Suites of
Fantasia-Ai.tnain-Air (halliard) for treble (violin), bass
viol and cr,..a.o, and the lively set of ten Suites of
1 The ..iualoall Grammarian, ed, '• Andrews, QJP
2 A comparative study of the Fantasia-Suites of all the
chief composers of the period is beinc, prepared by
i/Ir, Christopher Fid Id,
5 :Iain source Bodleian iiS i.ius,3ch, c, 31
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the same pattern for two trebles (violins), bass viol
1 2
and organ , of which nos, 1 and 5 appear in Vol.II , to
the grand Division texture of the set of nine suites of
fancy-Allemande-Gourante for treble (violin), two bass
3
viols and organ/ and the fantastically elaborate, but
ultimately rather unsatisfying set of seven Division
4
Suites of fancy*-Ayre for two violins, bass viol and
organ. Fifteen sets of Fancy-Ayre (Alaain) and two
5
extra Airs for two trebles (violins), Bass and organ/
are fine compositions rather in the manner of the above
set of ten Suites for the same instrumentation, and eight
Suites of Faacy-Ayre-Coranto for two violins, two bass
6
viols and organ, while not among the composer's most
inspired inventions, have a fine sonority and some
lively Division passtges. This last 3et together with
the above seven Suites Fancy-Ay^e survive in late
copies used at the Oxford music meetings of Lowe and
Hutton. Two suites of Fane,-Aire-Gorant for violin,
1 Main source Bodleian MS Mus.Soh. c.82„
2 Exx. XVII & XVIII
J Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. d,241-4 and d.26l.
^ t* ft t! f» »! »» W »t
5 H H .. f, 564-7. Nos. 5, 10 & 13 in
Wellesley Ed. no. 1 1)^0,
6 3M Add. MS8 2755^-4. Exx. in A. Ashbee, The Four Part
Works of John Jenkins, Vol.11, to be published in MB.
(Ph.!). thesis, London I567K
12)
bass viol and organ,"1' the second incomplete, probably
formed part of a larger set which has not survived. The
two sequences of Fancy-Ayre among the "Lessons" for
2
two bass viols and organ in vol.11 cannot really be
counted as Fantasia-Suites within the proposed definition
of the term, as the Close which should come at the end
of the Air is missing. The miscellaneous nature of
these "Lessons" is similar to that of the set of thirty-
2
two airs for two trebles (violins) , of which some
pieces are ca3t in Fantasia form.
The formal characteristics typical of Jenkins1
Fantasia-Suite are clearly seen in those transcribed
4
in Vol.Ii and in those selected by Helen Sleeper for
5
the "Fancies and Ayres of John Jenkins". A brief
6
analysis of the Suite of fancy-a!main-Ayre in 3 minor
from the set of seventeen Suites for treble and bass
viol with organ, will serve to outline the features
typical of Jenkins1 use of the form. The increased
role of the organ, already noted in Chapter IV, is seen
at the opening of the Fantasia. Nine bars of preluding
on the organ introduce the first point which is stated
fugally on the strings. The opening section extends
to twenty-eight bare with three statements of the point
1 HCii MS ^21 (one part only) and BM Add.MS J142J.
2 Ex. XXV
) Bodleian MS -.ras.Sch. c.)3a A b.
4Exx. XVII A XVIII
) Wei Lesley edition Ho. 1, l'^O.
6 " " " " " , p.66.
in each string part, six in all, and modulates to A minor,
sixteen bars of new material treated imitatively with some
quaver movement modulate to conclude the first section in
£ major. Pour bars on the organ alone, with a hint at
the new point in augmentation in the bass, introduce a new
point on the strings and a short section featuring dotted
rhythms finishes after ten bars in the key of G major.
The third section, in which the new point is introduced
with two entries on the orggn alone, maintains a steady
crotcaet movement and closes after twenty-three bars
into a lively triple section in 0 major whieh frw eighteen
bve,
aaro returns te the tonic major. In the final ten bar
section the strings answer one another with a short
imitative point featurin a dotted rhythm and the Fantasia
movement closes still in the tonic major hey, The Alraain
which follows has a shapely melody on the violin and
there is some imitative writing in the two evenly
balanced strains of twenty and twenty-three bars, A
lively triple Ayre with a consistently imitative texture
falls into two strains of twenty-eight and eighteen bars
ending in the tonic major, and the Suite ends with a
fourteen bar Close in the alia breve metre of the
Fantasia. The Close has the characteristic harmonic
interest and drawn cut melodic line of the final section
of a pure Fantasia by Jenkins.
The same formal features are found in the set of ten
guites of Fancy-Almaine-Air of which two complete
examples appear in Vol,II.1 Added to these is a more
1 iixx. AVII ob XVIII
12^5
S UI J-Sf FAN C AL;1AINN-AIR:
2 tr., J A Organ no. 2
ft U IVvs. t*'\ 44
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sprightly treatment of the strings, more scales, broken
chords and quaver and semiquaver movement; in fact more
"Division", (Comparable division writing appears in the
available Suites of William Lawes.) Two short examples
from the second Suite will serve to illustrate my point
aoout the Close really being the final section of the
fantasia, although it follows the Airs. The lively
quaver scales of the first example (above) from the end
of the fantasia movement contrast with the more leisurely
rise and fall of the phrase in the second example (over),
the Close, which is typical of the final section of a
Jenkins fantasia. It will be noted in the complete
126.
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Suites in /o 1. XI that the Division pas rages appear only
in the Fantasias and > in the same position as similar
division-like passages, appear in the pure Fantasias
already discussed* In this set the sections on the
first point account for more than a third of the Ie^hx.
ct" itX6-- FmcmS io V^-cvcLv^e-vdS >, aS W Hk<L <J
corresponding sections of Fantasias in the set of seventeen
Suites for treble, bass and organ discussed above. In
the fifth Suite the opening section of the Fantasia
lasts for forty-seven out of a total length ofi a hundred
and fourteen bars and contains eleven entries of the
first point only three of which vary the original melodic
127
intervals. Throughout the set the organ is used both
as an independent voice in the imitative writing, which
frequently introduces a new point, and as a link between
one section and the next. The Almains follow the same
pattern as those in the previous set of duites and the
brisk triple Airs have for the most part the same slightly
shorter second strain as have those in the previous set.
Apparently the composer felt this to oe the best balance
for an Air which is immediately followed by a Close,
which is in itself a substantial section more than equal
in length of time to a strain of the preceding Air, The
whole set is raarxed by a lively and varied melodic strain
in the later sections of the -'antasias and in the Airs,
vhieh is offset by a thorough working out of the imitative
possibilities of the first point in the openin sections.
The introduction of Divisions adds variety to the
instrumental texture and these passages are not overdone.
In complete contrast to the above sets of Suites
are the seven Suites of Fancy- Ay re"*" for 2 tr. , b. and
organ. These are really Divisions for two trebles and
a bass with or^an composed in the scheme of fantasias
and Airs instead of to Grounds. The layout of the
Fantasias and the device of the Close mark them as real
Suites within the proposed meaning of the term, but they
might as well have been considered in the category of
Divisions, They are in fact exactly the kind of pieces
2
described by Simpson in 'i'he Division '/iolist:
1 how published od. A. A. ,'arner, .'ollesley id. bo, 10.
2 London P»6o.
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But here you are to take notice, that Divisions
of Three Farts, are not usually made upon
Grounds; but rather composed in the manner of
Fancies; beginning commonly with some Fuge,
and then falling into Foints of Pi vision;
answering one another sometimes two against
one, sometimes all at once engaged in a contest
Pi vision; Buc (after all) endin commonly
in grave and harmonious Musiok.
The Fantasias in this set open either with all
instruments involved in the first point or with the
organ alone. fhe polyphonic opening is generally
followed by a short linking interlude on the organ
leading to the elaborate divisions of the next section
which is fairly extended. The treatment of the points
of Division, although imitative, cannot be called
polyphonic. aost of the points are based on the common
chord. A howophonic triple section in the now familiar
manner of Jenkins* Fantasia precedes a full textured
final section in the opening metre. The accompanying
Ayres are large in design and full of Divisions; as
large as the Ayre in db which concluded the 3et of
twenty-one Fantasias for three viols, of which the
opening of the third Ayre (over) in this set in the same
key is strongly reminiscent. The Ayres are all in the
alia breve metre of the Fantasias, but some have a
third strain in triple time. The Suites conclude
with the customary ''grave and harmonious"Close.
aome of the division passages are quite open in
texture and are arranged with Jenkins' usual regard
for yariety of sound. In the fourth Fantasia each
1 Vol. II x.XVl
12?
sUXT,ut .:'ANCX—Opening of A. re
2 tr., B. and Organ. Wo. J
• ji.il f 'dlil ■
1st. Tr. (violin)
)





instrument has a solo Division passage in turn,
including the organ which also accompanies the others
(bars *n "the fourth Ayre there is a passage
in which, the organ beginning, all the instruments
join the fray in turn until all four are playing together
(bars 27-^6).
'There is an extraordinary monotony about the
melodic invention in this set. To give the fullest
scope for the virtuoso divisions which are the raison
d'etre of the collection, the lar0e majority of themes
are based on the notes of common chords, tso .10 admittedly!
some admittedly wide flung and grand. In the homophonic
1 £a . R^- Warnftr
1jo
SUITS* FANCY-AIHE 2 tr., b. and organ Ho. J CLOSE
£ ;!)'> ^ y 1 j 1111 c •
f|J i 11 [H
2 v:.3 Tr,
Si i — ■Mil Ja. 'mot i If
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triple sections where one might look for the variety
of melodic invention missed in the Divisions, the same
monotony persists with five of the triple sections based
on virtually the same descending scale figure,
although there are many tedious pa^es in these extremely
difficult pieoos there are some fine Closes including
one of the rare moments of chromatic writing in Jenkins'
music (the third Close above). no available Fantasia-
Suites by h&wes have this thorcugh-going Division
texture but Christopher Simpson's Suites with the title
"Months and Seasons""** (4 Suites of J movie, for each
1 MSo in the Bodleian Liorary a id the Library of fork
hinster.
1?1
season, i.e. 1 movt. for each month) make extensive
use of Division technique and are similar in design
and texture to Jenkins' set of nine Suites for Tr,,
2 b. and organ.L
fantasias with extensive Divisions such as those
in the above set are also to be found among the nieces
2
for two bas viols and organ in Vol.11." As has already
been .jpointcd out, they do not really belong to the
category of Fantasia-duites because the single Airs
which follow them do not have the required Close, nor
do they properly belong with the ,)ure Fantasias with
their simple texture and lack of any developed
polyphonic writing. In soma ways they come nearest
of all Jencins' works to a thorough-bass texture. The
poverty of melodic invention found in the above set
is not so evident in these pieces, possibly because
the ratio of Division passages to the whole length of
the Fantasias is much less and the Fantasias do not
seem to be extended merely for the sake of elaborate
Divisions as t.iey are in the previous 3et, Nevertheless
it must be said that the Fantasia as a form lacks
conviction when it is divorced from a trul. polypnonic
texture throughout.
Nothing has been said yet about the question of
thematic r^elationahips between one movement and another
1 nr. Christopher field confirms my own first impression
of the cimpson MSd,
2 Ibex. AaV 4~5 a 6-"/
1>2
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in the Fantasia-Suites, There are frequently such
similarities between the opening theme of the
Fantasia and. those of t. e succeeding Airs in -Jenkins*
Suites as those shown a .iove» There seems to be
insufficient evidence to state c itegorically that
such connections are deliberate attempts to link
movements theraatically. It seems likely that they are,
but on the other hand it is clear that with a chordal
shape to the melodies such relationships may arise
without any sophisticated intention on the part of the
composer, Similar thematic relationships can be
seen in the suites of airs for three viols in Vol.II,
1 Exx. XIX to XXII
ly,
The hira
There are airs by Jenkins for a variety of
instrumental combinations, ' Air* is here taken to
include all the dance titles used by the composer,
• iyre', * aria', • .ccno' and • x'rjteludiura' (o which only
one oxamplo survives), Among these are to be fo nd
pieces of very different proportions, varying from the
simple twenty-one bar air in "slo tirae" in G minor
(Vol.11, dx,XI.v no.I) to the elaborate Atmaina with
division for solo Lyra-viol ( Vol# I < Cx.XXIV nos, 1 I ;)£)•
bcceptinu the Havana which ap ear in the so s of
fantasias already discussed, the airs which are included
in tne antasia-buites, and what X have called character
pieces (taoae with fanciful or programmatic titles),
there re sain about J/0 airs for two, three or four viols
and nearly another swo hundred for ^yra consort, bass
viol duet or solo uyra-viol. Of these there are exa pies
in Vol, IX of airs for three viols ( hex, XIX-X .II), airs
for a consort of violin, Lyra-viol, bass viol and
harpsichord (hx# X.vIII), airs fo solo Lyra-viol ( .x.X.IV)
and "Lossons'' for two bass viol® with otv ao**« (ax# XXV)#
Jenkins' airs are generally arranged in the '4C0 in
s dtos or sets of anything from four to sixteen nieces
in hue s ic key, avin0 no set order, and those in minor
keys sometimes -oncludin with one or more items in the
tonic ajor.L The airs for four viols fall into two
I Lon^ suites of this kind, the only Indication of a new
Suite being the introduction of a new ;ey, are found in
the works of Xarin .arais# Leet Clyde i. Thompson
" .arin '.arais iboes de Violes", Oct. I )-0,
IJ4
distinct groups, those for a consort of treble, alto,
tenor and bass viols with organ, of which there are about
fifty," and those for two trebles (possibly violins),
two basses and organ, of which there is one miscellaneous
2
collection of thirty-two. Those of the first kind are
simple and tuneful with some imitative treatment, while
those of the second kind are longer, more elaborate works
with many passages of division. The second collection
includes several "Ayres" which are cast as Fantasias and
3
are so described in the Paris source,' These Fantasias
are of a type noted above among the Fantasia-Suites,
with important organ parts which frequently have solo
interludes linking the various sections of the movements.
The "Newark Siege", discussed below with the character
pieces, is not a Fantasia in form but it is a substantial
composition. It is followed in the MBS by an odd triple
air in the same key (called Oalliard in the Paris IS)
which changes to an alia breve time for the last few
bars, perhap^s indicating that it should be linked with
the ".iewark Siege" in a Suite after the pattern of the
Fantasia-Suites, in which the triple time Air following
the longer Fantasia reverts to the metre of the Fantasia
4
for the Close.
1 Chief source Ch.Oh. MS Mus.367-70.
2 " " Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.^S b, and BM
Add. MS 2329O.
5 Paris Cons, Hes. F 77^
4 The whole set of thirty-two airs included in A.Ashbee
oo.cit. MB, Vol.-XXVI, in preparation.
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There are about^a hundred and forty airs for two
treble viols and a bass, and about a hundred and fifty
airs for one treble and a bass. Some of these were
given Lyra-viol parts during the composer's lifetime
which had not been originally intended, but were supplied,
2
possibly by the composer, for a private meeting. There
is a great quantity of graceful music to be found among
these airs and their sophisticated and elegant phraseology
is the work of a mature composer (Vol,II Exx.XIX-XXII),
They are not technically difficult, and the generally
small scale and notable lack of Division writing, coupled
with the fact that the beautiful score and parts which
are their chief source are known to have been made for
5
an amateur, lead me to suppose that it is this kind of
music which North has in mind when he writes:
But in all that plainness adapted to the
capacity of his schollars, there is to be
observed a genuine air according to the
true modes of conducting the keys and changeing
as might oe owned in consort at this day,,,.
But to do right in shewing 1rhat was most amiss
in the manner of Mr, Jenkins^it was wholly
devoid of fire and fury,,,,.
In another place he says, clearly still with the same
kind of piece in mind:
1 The reason for giving only an approximate number for
the airs in two, three and four parts is that not a few
of the airs appear in more than one group, A numoer of
the airs for three and four viols are to be found
rearranged for two viols in contemporary printed collections,
Bee Catalogue: Appendices I St IV,
2 Chicago Part Books, notes. Bee above p,75»
5 Ch,Ch, MB Mus,10Q5» score; Chicago IS, parts,
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..♦and in his lesser pieces he imitated the
dulcor of lute lessons.
The texture of the three part airs is spare; there
are often long passages in only two parts, and close
imitation between the two trebles is a constant feature.
This imitation is of two types, that where three parts
continue with a close stretto between the upper two (a.
above), and that where there is really only one treble
part divided in an imitative pattern between the two
treble instruments (b, above). Often in this latter type
there is a deliberate echo effect. Although no continuo
1 «*o.':cr North on luaic op.cit.
15?
part survives, it would not oe out of place to provide
some continuo filling, particularly whon the treble parts
are played on violins.^" As has already been mentioned
lyra-viol parts* were made for one group of players in
the lb4l)a. The two part airs need similar treatment
if they are to be played in concerts. Concert perform¬
ance, however, was not the original purpose of this or
indeed of any of Jenkins* music, and for "private music"
these lovely airs can be played exactly as they stand in
3
the Christ Church score,'
A curious group of airs for two trebles and a bass
is to be found in a recently purchased 13 in the Royal
College of uaic, ' Attempts to date the 13 have so far
come to nothing, but the juxtaposition of works by
Cimpson and Jenkins, and the appearance of typical
features of Jenkins1 melodic and rhythmic style (a,
over) lead me to have littld doubt about the attribution.
The airs lack the lightness of those in the Christ Church
collection, and there is some crudity in the part
writing, with many passages of parallel octaves betwe n
parts, which is quite unlike anything else studied (b,
over). There is also a rather uncharacteristic
symmetry about the phrasing of some of the airs as for
instance the 4 + 4 t s 4+4 pattern of the Jigg,
Perhaps they are works of Jenkins1 old age,
1 The distribution of the first strain of Gibbons*
Galiiard a J £13 '/ol.IX, Ho, 1/# shows what can be done in
this way, Lite, Cittern and Pandora may all be considered
as possible filling instruments for these airs. Sect
3".. A. estrup, review of " iorley* a Consort Les ons",
-ib Jan,l?6l,
2 3ee p, 73 above. The Lyra part is unfortunately lost,
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A further group of three part airs not all included
in the Christ Church collection is that entitled the
"hittie Consorts"1, which includes the celebrated "Lady
Catherine Audley*s Bells". is placed centrally in the
collection as the last item of the first of tv/o sets
of airs,
"The Sixe Bells" (Vol,II Ex,XXIV) appears in the
same position, as the last of the first set in a collection
of airs ior lyra—viol consort} the seventh of fourteen
airs. This collection is one of three of airs for a
consort of violin (or treble viol), lyra-viol, bass viol
1 3M Add.liS J1427 ? the source for Burney*s quotation
of "The Bells".
w
an i harpsichord which survive complete in the Bodleian
library.^ Incomplete sets of parts for similar
collections have been discovered in Durham cathedral
2
library# and X assume a similar instrumentation for
these because parts of one of the Oxford sets are
duplicated in the Durham MS (the set which includes
"The Pleasing Slumber"). The order of airs in these
sets provides a good example of the way in which Jenkins
repeats certain patterns, although his Sets or Suites
do not conform to any one order.
MS Mus.Sch. c.34







"The Sixe Bells" Sarabande
MS Mus,Soh. c.35







1 Bodleian MSc aus.Sch. c.84# c.35 and c.83.
2 MS M,179-180
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The airs for two bass viols, such as those among
the "Lessons" for two bashes (Vol, II Bx.XXV) are much
longer and more elaborate than those discussed so far
and they require real! virtuoso players to bring them
off. They are in^e nded to have continue support on the
organ with perhaps a third string bass besides,1" and they
are not arranged in long Sets but appear in miscellaneous
2 . 3
collections alongside Fantasias" and Divisions • The
preponderance of Divisions and long passages of imitation
and simple passage writing, does not disguise the
emphasis on sonority which characterises these and indeed
ail Jenkins' works for bass viols.
The airs for solo lyra-viol, of which there are
about ninety, are to be found in the many editions of
Play ford's ..tuaick's Recreation on the Lyra-Viol, and in
several MSS the chief of which is the large anthology
of works by many different composers in the Henry
Watson Library in Manchester, Thirty-six of the airs
in this fascinating book are by Jenkins an I they are
mostly simple, an. lyrical. A few, notably the two
Almains ith Divisions (Vol, II Ex,XXIV ;os. 1 St 56) are
virtuoso pieces, Dome of the triple time airs look like
exercises in crossing strings, and many show a highly
developed sense of the possibilities of harmonic writing
on a single string instrument, which owes a lot to the
1 See p.?4 above
2 See ab ve under antasias
5 Jenkins' works for two bass viols are briefly discussed
in W. Goates: " English Two Part Viol Music 1590-1640",
ML, 1952 and in J.,-.. Xiohardss "A Study of usic for
Bass Viol .ritten in England in the 17th Gentury."
Jnpublished S.Litt, Oxford 1962,
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techniques of the best lutenist composers/ and points
the way for later English masters of the viol such as
Young and Norcomb©. Of all Jenkins' music the two
Almaias cited and two Gorantos in the same collection
(nos. J1 and ^2) are the most Jacobean in feeling -aistA ^
they represent a form which Jenkins apparently used more
often than his survivin„ works suggest^for North says that:
Mr. Jenkins in his Ayres frequently gave the
strain figst slow and for the repeat a
Division.
It is possible that North is here describing his master's
/ if ro
performing practice, and/Lt would not be inappropriate
/
for the player to improvise Divisions on some of the
repeats in these airs, using the complete Almains and
Corantos as models. It is difficult to tell from the
Manchester collection, in which Jenkins' works are
interspersed with those of other composers, in what order
to play the airs and how any at a time. igain public
performance is not a relevant consideration, the best
policy is for the player to suit himself according to
his mood.
Before outlining Jenkins' use of the various dance
titles it must be emphasised that the subtle asymmetrical
phrasing of his airs marks tnem clearly as chamber music,
not to be judged by the rigid patterns of the French
and English dances which figure in the Masques and the
1 According to North Jenkins composed "multitudes" of
lute lessons. Hone survive and all those MSB supposed
to contain Lute music, as e.g. BM MS Add. 5955% fact
contain music for lyra-viol.
^ Ho, ,er Nor th on Music. Op.cit.
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theatre music of the 17th century.^ In common with
the usage of many of his contemporaries, Jenkins uses
dance titles to indicate the rhythmic character of his
airs, not to dictate their formal structure.
Pr^eludium ( (£ )
The only piece found with this title is that for solo
2
lyra-viol. It consists simply of one strain of fourteen
bars* continuous quaver movement and is placed in the
MS at the beginning of a short series of airs in the
same key (D minor).
Air, Aire, Ayre and Aria ( (j). and very occasionally 3 C )
These terms are used to denote a variety of types. Almost
invariably an Air will begin in duple alia breve time,
sometimes with a note of anacrusis. The Air may have
two strains in this time, or three strains, the third
being in triple time. Sometimes the tempo i3 variable
as in Vol.11, Ex.XX, no.6, where the instruction "1
straine lively, 2nd. 3traine very slow", given in the
parts,'' and the coloured notation of the final triple
section, are clear indications of the tempo variations
intended. (It is not olear whether the proportion
relates to the lively or to the slow section of the Air.)
This longer air with three sections commonly appears at
the end of a set. Sometimes, as with the last air in
tlx. XXI, the final triple section of an air in a minor
1 As noted above the airs a 5 in the RCA MS are more
symmetrical in phrasing than any other collection.
2 Vol.11, Ex.XXIV, no. JO
5 Newberry MS, Chicago.
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key may be in the tonic major# Airs of two strains in
triple time are used to conclude fantasia-Suites.
Pavan C (j> )
She Pavan has the three strains and often op**>s
characteristic dactylic metre of the dance. There are
very few Pavans among the lighter airs, the form being
on the whole reserved for the more serious chamber
music of the sets of fantasias.
41-man, Almaia, Alma me, Altemande ( <£, )
This title is used for movements in alia breve time
with two strains, often starting with a n te of ana¬
crusis, The term is frequently seen to be interchanged
with Air, as for instance the Airs in the Jodleian
2 ' '
books of four part pieces" which appear as Allemandes
in the Paris source. It is not always possible to say
with certainty in such cases which is the original
title, but since there is no stylistic distinction
between the Air of two strains in a steady alia breve
time and the Almain, either title will serve equally
well,
_ _« ^
Dorant, Courant, dor-anto ( 3; 3' ) 3 and 3^ )
This title is used for movements in triple time either
simple or compound, beginning on a single upbeat or a
neat and a naif* and usually featuring the typical
k&iMioih-' . rhythms of the Coranto, Sometimes
1 Discussed above. The sets of Fantasias for 4, 5 ahd
6 viols all include Pavans,
2 .0 lus.^ch, 0,^3 b»
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these rhythms are very sophisticated and irregular or
even non-existent bar lines in the *133 are of little
assistance in the interpretation of such pieces. They
are commonly in two strains. The triple sections with
which some of the longer Airs are concluded, more often
show the characteristics of the Coranto than of the
other triple time dances as for instance, the final
section of the Air no, 5 of be, XXX in Vol, II, in D
minor. The proper tempo for the Coranto if danced is
fairly lively, but some of Jenkins' Corantos need to be
taken at a more leisurely speed, as for instance No, 2
of Ex. XX in Vol, XI, which is marked in the parts^"
" a little slower than ordinary Corant time",
, _ _» _ _ ^ c .
Saraband, Sarabande ( O > O ( ^ 32. ->32 , 3 )
This is not the stately court dance of the French type,
but a brisk dance in simple triple time, beginning on
the first beat of the bar (although sometimes written out
in compound time in the 1133, or rather in double bars).
The harmonic pulse is usually of one beat to the bar and
the texture and rnythm of such movements is uncomplicated.
Feminine phrase endings frequently characterise the
melody of Jenkins' Saraband,as in no, 15 a. of Ex. XXI
and nearly all those for solo lyra-viol in Sx.XXIV in
Vol, II. The tempo of this type of Saraband is "good
4 * » 2quicxe".
1 Newberry MS Chicago.
2 ii « n note on Aire Sx.XIX no, J reads:
"the triple good quicke about Saraband time".
14 ^
<£
Gall lard, ualliurde ( "3 j 32 ^3i )
This title is not so frequently used as the others,
appearing less than half a dozen times among all the
hundreds of airs for viols. It is found also as the
last movement in some Fantasia-Suites, where it is a
brisk triple time dance beginning on the first beat of
the bar, similar in style to the Saraband described
aoove. These Galliard movements are entitled Air in
other sources of the same suites (see catalogue and
aoove section oft the Fantasia-Suites),
Sccho
The Eccho technique is applied constantly in -Jenkins'
airs with two treble instrumnets and i^is used as a
title for those pieces^which it is the predominant
feature. It is not a form in it. elf and Is applied to
different types of movement. Thus there are pieces
called "Eccho-Air", "Sccho-Corant" or quite simply
"Eccho". All the airs in the Christ Church score for
two anl three viols are carefully marked in the
corresponding parts1" to show the loud and soft passages.
Drag, Dragge
This term .is used as a rr>un in some 17th century music
meaning the slow concluding bars of a movement. It is
used in the part books of Jenkins' airs for viols as a
verb to indicate the manner of playing a certain section.
Thus the Air no. 10 of Ex. XXI in Vol. II is given the
1 Newberry AD, Chicago.
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instruction in the part books, "Dragge the Sos ^ of the
first straine very slow".
JiM C -fl )
This title appears once, over a brisk triple piece in
the HCM collection described above. It is a symmetrical
dance of two 3 bar strains.
The Character Pieces
Under the heading of character pieces come those
works to which the composer has given fanciful titles
and those with programmatic features.
Of the latter perhaps the most interesting is Jenkins1
2
battle piece, "The Newark Siege". " The piece is cast
as an elaborate air of two strains for two trebles
(violins), two basses and organ. All the string player*s
artillery of broken chords, repeated notes and other
Divisions, is brought to the front in a blaze of D
ma.jor sound. The short aad envoi in D minor makes it
q.uite clear that at this siege the loyalist forces were
routed. It could be said that the "Newark Siege" is
harmonically static and not a very profound musical
invention but it is a worthy follower of another more
celebrated English battle piece, and as an essay in pure
resonant sound it is modern in just the same sense a3 the
Toccata at the beginning of lonteverdi*s "Orfeo".
Jenkins* two bell consorts, "The'Lady Catherine
1 Soft
2 Vol. II, Ex.XXIII, no. 7.
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Audley1s Bells" and "The Sixe Bells""1" are modern in a
different sense. They are experiments in extended form
which are not tied down to the Fantasia principle. Full
opening airs in two strains are followed by long passages
in which the music is extended, not by polyphonic
treatment, but by the ringing of the changes on Five and
I* "
Six belLs. Bach "change" in this section is given
twice with a different harmonisation the second time.
The process coul^d be extended almost indefinitely, but
Jenkins is satisfied with ten changes. These sections
arc in reality sets of harmonic variations. In both
consorts a minor passage entitled "The Mourners" follows,
that in the "Sixe Bells" featuring an interesting and
rather dramatic sighing motif in bars 105-107, Both
consorts then conclude with a very lively short air in
two strains entitled "The Ringers,
Fanciful titles used by Jenkins among his airs are:
5
"The Wagge", a piece for solo lyra-viol' in which the
wide skips from the bottom string to the top in the
first strain and the eoho effect between bass and treble
in the second are clearly intended to be played
humorously: "The Wanton", another air for two bass
viols; "The Antique Xaske", a typical lively air on a
4
theme based on the tonic chord for three viols;
5
"Corant Pasaionetta: slow time", also for three viols;
1 Vol.11, Ex,XXII, no.?.
2 For a list of the various versions of "The Lady Catherine
Audley1s Jells" see Appendix I, Note.
5 Sx.XXIV no.26,
4 Christ Church MS ius.lOll 5 Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.BB
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and the "Ayr© Passionetta" and the "'Pleasing Slumber"#
both Included in the third set of co .sorts for treble
viol# lyra-viol# bass viol and harpsichord#
There have been no airs on popular songs such as
.Valsingha® found by Jenkinsj yet another symptom of his
totally instrumental outlook# -«or are there any nieces
oy hi® named after his friends and acquaintances# with
the possible exception of "The .agge" which may be one
of those personal dedications so com ion in the solo airs
of such men as Tobias Hume#
The Divisions
The art of playing Divisions as expounded by Jenkins*
friend Christopher Simpson is in essence one of
2
extemporisation, so it is not surprising to find that
few written out Divisions survive by Jenkins# and that
those that do are for two and three viols# The Divisions
for two treble viols and a bass to the organ have
already been discussed among the Fantasia-Suites and the
:any Fantasias and Airs which introduce features of
Division technique have also been outlined under the
appropriate headings#
Of Divisions to grounds there are twenty-one sets
for two bass vaoIs# nine of which survive in only one
part# With a little ingenuity and using the surviving
complete sets as models# an experienced player could
supply the ails, ing part for these# Of the surviving
complete sots# the three given at the end of Vol#IX are
1 ii#g# ..iistress Tittle's Jigg#
2 fhe Division /iolist. P^ayford# ..onion l<5?#
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fine examples in which Jenkins* skill as a composer and
his skill as a player are equally demonstrated. They
follow the prescription given by Simpson in part III of
his textbook There he outlines in paragraphs 15 and 16
the rules for extemporising and for composing Divisions
to a ground in two or three parts. It will be noticed
that ?*Wi'iijiCr he does prescribe an organ to continue the
-.7 lite Sao pl-.yors a;!:; I . . is, a.*.<L
sug0e3tSasB that the organist, if he has sufficient
skill, should also participate in the Division playing,
he does not specifically recommend a third string
player to play the ground with the organ, Since Jenkins*
method i 1 ' r 1 jT 1 t n 1 is^ a'!Jlh 'V 1'" '' " ' " '
fi-hm <•. n -nn -.-t-.n. to descant on the bass and to invent
imitative points over the bass, rather than to keep the
bass always to the fore by giving one or other of the
2
players an easily distinguishable breaking bass, a
third bass could well support the organ in performance,
if it is available. Jen<ins, in preferring the first
two of the above techniques tends to emphasise the
melodic possibilities of Division writing rather tha i
the harmonic. Simpson, on the other hand, both in the
examples at the end ofThe Division Violist" and in MS
Examples for two viols, makes more of the harmonic
possibilities, often giving long pas ages of multiple
stops. There is nothing to be found in Simpson's
Divisions which in any way compares with the broad sweep
1 but see above p.?4.
2 The three basic techniques of Division composition,
described in The Di/ision Yiolist.
J E.g. those for 2 viols in Bodleian IS ius.Sch. c. 77a & *>•
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of the scales in. the first viol in sections 8 and 10 of
Ex. XXVI no. 5 in Vol.11.
A brief outline of the first of the three examples
x n Vol.II ( x.XaVI no.1) will serve to demonstrate
Jenkins' procedure in Division composition to a ground
bass. The ground, in G minor, consists of two five bar
strains which we will call A and 3, the first closing
in the relative major and the seconft returning to the
home key. There are twelve sections in all.
In Section 1. A is stated on Viol I while Viol II plays
a simple descant.
xn Section 2. Section 1. is repeated with the parts
reversed. Thus A is now on Viol II.
In Section 5. B is stated on Viol I while Viol II plays
a simple descant.
In section 4. Section 1. is repeated with the parts
reversed.
In Sect ion r?* Viol I breaks the bass A for two bars.
Viol II descanting, then Viol II continues
the breaking bass. Viol I desoanting.
In Section 6. An imitative point is introduced based on
A, Viol 1 leading. The Viols come together
in the Division on A, Viol II breaking the
bass in the third bar, but note the bass
is not constantly present at the original
pitch in either instrument.
In Section 7« The same imitative point as section 6., but
now on B is led by Viol I. Viol I breaks
the bass, Viol II descanting in bars J to 5*
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In Section 8. Viol I breaks the bass 3 throughout in
semiquavers, Viol II descanting.
In Section 9. loth Viols descant on A, featuring a dotted
rhythm, the bass broken in one or other
part, but not always at the original pitch,
the descant in Viol I starting high in the
treble register.
In bection 10, Joth players divide on A, the breaking
bass being passed from Viol I in bar 2 to
Viol II in bars 5-5.
In Section 11, A new imitative point on 3 is led by Viol I,
and both players combine in the last three
bars, the bass broken on Viol II, Viol I
descanting.
In oection 12. Both players join in what Simpson calls
"a thundering strain of quick division"^"
on B, Viol II having a pattern in derni-
semiquavers and semiquavers which echoes
the point of imitation in section 11,
2
Thus the techniques outlined in Simpson's text book,
the breaking bass, the descant upon the bass, the point,
the shifting of the ground into the octave "upward or
downward" etc.,,, are all applied by Jenkins according
to the rules, yet alL with a flourish that lifts them
aoove the level of academic exercise, They are the
inventions of a great virtuoso, one who "knows the neck
5
of the instrument".
1 The Division Violist Part III, paragraph lp.
2 Jenkins does not use the triple time suggested by
Bimpson to provide variety towards the end of a piece
for two viols, nor does he make a feature of double and
multiple stopping.
2 rfhe Division Violist Part III, paragraph 14.
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In this chapter I have tried to outline not only
the quantity of Jenkins* music which survives, but also
to assess the quality of his works and to underline the
enormous variety to be found among them. At last his
music is beginning to be published in modern editions,
but with the exception of a very few of the supplementary
publications of the Viola Da Gamba society, none of
these have parts. The bass viol music, among which are
to be found not only the virtuoso pieces discussed above,
but many simple and beautiful airs quite suitable for
beginners on the instrument, has been neglected. The
lyra-viol airs are most instruotive by virtue of the
tablature which shows the string and position to be used
and occasionally the bowing. Again the two and three
part airs while sacrificing nothing of grace and
liveliness in the musical invention, are very limited
in the technical demands they make on the players.
These too, and there are hundreds of them, have yet to
appear in print. Among Jenkins* Fantasias and Fantasia-
baites, very few of which have been published, are some
of the most splendid works of seventeenth century
England, In them he combines a rich and firmly based
contrapuntal technique and a very clear understanding of
the diatonic system, so that within the framework of the
traditional chamber music forms he i3 able to express the
same lyrical strain which is found in his slighter airs.
He amply justifies his friend bimpson*s description of him
as: ",.,the ever Famous and most Excellent Composer, in
all sorts of odern Husick,,,rt In this comprehensive
survey of his instrumental music John Jenkins emerges as
an inspired composer who was also a distinguished player




A ilANDLlST OP THE MS AND PRINTED SOURCES OP THE
IN^'RUNEXIAD JQflgS OF JOHN J33XI3S
The aim of this handlist is to provide a concise
but comprehensive survey of Jenkins* surviving works,
It is primarily designed to enable performers and
students to trace copies of Jenkins' music easily.
The works are arranged according to their instrument¬
ation following the convention used in IGG - thus the
reader ca_n see at a glance what works survive for a
given instrumental combination, e.g, 2 treble viols
and a bass viol. Under each of the eleven main head¬
ings the prime sources of the works in each category
X
appear underlined. These are followed by the other
surviving sources in which some or all of the works
underlined are to be found. Organ parts, scores
and incomplete sets of parts are indicated, other¬
wise all sources listed are complete sets of instru¬
mental parts. The numbers given with the subsidiary
sources listed refer to the order in which the works
appear in the prime source, Modern editions of
Jenkins* music are marked *. A note of the various
arrangements of "The uady Catherine Dudley's lells"
is given at the end of the handlist.
- . Sc-POL." I -Ml*. W wWid- 1 M. <"«<-
JtoM': -K S»mt b#" Vt " J t0U"*'
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A Handlist of the IS and printed Sources of the
Instrumental Tories of John Jenkins
1 for six viols ith organ; 12 Fantasias, 2In Nonines and 2 Pavanes.
(a) The complete set in Oxford, So Heian IS Mus.Sch.c 3$
The first Pavane (10) is "The Bell Fame"
The or^an part for the complete set in 3M Add.-IS
2)2)0
3os, 1,2 Jc 8 in Oxford, Christ Church IS ;lus.42J-8
uos, 2,p <k 5 in Ch.Ch. MS Mus.4^9-3
do. 3 in score in Ch.Ch. MS Mus.1004
(h) One Fantasia not included in ,us.3ch. c 8) in
Ch.Ch. nua.429-8, and in score in Ch.Ch, lus,1004
2 For five viols with orrant 17 Fantasias andPavanes.
(a) All the Fantasias and one pavane in Ml Add. S
50437 (numbered to 19 but nos.J ,% 3 the same
with cantus parts inverted)
No.I? here called ?antasia but a pavane in
character and so called elsewhere
All the Fantasias and above pavane (in different
order) in Royal College of Music IS 114^
The Or-an part for all except No.12 of the Fantasias,
but not for the pavane, in BM Add. ,3 2)2)0
Jos. 1,2,9 A 13 in Ch.Ch, ius. 4/9-3
Jos, 7,9,11,19,17#13 A I) (above pavane) in Ch.Ch.
lus. 40 p-3
Jos. /, ), 11,1), 17, 13 A 19 in score in Ch.Ch, lus. 2
* Jos. 10,11,19 4 17 .J.Sleeper, ellesley Ed.
no.I,I950
*




(b) 2 Pavaaes not included in 3M Add.MS 504S7
in Ch.Ch. Mas.423-3, the first of these
in score in Ch.Ch. Mas.1004
3 For four viols with Organ? 1'7 Fantasias, 2Pa.va.nes. 5 Fantasia-Suites and c. 35 miscell¬
aneous airs and dances (many with no organ part)
in groups (or suites) of up to 12 in the same~~Sey.
(a) The complete set of Fantasias and Pavanes in
Bodleian MS Aus.Sch. c.)) (a & b)
Nos.1-4 in Ch.Ch. Mus. 597-400
Nos.1-8 & 10-12 in Ch.Ch. Mus.468-72
Nos.5-7,11,1JA14 » » « " 47^-3
Nos.'), 12 & 15 " " " " 716-20 (Alto & Tenor
only, 717 & 71?)
Nos.5,6,10 & 11 in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.64-9
Ho.2 " « h « .t e.457-42
Mos.5 & 6 in BM Add.MS 1/7?2-6
Ios.2-4,7,3 & 10-12 in York inster M.5.S.
Bos.5,6,10 & 11 in Archbishop Marsh's Library,
Dublin, MS £.5*4.
Nos, 5 3t 6 in New York Public Library, Drexel MS
4131-5
Nos.1-4 in score in Ch.Ch, Mus.2
" " " in organ score in Ch.Ch, Mus,456
* No.l published in E.H.Meyer, English Jhanbcr Music,
London, 1946, Lawrence and .ishart
*
Ho.> ed. Andre Mangeot, London, l'^5^» Augener
*
Hos.p ; 6 ed. Sidney Beck, New York Public Library
Sd. Transposed for string quartet.
* Ho.lO transcrib d in R.Warner, op.cit.
(See A.Asbee, The Four part works of John Jenlcin3,
Ph.D. London 1966)
(b) The "Fantasia-Suites" in 311 Add..IS 27550-4, one
set of Fantasia-vlmaine-Oourante and four of
''ant as ia- ay re-Courant e .
Transcriptions (in pencil) of first and second
"Suites" in H.J,Sleeper*s papers.
The Airs and Dances
(c) 32 Airs and Dances for four viols with or,,an in
3odleian MS Mus. Sch. c. 23b. , the or^an part for
all these in 3M Add,MS 23230,
.os, 1—4, )" 12 3t 1/-13, Ch. Oh. IS dus. 517-20
Nos. 1-14,17-13 & 21-24 in Paris Conservatoire IS
Bes.F. 7/0 (in which Nos.4,3, ), 11 12 are
called "Fantasia")
Nos, Bodleian MS Mus.Sch, f ,563-9
(d) 50 Airs and Dances for four viols in Qh.Ch, MS" * —
(Nos.1,5.4,6,8-29.52-56,59,42.47,49-52,54-55,
57 & 62-67 J*J*» nos.7,25 & 51 anon.,
but probably by J.J., the remaining pieces in
the part books by Webster, Coleman, Johnson,
W.Lawes and Simon Ives; one of the best anth¬
ology sets of part books.)
Nos. 1,7-9,11-14,l6, 17 St 29 in 3M Add. KS 13 940-4
Noa.4,5#55-6»42,62-5 & 65-6 in Bodleian .13 lius.
Sch, e.4pl-6 (with organ)
Organ part of nos.3,9,15-20,2p & 42 in Bodleian
.3 Mus.Sch. e.4pl
i{os#6 — 9 & 42 (three parts only) in Bodleian MS
Mus.Sch. d. 255-6 (C.A. : T. BIcs.)
Nos.12,19 & 65 (two parts only) in Bodleian IS
Mus.Sch. d.25,-6 (C. St B. 3ks.)
Nos. 15-18, 21-2 3t 25 (one part) in Bodleian MS
Mus.Sch, d.25>-6 (3. Book)
Nos. 3, 9, 12,19, 20, 56, 42, 54, 65 C: 65-6 (three parts
only) BoBleian hi lus.Sch. a.245-7* HI
ilo. (basa only) in 3odleian MS Mus.Sch. d.220
(No.26)
Nos,56,54,62 A 65 in 311 4dd.MS ;l425s31 (three
parts only)
Nos.56 A 65-6 in BM Add.MS 17725-5 (three parts
only)
Of, jPiayford, "Court Ayres" (1655) no.27 for
ilo.6 a2
Cf. "A Musicall Banquet" (1651) pt.II, A Ch. Ch.
MS .Jus. 1005» Mo. 9 a2, this piece al o pub¬
lished ed. i,J.Sleeper in ellesley 3d. No.
I op.cit.
For Treble Viol, two Jasscs and Organ; 23
Fantasias and 12 "Fantasia Suites"
The complete set of Fantasias in Bodleian MS
■tlus.Soh. e.4o<3-9
Nos.2,5,5 in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.64-9
.1 .1 w « j_n Archbishop Marsh1 s Library, Dublin,
MS s.5*4.
Hos.17 & 26 transcribed in R. darner, op.cit.
The Fantasia-Suites in Bodleian MS Mua.dch.
d. 24.1-4, t'-vo sets of Fantasia-lyre-Oour ante,
and ten sets of Fantasia-Alraaine-Courante.
The two sets of Fantasia-Ayre-Courante in 3M
Add..;S 27550-4 (C.T.3. A organ 3ks.)
The bass part only of these two suites in Bodleian
MS Mus.Sch. e.45l (anon in this IS, nos,~J-
.12, the first called F-4lma.ine-C)
The organ part for the ten sets of Fantasia-
Alraaine-Courante in So&leian MS lus.Sch.
d. 26l
I 5 %
5 For 2 treole viols or violin3, basa and organ,2y sets of Fantasia-Ayre. and 14 Fantasia-Suites,
(a) sets of Fantasia-Ayre in 3M Add. IS 27330-A
All these in iodleian MS Mus.Sch. f.564-7 (in
a different order, sets nos.l St 3 here
combined to make a "Suite" of four pieces).
All these transcribed in H.J.Sleeper*s papers
(from 3.5 source),
(b) 7 sets of Fantasia-Ayre in dodleian MS Mus.Sch,
d. 24.1-4
Jos. 1,2,4 & 7 an{i Ayres only of sets nos, J
& 6 in Jodleian MS fus.Sch. c.a6 (string
parts only)
The organ parts for all 7 sets in Jodleian MS
Mus.Sch, d.26l» 6 (inscribed "The organ part
to Mr. Jenkins division lessons for 2 violins
and a viol")
(c) 3 set3 of Fancy-Ayre-Courante in Bodleian MS
Mus.Sch, d.241-4
All three also in 1M Add. IS
The 3ass part only (anon) in 3odleian A3 ilus.
Sch. E.451
(d) 10 Sets of Fancy-Almaine-Ayre in dodleian MS
lus. Sch. c.B2
Jos.1-3 in the same order in 3M Add.MS
(Here called Fancy-Almaine-Galliarde)
The organ parts of nos«9 St 10 B -l Add. MS 29290
2 parts only of the 9th Fancy in dodleian AS
Mas.Sch. f.563-9 (the 5^n piece by J.J.)
(e) One Set of Fancy-iyre-Sarabande-Qourante-
Sarabande in Jodleian AS Mus.Soh. e.447-7
i£9
ffoy two treale viols (or violins) and a bass:
21 fantasias and c. 140 Ayrea and Dances,
21 Fantasias for 2 treble viols (or violins) and
a Bass in Bodleian Mia Mus.Sch. c,37
The complete set in the Guildhall Library,
Gresham Coll. -71
The complete set in BM Add,MS 50433-90
The complete set in score in BM Add,MS J1423
« « m « » « Unster Library,
MS M,20.S
Nos, I A 2 in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.64-9
Hos, 1,2,4 A 5 In » " " H e.457-9
Nos, 1,2,4,5 A 6 in Oh,Oh, MS Mas. 47>-3
Nos. 1 & 2 in Archbishop Marsh*s Library, Dublin,
MS z.2.5,
Nos.1,5,),11,lj,13 A 21 published ed. M.Dolmetsch
in Sort us tusicus
ios.7 A 11 published in Dolmetsch recorder series
no s , (■> A 7
Nos,4, 7, 12,15 A 19 published ed. H.J.Sleeper,
Wellesley 3d. no.l, 195°
No.7 published in Hullah, A Transition period of
Musical listory, 1865
Mo.17 published in 3,H.Meyer, English Chamber
Music, 1946
No. 18 transcribed in H.Warner, op. cit.
34 Dances and Ayres in Christ Church MS Mus.lQQ5
All except no.7^ in Chicago, Newberry Library,
MS-MM.1,A 13 J 52C
71 of these also in BM Add.MS 514^6? nos.1-9,
11-15,15-13,20-25,25-8,50-53,61-7,71-81
60 of these also in Ch.Ch. US lua. 10111 nos.
1-5.9-13.15-27,51-53.61-4,71-7
I 6 0
66 of these also in BM MS k.7»c»2.» nos.l-15#
15-13,20-27,51-4;,55-8,61,65-7,70-81
Nos, 1-5 , 17, 20, 21, 24 .* 5? also in 3o ileian MS
Mus.Sch, d.245-7: V(3)
Nos.1-5,5-15,15-17,21-5,27,51-53,6l-4,71-31,
in Bodleian [3 Mus.Sch, e.451-6
Nos,55-8#31 also in Bodleian MS Mus»Sch#e«447-9
Nos. 1-5, 5, li-lj, 5>-3, 45-7 & 71-/3 also in BM
Add,MS 51450
Mos,2,5,20,24 (here in two sections), 7/ 73
in BM Ad I.MS 5142 5
JOS.55 A 63 in BM Add. IS J1425t E. Jo,14 in
BM Add.MS 3142J|B
Nos.52-4 in Nat. Library of Scotland, Panmure
MS 2 5
.fo,63 in Bodleian IS Mus.Soh. d.245-7'I» and
BM Add.MS 17733-5 (anon in both)
N0 3.55 d 60 in BM Add.MS 13540-4 (here with
continuo)
Two dances in 3M Add. MS 13 540 (with above pieces
from Gh,Ch. 1005)
2 5 Dances and :\yres in BM Add,MS 51426 (not
included in Ch. Ch. Mus.l005)» therefore 96
pieces in all in this MS.
Mos.57-60,7/-80,32,35 & 37-5 also in 3M
Add,MS J1450
Nos.52,55,55 & 56 in BM Add.MS ?1451
No.5 in BM MS K.7»c.2., Bodleian Mus.Sch,
e. 451-6 3s. Ch. Ch. .IS Mas. 1011
Mos.5 & 50 in Bodleian MS lus, ch. d.245-7'^
Nos,57-60 3 77-3 5 in Ch. Ch. MS 'us. 10 6-5
(No. /5 here called "The Dumpe")
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(e) One dance without title in MM Add..IS 5 14 50
(following above nos.57-^0 from ill Add. MS 51426)
(f) One dance without title in MM 'M.7»c«2. (following
above no.71 from 3M Add. <13 J1426)
(q) 17 Ajres and Dances not included in the above
43S in Sodleian MS Mus.Sch. d.245-7* V & I.
os, 6, ( St ) in 3/i iS K.7.C.2.
Nos , 6 in BM Add.MS 17795-5 ;-ad in Sodleian MS
Mas.Soh. d,255-6
Nos.6,7,5,15-22 & 24 in Ch. Oh. IS lus. 1011
Nos.15-22 in Gh.Gh. MS Mus.1027
Nos.6.7» 5* 19-25 & 24 in Sodleian IS 'us.Sch.
e.451-6
Mo. 7 is the "Antique Maske",
(h) 2 A>>rss not included in above MSB in Bodleian
-ilS Mus.sch. 0.451-6 "(nos. 15 1 55)
:o,15 also in Gh.Ch. MS Mus.lQll
U) i.. V,—s apoearin/; only in 34 Add.MS 514 50
(nos.12 a I?)
(j) "Mr Jenkins nis Little Consorts" 5 sets of
ajrss for 2 treble viols and a bass in SM Add.
MS 51427. Tne 5th set being his fa 10us "Sells"
or "The Lady Catherine Audley's Sells".
(k) 24 ayres and dances in new RCt MS (uncatalo ued) .
"24 of Mr. John Jenkins new 5 Parts"
Christ Church MS Mus.1005 no.2 also in Bodleian
MS Mus.Sch. e.451-6 in four parts and pub¬
lished in two parts only in John Play'ord1s
A iusicall Sanqnet. Jet forth in. three- choice
varieties of Music..., London,
Christ Church Mus,1005 no.54, 2nd treble of.
Theme of Jus. Son. d.245-/t 7 (no, 6)
Jodleian MS Jus.Sch. d.245-7' I (no.6) has the
same theme as Ch.Ch. .3 ss. 567-70, no. 65,
in four parts
"The Sells" also in Yale Music School, Filmer
MS l6. a-c
For treble and bass viol: c. 150 Ayres and Dances
and 17 Fantasia-Suites (with organ1)
121 Ayres and Dances in Christ Church MS lus.1005
Many of these and some others appear in:
BM Add.IiJSS I5H8, 17795 ( a ?ew anly anon
in each), and 10445, which contains
l6 Ayres, two of which have the title
"rant" in the bass part. These are
not in Gh.Gh. 1005»
Bodleian MSB Mus.Sch. d.2^5-6, Mus.Sch.
d.22Q, the bass part of 50 Ayres
including "The Lady Catherine Audley's
Bells", and Mus.Sch. e,451» a
continue part for 15 Ayres,
Christ Church MSS Mus. 599# ^2 Ayres nearly
all found in us. lOOp# and Jus. 1022,
the bass part only of 4 Ayres all found
in .sius, 1005.
Yale Susie School MS Filraer A l6.a-c, 4 Ayres.
A few of these Ayres for treble and bass viols
published in John Play ord*s Court Ayre3, 1655
(bass part only), A Musicall Banquet, l^^li in
Bannister and Low New Ayre3 and Dialogues, 1671#
and in John Stafford Smith Muaica Antigua (The
Lady Catherine A-dley*s Bells).
Several of the two part Ayres appear in arrange¬
ments for more voices elsewhere:
For Christ Church MS Mus,1005 no.I. Cf. Christ
Church Jius. 567-70 no. ) a. 4
" " " .VIS Mus, 1005 no. 12. Cf. BM
Add.MS 17795 no.2 (anon)
" " " MS Mus.55) no.4. Cf. BM Add.
MS 15113 no, 6 (anon)
" " "MS Mus.1005 no.45. Cf. Court
Ayres,1662, no•)) (varied)
"The Lady Catherine Audley* s Sells" appears .in
many different arrangements. See note on "The
Bells" at the end of this handlist.
17 Sets of Fantasia-Almain-Air in Oxford, Bodleian
MS. Mus.Sch. c. 31.
8
!b3
For broken consort of violin, or treble viol,
bass viol, lyra-viol and harpsichord; 75 Ay res
and Dances in 12 sets.
(a) 14 Ayres and Dances in Bodleian 1:3 Mus.Sch.
c,84 (including "The Six Bells", no. 7)
( b ) 12 A„ res and Janeea in Bodleian Mus.Bch. c.8?
(c) .14 .lyres and Dances in Bodleian MS ^us.Sch. o.3B
(including "The Lady Catherine Audley*s Bells",
^asaioaetta", and "The ^leasing Slumber".)
The whole set also in Durham Mb 179-80 section D ,
incomplete parts.
(d) 35 Ayres and Dances in Durham Mb 179-80 section B ,
incomplete parts.
9 For treble viol, bass viol and harpsichord^3 tyres
Ca) 3 l/ros in Bodleian MS Mus.Bch, c.83.11
10
For two bass viols (sometimes with a thlrdj
"continuo bass" added): 12 sets of divisions,
(and 9 raore sets with only one part surviving),
9 "Fantasias" and c. $0 airs and lessons.
(a) 11 sets of divisions in Bodleian Mb Bus,Bch.c.59-6o
Hos.1-4 <5t 8-11 in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c»71
(2nd. pt. only)
do a, 5 & 3 in Bodleian MS- Mus, Sch. c«7/a St b
Mos.1-7 in ROM MS 921
Mo.3 in Durham Cathedral MS Mus.D.5 ("Sonnata")
One also in Cambridge, Howe Library MS 112-113.
(b) One more set not included in Bodleian MS Mus.Sch.,
c. '3 9-&0 in ,,us.Sch, c.77a St b.
Also in Mus.Sch. c.71 (one pt. only)
IblJ-
Incoraolcte parts of 1 more set in .lus.Sch. c.yi
" " " 1 " " in RCM ?21
" " " I " '» in NIPL, MS
Drexel 5551
26 .lyres in Bodleian MS Hus.Sch* d.221
(including "The 7/anton")
For no*6 cf. Musick1s Recreation on the Lyra-Viol
l66l ed.T no.35
15 "Fantasias" and "Lessons" in Durham Cathedral
IIS Mas, p. 2 (nos.52-44) including some of above.
5 "Fantasias for three viols" (this includes
a third continuo bass). Durham Cathedral IS
Ius> D* 4
No*1« here attributed to Toung, attr. to Jenkins
in Durham .IS His. D»5
Nos*2 & 5 in Cambridge* Rotre Library MS 112-J
(without continuo). Also in Ch.Ch# BS3 Mus,
452 3t 612-5*
bo*2, here attributed to lounge, also appears
in ROM ;)21 attributed to Jenkins,
No.5* here attributed to Foul (?Anthony Poole),
also appears in Bodleian MS Mus. Sch* c.5!?-6o
attributed to Jenkins.
One part only of this piece appears in Bodleian
MS ius.;.ch. c.71 and in RCM MS 921.
No*6 (7th in MS) appears also in Durham Cathe iral
MS Mus. D,(no, 12, anon).
4 more airs in Christ Church MSP Mas, 6l2-5
452 (this vol. oontinuo part)
Anon in these books but appearing as nos.1,2,5
St 6 in HCM 921, attributed to Jenkins (one
pt, only)
Complete parts but anon of 2 of these in Cambridge
Howe Library MS 112-5.
11 , For S >lo Lyra-Violt c. 90 airs and dances
(a.) >6 airs anS dances in the Manchester Lyra Viol book
(b) 44 airs a na dances in the various editions of
J, Playford1s .iu3icks Recreation on the Lyra Viol.
l6p2 ed. 5 airs and "A 3oat A Scat" (here anon)
Reprint of same
l66l ed. 25 airs including 2 from 1^2 ed,
l66j ed. 11 airs including > ■' n "
lb32 ed# 4 airs
(c) 3 "lessons'1 in pts. X & II of J. Playford'a
A Musical! Banquet.... London 1^51
(d) g. 20 airs in BP Add. IS 59555, some of. the anon
pieces are probably by Jenkins.
Jfote. Versions of "The Five Bells" or "The Lady
Catherine' Audley's Belle" appear in the following
sourcess Bodleian Mus.Sch, c.33 (no.15)« Tus. Sch,
(PP»24-5)j Ch.Ch# EL Mus.1175 (for harpsichord);
Li Add. AS /1427 (5» 3); Playford*a Courtly Mascuing
Ayres, 1662 (no.1^2); Bodleian ;,IS lus. Sch, d.220
(14-21); Yale 'usic School Filmer IIS A l6 (a-c);
*
iilPL MS Br exel >345 (p»105)» Charles Curacy's History
*
£f_usic. Vol, XI# PP. >24-5; John Stafford Smith's
Masioa Antiqua# pp#l63-5#
(1) This MS has been catalogued as a lute boolc.
|b6
APPENDIX II
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF TUB MS SOURCES OP THE
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC OP JOHN JENKINS
The entries are arranged alphabetically, according
to the libraries in which they are to be found. The
names of all composers listed, besides Jenkins, are
given in the forms in which they appear in the MS3•
J.J. is given for John Jenkins.
Ife7
The libraries listed are;-
3M. ......The British Museum
CKR. Cambridge} The Howe Library in King's
College
CF. Cambridge: The Library of the Fitz-
williajn Museum
CN Chicago; The Newberry Library
Del.. Dolmetsch Foundation Library#
Haslemere
D................. Durham: The Cathedral Chapter Library
DHL. ........ Dublin: Archbishop Marsh's Library
H* .Hamburg: Sta itsbibliothek
LG. London; Gresham College Collection
in the Guildhall Library
M.................Manchester; Henry Watson Library
NT................ New York: Public Library
0 3.. .....Oxford: The Bodleian Library
OC..... Oxford: The Library of Christ Church
PC Paris; Conservatoire National
RCM............... London: The Parry Collection in the
Royal College of vlusic
ON L............... Edinburgh; The National Library of
Scotland
York: The Dean and Chapter Library
of York Minster




A DESCRIPTIVE CATILOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPT SOBRCBS OF
THE INSTRUMENTAL MUJIC OP JOHN JENKINS
1. 9 Ma
3. I. Add, MS. 1044 5
') sets of seventeenth c. part-books bound in one vol
1st. set; 2 tr. & bass parts of 2^ misc. airs. The
bass part inscribed; "A breaking bays to
Mr, Will Lawe3 Royal Consort".
2nd. set; 24 airs a 2 by William Lar/es; l6 a 2 by
J.J.; 1^ fancies, airs & courantes by
Lawes. Handwritten note on MS; "More
than these two parts are wanting partic¬
ularly in the fancies. C.3." (? Charles
Burney) In the bass part tv«> of the l6
J.J, pieces are called "Rant". (3 bars ea
The bass part of the Lawes fancies is
missing, hence Dr.B's note.
2rd. set; Fancies by Coperario an I Jj? "Ballett3"




3,M, Add, MS, 17792-6
Five of a set originally of six part-books, Septus
missing. Original owner John Merro (d, l£>$&), later
belonging to Dr, Matthew ilutton, Hutton's^annotations
include identification of Jenkins* pieces,
A collection of Fantasias a & & viols byj
Tomkins; Wilkes} iichoj Carlton} A,Ferrabosco}
White} Peering; Lupo} Ward} Simon Ives and J.J,
Add, \71')2-k an<i 177?6 contain 2 Fantasias a 4 by
J.J,, numbered 21 and 22 in a series otherwise by
"Alfonso",
}• BMc
:3,-l. Add, 13, 13 940-4
A set of five part-bookss 4 viols and organ. Containing
airs by Peering} .ebster} Hely} Coleman} iudde;
Bannister} Cnilde} Simpson} Simon Ives and J.J,
? airs a J and- 1? airs a 4 by J.J, (ff, 1?,20-24,26).
1 See correspondence, ML, July, 1767




Score of Fantasia-suites by Coperario, possibly in
hand of J,J, The pieces are marked "Examined by
flarnards Deerham and Mr. higon's scores".
5. 3 Me
13.M. Add. MS. 27550-4
A set of five part-books for 4 viols and organ,
containing Fantasia-suites a 5 and a 4 all by J.J,
1st. tr. pt, dated l645»
Add. 2755°~2 and 27554 contain sets for 2 tr. b, organ
" 27550 and 27552-4 " " " 1 tr. g b. organ
The five books together complete the sets a 4.
1 See: P.J.Willetts "Sir Nicholas L'Estrange and John
Jenkins", ml, Jan, 1561
2 See: H.J.Sleeper, Wellesley 3d. No.l., 1550
17/
b, 3Mf
J.M. Add, ,'J3. 29290
An organ book apparently originating in the North
household. In the hands of Jenkins, Henry Loosemoore,
and another. Containing organ parts for all the
Fantasias and Pavans a £ and all but one of the
Fantasias a 5# J2 airs and pavans a 4 (including
"Newark Siege"), and at the other end of the book
turned upside down, 2 Fantasia-suites for 2 tr. and
b., all by J.J. and soae pieces by licho and Lawes.
"»
L
Nos.l-19 of the 4 pt. airs are autograph.
7. 3^
i.H. Add. MS. 29S&9
A single bass part-book, containing 1J airs of which
10 are by J.J.
Complete parts are found in Durham MS Mus, D. 2 and
i3.il. Add. MS. ?14?0.




3»M. Add. MS. ^048 7
"Mr, Jenkins his 5 pt. Fancies"
Five 17th century part-hooks hound in one volume,
with reference to hooks belonging to the "Bowles"
(Bodies) family which have apparently not survived.
Contains all the 5~Par"t Fantasias and one pavar,




3..1, Add. MSB. 50431-90
Three part-books in the hand of Dr. Matthew Button,
containing the 21 Fantasias for 2 trebles and a bass.
Three dates oocurj Dec.13th, l66l and Jan.24th and
27th 1666/7 (? dates of copying).
These parts correspond with the score at York Minster
M.20.G.
1 See. P.J.Willetts in BM Quarterly, 1962
10. Ml
3. M» Add. I£S« 51423
Parts for "violin and a bass to the organ", bound
together in one volume, containing works by various
composers; Schmelaer, Butler etc.
f.124 et seq,... 6 sets of F-Al-A by J.J.
f. 154 " " " 8 " " F-Al-G " " "
At the end of the book 1J pieces a 2 by J.J,
Cf. Durham Collection.
Wot autograph as stated in Hughes-Hughes* catalogue.
11. 3Mk
3.M. Add. MS. 31424
Contains no J.J,
Not autograph as stated in Hughes-Hughes* catalogue.
1 Many of the anon works have been identified by




3.M. Add. MS. 51426
Three 17th century part-hooks bound in one volume,
containing airs by several composers for 2 tr. and
bass.
ifos. 1-)(>, airs and dances by J. J., grouped in sets
according to key. The last 5 anon.
The pieces by J.J. are followed by Matthew Locke's
"Little Consort", published 1656.
15- 3 Mm
-3.1,1. Add. MS. 31427
Three small oblong part-books bound in one volume,
containing 5 "sets of a irs" and "The Bells" and
inscribed! "Mr. Jenkins his little consorts in three
parts".




i,M, Add, MS. 31423
I
Score, possibly autograph, inscribed in later hands
"The contents of this volume are 21 fancies in three
parts for viols composed by John Jenkins", An
incomplete list of Jenkins* works follows and a
biographical sketch which refers to Jenkins having
composed the music for "Theophila",
15* 3Mo
B,i.l. Add, MS, ?jl429
Three part-books, bound in one volume, containing
anthology of short airs, mostly with no title and
many anon, 2 airs ascribed to J,J,, but comparison
with Gh.Gh, MS Mus,1005 shows that the 6 dances
immediately following these are also by him (3 in all).
Airs by J.J.i ff J2v - 47v - 43v.
1 See» P.J,Willetts, Jan, 1561
11b
l6. Blip
B . M » Add. MS. _Ma°
Two sets of 17th century part-books bound in. one
volume* partly in the same hand as that of Add, 51425#
1st, set: 12 airs a 2 bass viols by J,J., cf, Durham
Collection, The first piece inscribed: "For
three bass viols", but the third part not
found here and called "Basso Continuo" in
Durham,
2nd, set: 40 airs for 2 tr., bass and theorbo by J,J,
17* iiMq.-
-in
3,11, Add, MB, 51451
Two part-books bound in one volume, owned by Oir
Gabriel Hoberts in i6bo, Contains airs by W, Lawes,
Christopher Gibbons, Mat. Locke, Caaaati etc.,
including 59 misc. airs a 5 by J.J. and, at the end
of the volume, the "Lyra Consort Harpway".
Tr. pt. only, Bass and .3,0, missing.
i yy
13, 3Mr
3.M, Adfl» MS. 36 ?)3
One part-book in tablatures "continueal bass",
containing a continuo part for a collection of
pi&ces for 4 or 5 viols by Dering, Jenkins, Webster,
Coleman, 3'erabosco and Johnson, including 12 almaines
(a 4) by J,J,
!?• BMs
3.M. Add. MS, '53555
Tracing of the "Hengrave lute book". The music is
clearly for the lyra-viol, and contains "a new
tuning for playing a lone".
Airs by J.J. on ff. l6,26,26b,23,23b,2J,
20. BMt
3.H. -13» K.7.0.2.
Three volumes, containing parts for a number of
printed works by foreign composers (Lully, Vitali etc.),
and MS parts for "Mr. John Jenlcins his 5 parts for 2
trebles and one Base".
75 airs and dances by J.J.
I IS
21. cmk
Howe Libraryt Kings Coll, Cambridge: ,13. 112-5
Two part-books (? l6^p-4^), containing an anth¬
ology of Fantasias etc.... by: Micoj Coperarioj
Whytej 0.Gibbons (2 tr.)j Jenkinsj bard and Coleman.
Pavan and J "Fantazias" for 2 ,3. viols by J.J.
MS 112: Altus: ff 42 et seq.
MS lip: Bassusj ff 4J et seq.
22. CF
MS in Fitzwiliiam Museum: Cambridge! Purchased 1954
Two "Sonatas" a pi 8 leaves: ("Duoi Violini e basso")
The first is "Mr Jenkins five bell consort", not
the "Lady Catherine Audley* s Bells".
!7?
2^. CN
Chicago: Newberry Library MS-VM.1. AX3 J52 o.
Two part-books of a set of at least three books,
possibly partly in Jenkins' autograph, corresponding
to the score in Christ Church (MS Mus.1005) and
containing airs a J viols, all by J.J,, from which
the missing part can be supplied.
On the first pages are instructions as to the order
of playing the airs and their "humouring".
The first book is inscribed: "All of ir. Jenkins
his new composing in l(>44 and 45 have a pricke^of
redde inke set against them in the catalogue".
24. Pol
Mb in Polmetach Foundation Library (Haslemere)
Three part-books containing anthology of pieces by:
Nath.Schnittelbach} ijichardt Schmeltzer; Roaenmuller;
C.H.Abel; H.Butler; Jenkins and anon.
1 suite by J.J. (also in 3M Add. MS 51^2$ and in the
Durham Collection).
1 See: "How to Humour John Jenkins' 5 P"t• Airs",




Durham Cathedral MS Mus, D.2.
A set of three part-hooks containing music for 2
violins and B.C.# for violin, viola da gamba and
B.C.; and fancies, airs etc. for 2 3. viols and
B.C.; by Schmeltzer; Nat.Schittelbach; Abell; Butler;
i'oung; 3eckern; damponi; Jenkins,
Fly leaf of viol. 2 inscribed; "Honorable Sij John
St. Barbe, dart. Heave Rumsey in Hampshire".
Fly leaf of 3ass inscribed; "In the Jorry belo the
2
church att as Parous Mr. Steffkins". (?)
Nos,17 & 18 "Sonatas" for violin, viola da gamba,
B.C., by J.J, (Here Anon, attr, to Jenkins in OF)
Uo3. J2-42 St 44 by J.J. (Here Anon, attr. to Jenkins
in 03a)
1 St. 3arbe was a pupil of 0. Simpson.
2 Staffkins was a friend of b.j,
151
26. Db
Durham Cathedral MS :.!us, P,4.
Set of three part-boles containing rausic for 2 bass
viols and continue and a sonata for solo violin and
continuo. This sonata is later in style than the
rest of the collection and is added in a different
hand at a later date. The bass viol pieces by*
Young; Foul; G-, Schuts and J.J.
Nos.J,4#5 & 7 by J.J, (No.^ here attr. to Poul)
The set inscribeda "Fantasias for three viols", the
third bass being a continue part not taking part in
the imitation.
27. Dc
Durham Cathedral MS Mus. p.
Set of three part-books containing music for violin,
viola da gamba and 13, C. and for 2 lass viols and 3.C
*
by Sutler; garnponi; Cla ssen and. J.J.
llos, 6, 7# 10, 11 and 12 by J.J.
27(a) Dd
Durham Cathedral MS M.179-130







5? Ayres and Dances by J.
TA II l» » II «
V8^
28. DM La
Dublint Archbishop Marsh's Library MS z.3«4.(l-6)
Set of six, part-books containing a large anthology
of fantasias for '■) to 6 viols.
Works a $ byj Lupo; Gibbons and Anon (including 2
oy J.J.)•
" a 4 M : Fer&bosco; Ward; Jenkins; Ives; R.
Gibbons; Tomkins; Coperario and Anon.
!* a j? fl i Lupo; Ward; Wra. White; Coleman;
Ferabosco; Deering; Ric.Wilson; 0.
Gibbons; Coperario; Ives and Anon.
" a 6 '• s Wm.White; Ward; Ives; Lupo; Coperario
and Anon.
(Nos.1-5 a 6 (Anon) have been marked Deering in
2nd. d. part-book ^.)
Jenkins' works a 2 in bks, 1, 2,
a 4 " " 1. 2, J and 6.
*2^
2?. DM Lb
Dublint Archbishop Marsh's Library IS a. 3.4. (7-12)
Set of six part-books containing a large anthology
of Pantasia3» pavans etc. for J to 6 viols.
Works a } by: Lupoj Granford; Goperario; Tomkins;
Mico? J.J. and Anon.
" a 4 " ; Brewer; Feraboaco; Granford; Lupo;
Ward and Anon,
" a 5 " * Mico; Palavicino; Monteverdi and Anon.
" a 6 n } Granford; Wilby; Practorius and Anon.
Works a J by J.J. in bks. "J, 8 and )•
3k, ) partly a treble part and partly another bass.
Many pieces are marked "true" in this set and in
bks. 1-6 (entry 2), above). The two sets belonged
to the Oxford circle of the l66o's of whom Narcissus




Dublin: Archbishop Marshes Library MS
Book in tablature catalogued as lute music but
actually containing Lyra-viol music.
Belonged to Narcissus Marsh in lt>66.
Contains pieces by: Mase; J.J.; Ives; Burroughs;
Taylor; Sste; vill.Lawes; Tho.Mere; Goodall;
Stephkins.
J.J.•s pieces ff. 2,4»^vt6f3tJ,10 (beginning at
the back of the book, renumbered).
Jl. Hamburg
Hamburg St a -ts bi bliothek MSS $195 and 16-3 5
Mentioned in isitner1 s Quellenlexicon as containing
music by J.J. a 4. ^
Apparently these MS3 were destroyed in the war.
1 Information from librarian. ^CDV-rcSpov^e.uta, . 1^62.^
IS6
? 2 » LG
oU Wl ho .
London* Guildhall Library* Gresham College MS(vi.3.4-3^
Q. M»*. 4-^1 - 1 i
A set of three part-hooks containing Fantasias
by Mat. Locke; Will, founge; and the 21 Fantasias
a 2 tr. and B. viol by J.J,
At the end of the books are misc. airs by Sieterich
Backron, called "Beckron's ayres".
The pages are not numbered.
\%7
53* MHW
Manchester; Henry Watson Library: Lyra Viol Book,
A large anthology of pieces in tablature for Lyra-
viol, arranged according to tunings of which there
are twenty-two; the pieces renumbered for each tuning,
12 pieces in staff notation appear before the first
tuning. The music is preceded by a table of Graces
and is bound and interleaved with 5 lined MS paper
on which Watson started his transcript ion.
Composers whose music appears in the books are;
Anthony; Joh dates; Tho, Bates; Tho. Birche;
Coleman; Crosbey; Elliot; John Este; Hugh Facie;
ferrabosco; Gervise Gerrardc; Stephen Goodall;
Tho. Gregoric; Wrn. Gregorie; Geo, Hudson; 3, Ives;
3, Ives Jun,; Jemmye (?); J.J.; Wm. Kinglake; Jo,
Lawrence; Lillie; Wm, Lawes; Tho, Martine; Henrie
Read; John Head; Tho, Read; Joseph Sherlie; Simpson;
Richard Sumarte; Tho, Woodson; Tho, Woodington;
J. Witnie; G, Willis; Peter Warner and Wm, Young,
At least 40 anonymous pieces also appear,
A second volume contains MS transcription of the




New York Public Library; Drcxel MS 3521
35 MS pages bound in the back of a copy of the second
edition of Simpson's Division Viol, containing
divisions by several composers.
The first set of Divisions is by J.J.
25. Nib
New York Public Library; Drexel MS 2349
A late 17th century score containing airs a 2 by
Britton; Mr. Farmer; Mr. Pack and J.J.
p.105* J.J.'s "Bells" for 1st. Tr., 2nd. Tr., B.
p.20j "Mr. Farmer's 1681".
p. 78* "Mr, Pack May 2, 1679"•
\ «°l
>6. NYc
New York Public Library* Prexel MS J120zl
A set of six part-books containing an anthology
of anthems and madrigals of the Byrd and Morley
generation, and instrumental Fantasias by Byrd,
Gibbons, S, Ives, Alfonso and Jenkins,
2 Fantasias a 4 by J,J, are to be found in*
Altus* nos. 5 & 4 on unnumbered 99 • fol. f. 181
Tenor* It It H It n it it f. 135
3assusj " n If It It it it it ff .163-70
Sextus* H « ft It It »t « it ff •74V-75
I <ro
57. OBa
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. o.59-6o
Two part-books each divided clearly into two sections.
Early to raid l/th century books, later used by the
Oxford circle in the 1660's.
1st. seotionj contains fancies for 2 basses by
Coperario; Ward} Ford; John Thomkins
and Witney; and a Pavan by T.J. (no.8).
Several blank leaves follow.
2nd. section: contains divisions for 2 basses by J.J.
and Witney and divisions for 2 bashes
and for a treble and a bass by Ch.
Simpson, including 10 sets by J.J,
Some pages have J.3. at top (? Joh1
Bolies),
p.27g in c.60, no,25# marked "given to me by my
loving friend Dr. Gentry".
p.in c.6o, "ex by Mr. Button's Booke".
1<?I
J8. Oj3b
Bodleian MS lus.Sch. c.&l
A late bass viol part-book#
Front cover inscribed: "Divitions for ye bass viol
1637, May
The piece on the last page attributed to J.J, corr¬
esponds with no# 40 in Durham MS D.2, in which the
2nd. part is found#
2?. OBc
Bodleian MS Mus.Soh# c.64-9
A set of six part-books#
Lst. tr. part (c#64) Is inscribed on the flyleaf:
"George Stratford 1641".
Contains Fantasias and In Homines a 4» 5 & &
viols by Weelkes; Tomkins; Bird; Ward; Coleman;
Lupo; Coperario and J,J.
9 Fantasias a ^ by J.J.
4 " a 4 " " "
The^Authorship of nos.24 and 2)-$2 is doubtful.
Meyer ascribes them to Jenkins and again to Ward.
They do not appear among the J.J. works in lus,Soh#c#99*
1 In "Die Mehrstimmige Spielmusik...Kassel,19)4.
fix
40. OBd
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.21
A copy of the 1667 ed. of Simpson's "Division Viol",
inscribed: "Will. Noble 1671". with one part of a
number of divisions for 2 bass viols, by Poole, Butler,
Norcumbe and J.J., bound into the back.
II sets oi divisions by J.J., 3 of which correspond
to works in MS Mus.Sch. c.57-^0# where both parts
are to be found.
Many of the sets bear dates (? of copying), mostly
1672-5, the latest being 1673.
No,10. by J.J., is dated Aug,50, 1672.
The other works by J.J, are undated.
41. OBe
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.77a St b
Two part-books containing 3 sets of divisions for
two bass viols by J.J. and Christopher Simpson.




Bodleian MS 3iua,Soh, c«3l
Three part-books bound in one volume, containing
17 suites of Pantasia-Almain-Air for "a treble and
bass to the organ", by J,J. Bound in old title
deeds etc, which refer to the North family.
The first of a uniform series of part-book3 cont¬
aining almost exclusively the music of Jenkins and
nearly all written in the same flowery ha id. They
seem to have belonged to the North family and to
have ^ome into the Bodleian collection as early as
1630.
45. OBg
Bodleian MS Mus,Sch, c,32
pour part-books bound in one volume, containing
"Mr, Jenkins his three partes for two trebles and
a base to the organ",
10 sets of Fantasia-Alraain-Air,
North MS as above,
1 See Margaret Crum, "Early lists of the Oxford
Music School collection", ML, CTaBx, 19^7«
I ?Ll
44. QBh
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.8 5
Seven part-books bound in one volume* (i.e. 6
viols and organ), containing IJ Fantasias, 2 In
Nomines and 2 Pavans, the first of which is "The
Bell Pavan", by J.J.
North MS, as above.
4^. OBI
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.34
Pour part-books bound in one volume, containing
"Ayres for the Harpsicon, Lyra Vyole, Bass Vyole
and vyolin" by J.J, (14 airs)
North MS, as above.
46. 03j
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch, c.3 5
Pour part-books bound in one volume, containing
"Mr. Jenkins his Ayres for a treble vyole, bass
vyole and Lyra vyole to the harpsichord". (12 airs)
North IS, as auove.
19 £
47« 03k
3odleian MS Mus,3ch, c,36
Three part-books bound in one volume, containing
4 complete sets of Fantasia-Ayre by J,J, and Almans
of two more sets for two trebles and a bass with
organ. Complete psrts found in MS Mus.Sch, d,241-4,
and organ part in MS Mua.Sch. d.26l,
North MS as above.
43, 031
Bodleian MS Mus,3oh, c,37
Three part-books bound in one volume, containing
the 2.1 Fantasias for 2 tr, and a bass, "Mr, Jen."
written over each p iece.
Parts marked "exam" -
In the 131 treble no, 4 comes between nos, 11 & 12,
North MS as above.
l-u
OBm
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.38
four part-books bound in one volume, containing
14 airs and "The Bells" for tr. viol, bass viol,
Lyra-viol and Harpsichord, and 5 airs for tr. viol,
bass and harpsichord, all by J.J.
"The Bells" is a version of the celebrated "Lady
Catherine Au&ley*s Bells".
North MS as above.
50. OBn
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. o.95
Three J.ate 17th century part-books bound together,
containing miscellany of vocal and instrumental Dorics
by Mr. Baptiste (? Draghi); the Duke of Guise; J.J.;
Blovr; Bannister; Farmer; Purcell; Phil. Hart; Anthony
loung; Mr. Clarke; Mr, Akroyd and r. Sccles,




Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. o.93a & "b
Four part-books bound in one volume and a separate
organ-part* containing HMr. Jenkins his ayres for
2 trebles and 2 basses to the organ** (52 Airs* of.
3M Add.MS 25250).
North MS as no.45 above.
Looks like a fair copy.
52. 0B£
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. c.BBa & b
Four part-books bound together and a separate organ-
part* containing the 17 Fantasias and 2 Pavans a 4
by J.J.
North MS as above.
Looks like a fair cop y.
i<U
OBg.
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. d.220
Bass part-book of 220 "Pavans, galliards, ayres,
alraaines, corantos, sarabandes, moriscas, masks
and country dances, composed occasionally by excell¬
ent modern music masters and now methodically dig¬
ested into their proper and distinct keys for the
bass and treble violes".
"Bassus l6p4H.
Composers whose works are included are? Ch.Coleman?
Win. Lawesj Mr. Taylor? David fell? Ambrose Beeland?
Th. Lupo? Geo. Hudson? M. Mercury? Mr. Sebastian?
Mr. Alfonso? Cooke? Phil. Bennet? Tho. Pratt? Simpson?
John Gamble? John Atkinson? J. Witney? Mr. Maynard?
Monsieur Noe and Sheppie (?).
gamut nos.40-6 & 43-? <5b 75 by J.J,
C fa Ut " 15-17» 26-? & 53-? M " "
D sol re " 14-24, 23-45 « « «
(16-21 "The Jells'1)








Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. d«22l
One book for Lyra-Viol, containing airs by J.J,,
"T.G." (? Thomas Gregory) and some anonymous,
Nos. 15-24, 42-51 & 67-76 all by J.J.
Flyleaf inscribedi "for Two Basse Vialles",
p. 82 " j "Tuning of the following Ij^ras -
with a continual Basse. J. Jenkins".
55. 03s
Bodleian MS Mua.Sch, d.253-6
Four part-books containing miscellaneous Instrumental
and vocal works, mostly by Mat. Locke and William
Lawes, and 10 airs by J.J.
f, 54 ot seq. and f. $6 et seq. airs a 4 by J.J,
I
H.J,Sleeper identified / pieces with bass part only




Bodleian MS Mus.Bch. &, 241-4
Pour part-books corresponding to the organ book
ML Mus.Sch. d,26l, containing! "Mr. Jenkins J partes
Divisions for 2 Basses and a Treble". "Mr. Jenkins
5 partes Divisions for two Trebles and a Base" and
5 Fantasia-suites for 2 trebles and 2 basses also
by J. J.
For the 5 suites for 2b, and tr. viols cf. Mus.Sch.
d» 2 ol»
For the 5 suites for 2 tr. and 2 b. viols cf. BM
Add.MS 27550-4.
For the 7 suites for 2 tr. and 1 b. viol cf. Mus.
och. C.B6 d.26l.
For J.J.'s pieces a 4, 2nd Bass is written in Tenor
book.
Later additions to the volumes are works by Sogers;
Baltzar and "Mr. 3ownean's Ayres", "First performed
in the schools on Thursday Feb. l675/4".
£Oi
57* 03U
Bodleian MS Uus.Sch. d.24 5-7
Three books of music for "Lyra-Consort" containing
music by several composers which have clearly been
copied at two distinct periods,
d,24p is inscribed on the back flyleaf "John Merro
his book". The earlier part of the MS contains
Fantasias by Tomkins and Goperario,
Airs by J.J. are in d.245 on pp.l75» 134-5; 183-
)0i 2^0-253; some are inscribed "Gor, J.J.".
The books belonged later to William Isles who added
to them, and d.245 is inscribed on the coven "Sent
by illiam Isles to Dr. Fell for the use of the
public music school in Oxford".
1 J. Merro d, 1636, Seei letter from A. Ashbee:
ML, Oct., 1567. This MS is discussed by P.J,
Willetts in 3M Quarterly. 1962,
53.
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. d»?6l
Six separate MSS bound in one volume.
The fifth is the "organ part to Mr. Jenkins fancies
division lessons for 2 bass viols and a treble" and
corresponds to the parts for the *) suites of ?antasia
Almaine-GalLiard in Mus.Sch. d.241-4.
The sixth is inscribed! "organ parts to Mr. Jenkins
fancies divisions for three parts prickt in the
books vith vellum covers and given to mee (?) by
Mr. Collins organist of Exeter...", and corresponds
to the seven suites of Eantasia-Ayre in *us.Sch,d.241
55* OBw
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. e.4o6-9
Four part-books containing 27 fantasias and 1 pavan
by J.J., and others by Cooke for tr. viol, 2 b,
viols and organ.
Each bo k inscribed* "A 4 1654".
North MS as no.^2 above.
2o3
6°. Q3x
Bodleian MS ilas.acj. e.421-6
Six part-books containing miscellaneous airs a 2»
4 <& 5 viols with "Through Base" by Cowarden;
Coleman; Simpson; W. hawes; Rogers; Jenkins and
Brewer#
airs a by J.J. p p. 1-8 2 in e.421» 2 % 4.
" a 4 " " " pp# 215-22 in e.421-4.
6l. 0 3y
Bodleian .13 Mus.Soh. e# 4 2 7-42
Set of six part-books to be used together for
works a 4, ? 3t (> and in two sets of 2*
2 fantasias a 2 by J»J. on ff.1^-22 in e,427"*29*
1 fantasia a 4 by J.J. is inserted at the end of
e.427 to be used with e.440-2.
e.440 inscribed; "p. Witny his book".




Bodleian MS Mus.ach. e. 447-9
Three part-books containing airs by Will lounge;
Crispxon; will. Marple3; J.J., "Outlandish airs in
3 Key"; Mr. Phillips; Will. Kinge; C. Simpson;
Samuel St ; Richard G-oodsoh; J. Banister; Mr.
Per and Mr. H.A.
Fantasia-Almain-Saraband-Courant-Saraband in C
minor by J.J. p.2.1 et. seq.
6j. OBaa
Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. e.451
A continuo-book containing a large number of
pieces, with a partial index with the note; "This
book belongs to the two sets of books bound in
vellum, those of Dr. Rogers and Lr. Jenkins workes
and the others of Mr. Cocke1s an severall other
authors", (i.e. Mus.Sch. d.255-6 and d.24l)
Airs by J.J. on pp.165,169,175,177,179,527-50




Bodleian MS Mus.Sch. f»564-7
Pour part-books for 2 tr, viols, bass viol and B.C.,
containing 15 sets of Fantasia-\ir and 2 extra airs
after the first set, all by J,J,
The organ part is figured with an occasional 5 or
6 but mostly indicates a sharp or flat third,
cf. 3M Add.MS 27550-2.
65. 03cc
Bodleian ..IS Mus.Sch. f, 563-3
The second treble and tenor part-books only of a
set originally of 5* containing airs by Will.
Lawesj C. Simpson; J.J.; Dr. Rogers and Mr. Brewer,
4 airs by J.J, plus one appearing in the tenor book





Bodleian HS Has,doh, f,5?3
A single bass part-book containing works for solo
bass viol, solo treble viol and one part only of
some dances a 2, by Ph.llarquart; P.&.R.; J.B.j
Stephkinj Coleman; Xoung,
Pieces by J.J. on ff. 15,14,1^,22,24,26 & 2?.
Many of the pieces are elaborately written for the
bass viol with double stopping.
There are some figured basses.
67. Q3ee
Bodleian MS Mus.Soh, f,575.
Single part-book containing; at the beginning solo
songs with Lyra-viol; in the middle Lyra-viol dances
and airs; and at the end with the book reversed a
score of Gibbons fantasias a
Works by: J.J.; Ives; W. Drew; Hudson; W. Laws;
Lord Whitlock's coranto; ?, Collier; J. Lilly; W.
Gregory; Phil.Porter; 3d. Tanner; Mr. Jo, Esto.
Airs by J.J. on ff,10-12,1J and 34, all for solo
Lyra-viol, f.l? is "An eccho loud and soft".
2 £>7
6a, OBff
Bodleian IS North e,37
A single bass part of airs nea ly all by Jenkins,
bound in documents relating to the North family
but not in the same hand as the MS3 nos,42~9 %
51-2 above. One air is by Simpson, one by Francis
North, a few are anon and the rest are by J,J,
P, North* s piece is inscribed* "A Courant ^
echo to the sharp suite of banstead ayres",
OBgg
Bodleian MS; Unoatalogued,
A small single part-book in a childish hand belong-
ing to a recent accession^of material connected
with the North family. It contains no music by
J,J,, but the decorated bar endings are remininsc-
ent of the style of those in the score Christ Church
MS lus,1005 which is possibly in J.J.'s autograph.
1 See R,North on lusic, ed, J.Wilson, London I95?»
p.10 and pl,l, for the origin of the "Banstsaft
ayres",
2 I examined the book in 1961 at the New Bodleian




Christ Church MS Mas. 2.
A score containing a large anthology of works mostly
Fantasias by English and Italian composers. The
English music belongs to the pre-com monwealth gen¬
eration* Coperario; Lupoj Mico; J, J.; White; Ward;
Coleman etc., and the Italian music by iarenzio;
Monteverdi etc., is of the type which vias being
brought to this country by the mid 16^0's.
The score has been long supposed to be in the hand
of Dean Aldrich (d.1710), but it seems more lisely
that it is the work of a professional scribe. The
date of compilation is obscure.
4 fantasias a 4 by J.J, are on ff,^3-101
J fantasias and a pavan a by J.J. are on ff. 142-52.
71* £Cb
Christ Church MC Mua*1)67-70
Four part-books containing airs for 4 viols by
J.J,J Webster; Coleman; Johnson; Will* Lawes;
Simon Ives and anon*
Beautifully written books in a hand similar to that
of Ch*Ch* lus.1005 with similar bar line decorations
but here in red ink*
51 airs by J.J. in all.
Wos.7,25 & Jl here anon, are by J.T, (cf. Ch.Ch.
Mus* 1005)•
72* 0 Co
Christ Church. MS Mus* 573-31
Three part-books containing airs for 5 viols by
Coleman; Johnson; Ferrabosco; Cormack; Cranford;
Webster; Cobb; Coperario; Ives; W.Lawes; Laniere;
Ford; Holmes; W.D* and anon.
The books are in the same hand and with the same
ornaments as tas.J&'J-'JO above.
6 airs by J.J. (Wos.1,6,11 & 12-14)
no
75.. oca
Christ Church I.IS iius« 3?7~400
Pour part-books containing fantasias for 4 viols by
Coperarioj Perraboscoj Ward; J, J. and Anon,
The books are supposed to have been copied by Aldrich,
but the music belongs to a pre-Connonwealth generation.
The original copying has no titles, composers* names
or part names. All the fantasias except no.l are
assigned to their composers by a later hand in pencil
on the bass part,
4 Fantasias a 4 by J,J, on ff,Jl-42,
74, OCe
Christ Church MS Mua,403-9
Six part-books for five viols and organ containing
Fantasias and Favans by Ferraboscoj Micoj hupo;
Coperarioj White; Ward; Coleman and J,J,




Christ Church MS Mus,425-3
Six part-books containing works a 5, 4# 5 and 6
viols by Coperarioj Ferraboscoj Peering; lorley;
White; iiico; Milton; Qranford; Coleman; Lupo;
J • J » # etc*
2 Pavans a p by J.J, ff,o8 & 63v
2 Fantasias a 6 by J.J, ff.^4 St ?4v
2 " " " " " " ff, 102-5
76. CCg
Christ Church MS Mas. 452
Keyboard part (? organ) corresponding to the string
parts on .13 Mus, 6l2-5# and in the same hand.
2 airs a 2 bass viols by J,J. ff, 17-13, (cf, IIus, 612
nos,3-9)
" " " " i» " * « « f f, 19-20v (cf. Mus. 612
nos,10-11)
1 This MS is a good source for the works of Lupo,
It contains by himj 14 fantasias a 5» 7 a
3 a 5 and 5 a 6,
77* QCh
Christ Church MS Mas.456
Large organ-book, containing Fantasias and Madrigals
by Ferrabosco; Ward; J.J,; Coperario; Marenzio;
Monteverdi; Mico; Vecchi; White; Palavicino; Lupo;
O. Gibbons; Coleman and Anon, The MS has long been
supposed to be in ildrich1 s hand.
4 Fantasias a 4 by J.J. on ff. J1-J4, (cf. The Fantas¬
ias a 4 in ,ius.2.)
73. OCi
Christ Churoh MS Mus.468-472
Five part-books containing Fantasias and In Nomiaes
for 5, 4 and 5 viols by Jef.ries; Perrabosco; J.J,
and Ward and one Anon. Vocal works by Purcell have
been copied into the back of the book upside down at
a later date.
11 Fantasias a 4 by J.J. ff.JO-41 (not incl. no.25)«
Wo. 25 is ascribed here to J.J., but it appears
ascribed to Ward elsewhere and does not appear in the
complete set by J.J. in dodlei&n "S Mus.Sch.
79. ocj— i ■ iiMm
Christ Church 13 ;ius. 4 75-4 73
f V - , . •«
Six part-hooks containing fantasias a 4, 5 and
6 viols by Coleman; Lupo; White; Fer^abosco; Ward;
Cill and J.J, A beautiful early 'AS,
5 Fantasias a 6 fcy J. J. P?.95-5.
4 tt a 5 tt ft ft pp.62-5.
6 It a 4 ft ft »t pp.40-45,
5 It a 5 ft it ft pp.8-12,
80. OCk
Christ Church 23 Mus.517-20
Four part-books containing Fantasias and airs by
Ferrabosco; Mico; Ward and J.J.
10 airs a 4 (2 tr., 2 b.) by J.J, on ff.45-5°»
1 R.A. Warner recognises the quality and reliability
of this source in his article "John Jenkins 4 part
Fancy in C minor", MR, ^eb., ,
hlWtk Wjl vug; • kw
^fl/o ( ($UL •SjoU.'c l/VWuJe(2Jk cio kfcf'.
£'4
31. OCX
Christ Church :io las. 3^)
Single 'violin" part containing airs by W» Lawes
and J.J.
42 airs a 2 by J.J.: nos.l-42.
(The uass part for nearly all of them is to be
found in i.j flus. 1005•)
32. QCm
Christ Church IS ;us.''l?-5
Two part-books containing airs for 2 bass viols
by Toung and J.J. corresponding to the organ
part MS tuo.4p2.
4 airs by J.J.: nos.i-ll (ns, 10 and 11 here anon




Christ Church MS Mus.7l6-2Q
Five of a set of part-books probably originally
with more books containing music by Lupoj East;
Symes; Ferraboseoj Pearson; 3. Ives; White ana J.J.
bus,716, 713 and ~]2Q contain no J.J.
2 pts. only of 'j Fantasias a 4 by J.J. on pp.6-10
in Mus.717 and ),
The 4 Lupo Fantasias at the beginning of the books
and the J.J. Fantasias following them are in a
different hand from the main body of the MS3.
34. OCo
Christ Church MS ..fus. 77 /-•?
An organ-book for fantasia-suites by Gibbons
(iius.7/3) and string parts for 4 Fantasia-Suites
for treole and bass /iols and organ by J.J. (;ius.
777 & 779).
The organ part for these suites is found in
Bodleian MS dus.Sch. c.8i«
3 5• OGp
Christ Church MS ;ius,l004
Score containing Fantasias and In Homines a 4, 5
viols by Ferrabosco (at beginning of book); Lupo;
liite; Coleman; Deering; Coperario and J.J. (all
at end of book upside-down).
2 Fantasias a 6 by J.J. pp.1/2-166
1 Pavan a " " " pp.173-7
3 6 . OCq,
Christ Church IAS Mas. 1005
Large score containing 207 airs a 2 and 5 viols
by J. J.# grouped according to key and correspond¬
ing to the parts in the Newberry '.13# no,2} above;
possibly in Jenkins' autograph,
A beautiful book and the best source for the airs
for 2 and J viols.
(The page of contents at the beginning is not
accurate.)
37.
Christ Church MS Hus.10q6-)
Four part-books containing airs for various 2 and
2 part instrumental combinations with organ by
Cowarden; Hudson; Hinton; Jenkins; C. Gibbons;
J.J. and Anon.
22 airs a 2 viols by J.J, pp.58-69 (in string pts.)
" « « n h « « .« pp.2^-40 (in organ pt.)
IJ of these substitute a Lyra-viol part for the
bass viol part.
33• PCs
Christ Church MS Mus.1011
Bass part-book containing airs (a 2) by J.J.; Coleman;
Sogers and Cowarlen,
72 airs by J.J. on pp. 1-13,22-25.47-50,53-61,66-71.
Complete parts of JO of these are found in M3 Mus,1005*
3^. OCt
Christ Church MS Mua.1022
Bass part-book containing airs (a 2) by J. Taylor?
J.J.J W. Lawes; Coleman; Ellisj Perrabosco; Cormaok;
itny; Philli|>s; Goodall and Anon, inscribed; "Ayres
Bassus",
4 airs by J.J. nos.2 and 52-4.
Complete parts of all four are found in 13 Ius.1005.
90. OCu
Christ Church MS Mua.1029-7
Three part-books containing airs a 5 Smith;
Bannister; Simpson and J.J,
4 airs by J.J.; nos.22-5.
)1. OCT
Christ Church MS 'as. 1179
Harpsichord book containing pieces by Wintersall;
0. Gibbons; 3yrd; J.J. and Anon., written on two
six line staves.
'Mr. Juckings his Jelles" cn 2 six line staves.
)2, PC
Paris Conservatoire ;S Res.122
A score containing an anthology of "Fantasias", airs
and Dances a J and 4 viols by Coperario; Orlando
Giboons; William Lawes; Matthew Locke; J,J,, Alfonso
Farabosco and John Ward.
20 "Fantasias" and airs a 4 by J.J. on ff.31v-9?v»
&<>
?}• HCMa
Royal College of Music MS 921
Two single part-books, one for bass viol, one for
treble viol or violin bound together, partly in the
same hand as 3M Add.MSS 2377? an^ 31428 which are
possibly in Jenkins* autograph.
The Bass parti Airs and divisions by J.J. for 2
bass viols & organ on ff,l6-44.
The Treble parti Fantasia-suites by J.J. for treble
& bass viols St organ on ff.46 f.
The second section of this MS is in a fragmentary
state and almost illegible.
Use is made in the first section (the bass part)
of ornamental signs appearing in Christopher
Simpson's "Division \riol". Contemporary annotations
refer to "Mr. Derham's Boi " and to "Fakenham music".
The complete parts for nearly all the music can
be supplied frora other MSS.
RCMb
Royal College of tusic MS 1141
Slim volume used by (?) Southgate for notes on
musical history.
The first three pages contain 1J "catches'* attrib¬
uted to J.J., each only 3 bars in length and possibly
meant as grounds for divisions. Late and probably
wrongly attributed.
No.12 inscribed* "Had she not(care enough - copied
by Purcell from J. Jenkins,"
1 This is the title of a catch by Jeremy Savile
(G.Goxon art. Savile, MSG) an 1 does not appear
among the works of Purcell. ( \ P. 5 , Ha~u.ru, Puj-coiv
<3>v jW.fr. uv- c(r (jg; ^ )
3 A3.
95* rqmc
Royal College of "usic M5 11^5
Three part-.books of a set of five, containing
Fantasias by Deering; Forde; Ferrabosco; Coperario
and J.J.
They include the 2nd. Cantus, Altus and tenor parts
of l6 Fantasias and one Pavan a 5 by J.J.
Marginal notes of revision are carefully made by
more than one 17th centpry owner, collating these
books with others that have not survived: "Barnard
Score: .3:"; "Couzens Score: B:"; "Harmajji"; "Mr.
Collins"; "Stanesmore" and "Ramoley".
RCMd
Royal College of Music: New MS; Uncatalo ued.
Four part-books containing airs by J.J. and Christ¬
opher Simpson for 2 trebles and bass viol and Theorbo,
the theorbo part doubling the bass viol except for
occasional discrepancies in the dotting of rhythms,
I See P.J, ,illetts; "Sir Nicholas L'Estrange and
John Jenkins", lb, Jan,l?6l.
2.23
97* snl
Scotish National Library! Panmure MSS 2 & 3
Two par»books, the second treble and 3.C. books,
containag an anthology of airs a 5 including the
"Eccho uite" by J.J,
Comply parts are to be found in Ch,Ch. MS Mus.
1005
98. la
York Minster hibraryt M.5.3.
Two 's of four part-books each in the hand of
M&ttr Hut ton.
IstJSi contains Fantasias by J.J. and Ferabosco
for 4 viols,
y pasias a 4 by J.J. nos.l-7»
2n<rt» contains Fantasias by J.J., John Ward and
Tho. Thomkins.
2 asias a 4 by J.J. nos.l-2,
this set is missing in the Tenor and Alto
bo
Yb
York Minster Library? M.20.S*
Score containing "Mr. Jenkins three part Fancies
for two Trebles and a Base viol, in the score",
in the hand of Matthew Hutton and corresponding
with the part-books ,3M MS > 50433-90.
The score is inscribed; "11 Octoi 1671. This score
I borrowed of Mr. Mutton of 3raaenose who bidd mee
keepe it 'till hee called for it. S.Lowe."
100. YJ?
Yale Music Schools Pilmer MS Al6» a-c.
Three part-books containing airs with pictur¬
esque titles by Dr. Flud,
Beginning at the back of the book are pieces for 2
and J viols by J.J.J Coleman; Ives; lerland.
4 airs by J.J. including "The 3ells", on ff.32,3lb,
65 & 55/
l Edward Lowe (d.1682), Professor of Music at Oxford
from l66l#
APPENDIX III
A checklist of Jenkins' vocal works, by first lines
A Soat, a boat...
Catch (5 voices)
In several Playford publications!
A Musical Banquet (1651)
Catch that Catch Can (1652, 1658 & 1665)
Musick* a Delight on the Cithern (1666)
(no. 101: misnumbered in Day and Murrie)
The Musical Companion (1667, 1672 & 1^75)
Also in many later editions and collections of
Catches. One of the most popular of the 17th c.
catches. "We can be merry as the best of you we*
can i' faith and sing A iioat, a boat, or Here* s a
health unto his Majesty, with a fa, la, la, lero".
(Timothy in "The Miser", by Shadwell, first perf.,
London 1672.)
And Art thou t,rieved..« (George Herbert)
oacred song a 5* Ch.Ch. ML Mus.756-3,
Awake, Sad Heart (George Herbert)
Sacred song a % Ch,Ch. MS Mus. 756-3.
bright Lpark
Sacred song a 5. Ch.Ch. MS Mus. J$6-d9
Mb
5• Cease Cease My Soul
Sacred song a 5« Ch. Ch. MS Mus.756-8
6» Cease not thou heavenly voiced glorious creature,..
Sacred song a 5* Ch,Ch. MS Mus. 7?6-3
Bodleian MS Don. C.57
7• Come|pretty maidens, what ist you buy?
Catch. 5 voices. Catch that Catch can 1652
" » » " 1658
« « .» .1 iggj
3. j'air Ajristllla, See see the waves appear
Song a J. Ch,Ch. MS Mus, 75^-3
5• Glory, honor, power...
Sacred song a J. Ch.Ch. MS Mus,756-8
10. Holy and Bleared Spirit divine
Sacred song a 5. Ch,Ch. MS Mus, 75^-3
11. Mercy dear Lord
Sacred song a 5» Ch.Ch. MS Mus. 756-3,
12. Ho, Ho he is not gone forever
Sacred song a 5* Ch. Ch. MS Mus, 756-3
1J• 0 Doming, Domine Deus Salvationis...
Sacred song a 5* Ch.Ch. MS Mus, 75^-8,
3-A7
14. Q Nomen Jesus.,.
Sacred song a 5. Gh. Ch, MS Mus, 756-3
15* 0 take lute... (George Herbert)
SacrecL song a 5. Ch. Oh. MS Mus.756-3
16. oee, see the 3right light Shine
Sacred song a 5. Ch.Gh, MS Mus.756-3
Bodleian MS Don. C.57
published ini The Musical Companion 1675
Select ayres and dialogues 1659
& The Treasury of Husick 166J
(as above Wit with new t.p.)
17. Tell ae my love...
-acred song a 5. Ch.Ch. MS Mus.756-3,
^3* The shepherds Sing... (George Herbert)
Sacred song for Christmas a 5*
Ch.Ch. MS Mus.756-8.
1?» Then with our Trinity of Sight...(George Herbert)
(The second half of "Bright jpark")
Sacred song a 5. Ch.Ch. MS Mus.756-8
Tune me 0 .uord. ..
Sacred song a 5. Ch.Ch. MS Mus. 756-3.
21. Vainglorious peace...
Sacred song a J. Ch. Ch. MS Mus,
22. welcome pure thoughts...
(4th and last stanza of "ifarewel ye guilded
follies" from the Compleat Angler and ascribed
in the 1st ed. to Dr. D(onne) and later to
various other poets.)
22* tfhen fair Aurora...
Dialog ie. Printed in A .lusioal Companion 1^73
■A a a «
24. Why Sighest Thou Shepherd...
a 2, printed in Select Ayres and Dialogues
& The Treasury of Muslck 1669
(as above but with new t.p.)
25. victorious time...
Sacred song a J. Gh.Ch. MS Mus.625-626.
2^. Why in this Shade of Night.. .
Elegy on the Death of William Lawes
Dialogue with Chorus. The longest and most
elaborate of the collection of elegies on his
brother's death published under the title
Choice Psalms by Henry Lawes in lf>43.
221
27 Had she not care enough....
Gatch by Jeremy savile, spuriously attributed to
Jenkins in a CM MS 1141
23 aheophila, or Love's Jaorifice,,..
Poem by Edward Benlowes, London 165^.
"Several parts thereof set to fit ayres by Mr.
J. Jenkins..."
The music of these ayres is not in the printed
edition of the poem'" and has not been found.
2) We sinfi to Him whose wisdom form'd the ear
Words only in Playford's ps&lmes and Hymns, 1&71*
Laid to be "composed to Musick for three voices by
Mr. J.J." The music is not in Playford's book
and has not been found.




A Chronological list of Publications containing works
by Jenkins: from 1648 to l6'3Q.
1^43 Henry Dawes Choice Psalms
Contains: Elegy on the death of William Dawes.
l6*?l J» Playford A Eusical Banquet"1"
Contains: in Pt.I airs for Lyra Viol
in Pt.II airs for tr.v. and b.v.
in Pt.III "A Boat, a boat"
1652 J. Hilton (Pub. Playford) Catch that Catch Can
Contains: "A 3oat a boat"
and "Come pretty maidens"
2
1652^ J. Playford Euslcks Recreation on the Lyra Viol
Contains: airs for Lyra Viol
1655 Playford Court Ayres^
Contains: Ayres a 2
' 1 ^ '3 L J* Playford ^usioA's Necreation on the Lyra Viol
? Neprint of l£p2 edition.
1 Very rare. '/Unique complete copy in Oxford, Bodleian
Library.
2 Date presumed. The date on the copy in the 3M is
worn.
5 A fine copy in the 3M, Contains good exx, of Eimpson,
Coleman etc. . . .
3.2)1
16^3 J. Hilton (pub. Playford) Patch that Catch Can
Contains; catches as above l6^2 ed.
1659 j. Playford Select Ayres and Dialogues
Contains; "See, See the bright light shine"
l66l J. Playford --.luaick's Recreation on the Lyra Viol
Contains; some airs as above 1652 publication
and more.1
1662 J. Playford Courtly Masquing ayres
Contains; airs a 2 incl. "The Lady Catherine
Audley's Sells".
iiii j. Hilton (pub. Playford) Catch that Catch Can
as 1652 publication above with additions.
2
1666 J. Playford Mustek's Delight on the Cithern"
Contains; "A 3oat, a boat".
I067 C. Hilton (pub. Playford) The Musical Companion
(A new title for Catch that Catch Can)
Contains; "A Boat, a boat".
1 Cood copy in 31£
2 iusio in tablature and B3 P.'s intr. says; "Some few
erratas have passed by reason of my absence, and the
printer's. want of skill in Mustek, I crave the
judicious hand to mend with the pen...".
s.sa_
1669 J• Playford The Treasury of l.iusick
(The same as Select Ayres and Dialoguesl(>59
above, but ■frith new t.p. )
3k. 1 contains: "See, See the bright light shine"
3k. XI contains: "Why sighst thou Shepherd"
1669 J. Playford -asick'a Recreation on the Lyra Viol
Contains: some airs as above 1652 publication.
1672 J. Playford The Ausical Companion
As 1667 above with additions incl. "When Pair
Aurora..."
*>675 J, Playford The Lusical Companion
As above but now containing "See, See the
bright light".
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Lusick's xlandinaid, 1665 and l£>73» times anonymously.
Neither the "Litter Rant" nor the "Fleece Tavern Rant"
appear in Appollo* a banquet (as stated in D.N.3.
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